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INTRODUCTION

Fltid pdber is the technology of transmitting power by means of pressur-

ized fluids. It was one of the first power sources uled by man, was one.of

the earliest industrial power distribution syst ems, and is widely used today

in moder2n power handling systems. Fluid power systems. may use either a liquid

(hydraulic) or a gas (pneumatic) as an energy transfer medium.

This module discusses the advantages and disadvantages of fluid power,
-

outlines the basic components and configurations of both pneumatic and hydrau-

lic power systems, introduces fluid power symbols and circuits, and includes

a review of basic principles of physics that Apply to fluid power technology.,

Physics concepts discussed include pressure, force, work, and power as they

relate to fluid power calculations; the basic principles of fluid behavior;

and the characteristics of compressible and incompressible fluids. The funda-,

mentals of fluid power presented in this module are the bases of all fluid

powet.applications. These fundamentals are expanded in later modules.

The4laboratory for this module consists of an exercise in which the stu:

dent constructs and operates a simple hydraulic circuit and a simple pneumatic.

circuit and then compares the operation of the two.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed one semester of algebra and one semester

of technical. physics. ,

OBJECTIVES

!Peon completion of this mOdule,.the student should be able-to:

1. Define*the following terms:

a. 'Fluid power

b. Hydraulics

c. Pneumatics

d. Hydrodynamics

e: Hydrostatics
.

2. 'List at least'six advantages and fob disadvantages of fluid power as

compared t other power delivery, systeTs.

4.'
6
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1.

3 Draw diagrams showing the components of a basic hydraulic power system

and a basic pneumatic ppwer system. Label each component and de$cribe II

its function within the system.

4. Given any two of the following quantities for a fluid power cylinder,

calculite the third:,,

:a. PAssure

b. Piston area I
c. Force

5, Given any two,of the following quantities for 'a fluid power cylinder,,

calculate the third:

a. .Pressure

b. Volume displacement
4t

c. Work done

6. Given any two of the following quantities for a fluid power system, cal- 11

culate the-third:

. a. Pressure I

b. Volume flow rate'

c. Power

7. Describe each of the following principles of fluid behavior and.explain.

how it relates'to fluid power systems:

a. Pascal's law

b. The continuity equation

c. Bernoulli's theorem

d. Torricelli's theorem

e. Boyle's law

f. Charles' law

0

I

8. Draw scherriatic diagrams, showing all- components and connections; of

hydraulic ane pneumatic circuits for operating one single-acting

cylinder

9. Construct the fluid circuits in Objective.8 and operate them in the labora-

tory.

. 1
.. 0
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SUBJECT MATTER

INTRODUCTION TO FLUID.POWER

Fluid power is a technology that deals with the transmission and control

of energy by means of pressurized fluids. Fluid gowel- systems that use in7

compressible fluids (liquids) are called hydraulic systems. Those that use,

compressible fluids (gases, usually air) are called pneumatic systems. In

either case, the fluid power system Operates in the following manner: it

adds potential energy to a fluid at one location by increasing its pressure,

it moves the fluid to another location, and it recovers the energy for useful

work by lowering the fluid pressure.

The term "hydrodynamics" refers to the behavior of fluids in motion;

the-term "hydrostatics" describes the behavior of fluids at rest in an equi-

librium condition. This definition seems to imply that the study of fluid

power. mould depend heavily on hydrodynamics since energy is to'be moved by mov-

ing a fluid and would depend less on hydrostatics since a fluid that is not

moving cannot transmit continuous power. However, this is not the case. Most

of the energy contained within the fluid is in the form of the potential energy

of increased pressure, not in the kinetic energy of motion. Hydrodynamics

is usefyl to study since it describes the effects of resistance to flow, turbu-

lence, ind pump design; but the interest is always on lessening the hydrody-

namic energy losses. Practical fluid power systems are designed td have rela-

tively low fluid velocities; therkore, their hydrodynamic properties are

of little importance to system operation. Since fluid power depends on trans-

mitting energy through small fluid flowTates-at high pressure, it is much

more dependent on hydrostatics. The basic principles of. hydrostatics as

they apply to fluid power are discussed later in this module.

BACKGOUND AND APPLICATIONS OF FLUID POWER

Applications of fluid power are probably as old as civilization itself.

Ancient history contains many accounts of the use of moving water and air

to power waterwheels, windmills, and ships. The first scientific basis of-

fluid powertechnplOgY was investigated by Pascal in about 1650. His discov-:

'eries eventually led to the development of fluid power systems and to the

development of steam and internal combustion engines. Pascal's law is-de-

scribed later in this module.

FL-01/Page 3



Fluid power was first applied as an industrial technology in the Indus=

trial Revolution in Great Britain in 1850. By 1870, the use of hydraulic

systems to drive machinery was common. The development.of electricity in

the late nineteenth century lessened the interest in fluid power, although

its use did continue. The development of modern fluid power technology began

in World War II with an increase in the use of fluid power in naval vessels,

in aircraft, and later in production machinery. Modern fluid power systems

aze essential parts of most industrial processes and most mobile power systems.

One of the largest applications of fluid power is in the transportation

industry. Automobiles employ fluid power for the operation of hydraulic brakes,

power steering, and other accessories. Aircraft and marine vessels use hydrau-

c.
controls.

Fluid power is also used in a wide variety of applications involving

moving large loads. This include's ditchdigging and earth-moving equipment,

cranes, and construction equipment. Any industrial application requiring

large forces is a'candidate for fluid power since no other power system can

ccinvenjently produce such large forces. Large fluid power systems operate

presses, forges,_and milling equipment. Fluid power is as common as electrical

,powerin many modern industries.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGE§"OF FLUID POWER ,

The suitability of fluid power for any powe'r application is dependent

upon several advantages and disadvantages of fluid power, as compared to other

forms of power delivery.
'-

ADVANTAGES'

Major advantages of fluid power include the following:

1. The fluid, wh4her gaseous or liquid, will remove heat generated during

ti the power application. Thus, for many applications, the cooling problems

are much less severe than with electric motors.

2. A hydraulic device is mechanically rigid with respect to the load. It-

can,position and hold loads without a mechanical lock, even after the

power source has been turned off: This is also trye.of some pneumatic

devices, but not al'l;

3. ')lioid power devices'are highly responsive due to their high power-to-

weight ratio.

Page 4/FL-01
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4. Fluid power devices are much easier to install than mechanical power

transmission equipment. They occupy a minimum Of space and are easily

controlled from a remote location,

5. FluidObwer devices offer great control, of power application. They are

reversible and may be operated at either constant or variable power ii

either direction.
O.

-6. Fluid power control may be easily accomplished by a wide range of control

modes'(mechnical, electrical, fluidal). ,

7. Foe multiplication Can be accomplished with low power losses.

8. Fluid power often permits simplification of madhiqp design and reduced

maintenance.

9. Fluid power may be used Safely in environmentS.that make the use of 'elec-

tricity hazardous.

DISADVANTAGES'

Major disadvantages of fluid power include the following:

1. Hydraulic fluids are messy, and they attract and hold dirt,

2. All fluid power iystems are susceptible to damage by dirt or csIamina-

tion. Careful design And workminship and a good maintenance program

are essential. Mechanical and electrical systems Can continue to func-

tion with far less attention.

3. Conductor failure because of overpressure or mechanjca)stress is always

possible; this presents a serious safety problem.

4. Most common hydraulic fluids are combustible and present fire ITA>zards,

BASIOLUTD POWER SYSTEMS

Although fluid power systems vary greatly in size and sophistication,'

all may be classed as either hydraulic or pneumatic. However, each of these.

two claSses has certain Common components and configurations. This section

'of the module discuises thetasic components and characteristics of hydraulic .

and pneumatic systems.

IMO

10
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

. figure 1 shows a typical hydraulic system using an incompressible liquid
.

as the power transfer fluid: The liquid.is contained in a reservoir at atmo-

spheric

P SURE
CON ROL-A--/'

pressure. -The,'liquid

. DIRECTIONAL

PISTON

Gni

CONTROL

is drawn

PISTON fIOD

through filter to remove contam-.

iants to the pump of the

NDEI:k

system. The pump. may be

driven by any convenient

.PUSH TO source of rotational mechan-
MOVE A
GIVEN iCal energy such as an _

elctric motor, a gasoline

engine, or a steam turbine.

PJMP

FUNCTIONAL

A

SE 40M

System.

The pump, which is of thee

. positive-displacement type;

delivers liquid at a eon-

stant flow rate within

its rated'pressure range.
#.

The pump provides no ores-

:sure control, and it hasFigure

RE

CONTROL

DRIVING
MEANS

FILTER

1. Typical Hydraulic
.N

a fixed delivery rate.

It convertsimechinical energy, to potential energy of a liquid Under pressure.

pressure is controlled by a pessure control device called a pressure

'relief valve. This valve remains closed below a certain pressure; but at

_

title preset delivery pressure, it-opens to allow liquid to flow directly back

' to the reservoir. If no other fluid pat.tKexists, all of the pump output flows

through this val-ve7- Thus, this device protects thepump and the. rest-of

the system from overpressure conditions'anidMaintains the proper operating

Osssure. Th'e reierviDr,,pump, filter, and pressure control comprise the

fluid powersourbe.

Several types Of devices may be.operated by.fluid power, bUI, the simplest

and most common is a cylinder containing a piston. The piston.shown in Figure

1" is a doubje1.4cting. cylAnder't6at can be powered in either direction, depend-

ing on the, diiection of fluid flow to the cylinder. In either direction,

the force produced b. the pressurized liquidscauses the piston to exert a

force on thelOad.

The action:of the piston is.controlled by two types of:control valves.

Directional control valves are 4s d to-control the direction of flow to and from

Page 6 /FL -01



the iston/. They are'usually capable of directing hydraulia.fiuid to either

end o the cylinder or of shutting off the flow completely, although one of

these functions may be excluded. Functional controls may be used to control

'the rate of fluid flow in a particular part of the system or to produce se-

quential operation of the components.

In a hydraeic system, the speed of operation of any driven component

depends upon the rate it which tlie pump can deliver liquid to fill that com-

ponent. Changing the pressure setting will change the maximum force produced,'

but will not change the operating. speed of a cylinder.

PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS

Figure 2 shows a typical pneumatic power system using air (acompressible

gas).aslhe power transfer fluid. One major advantage of this sytem is that
.

air may be drawn directly from the atmosphere and exhausted into the atmosphere

when used. This eliminates the need for return lies and a reservoir contain-
.

ing.the working fluid. The chief disadvantages as compared to a hydraulic

sytem are the need"to clean and condition the air and the' lack of gositive-

displaceMent control be-

cause of the compressibil,

ity-of the working fluid.

In the pneumatic sys-

. .tem, air enters the coM-

presthrough an intake 013_01:4
. MEANS

filter. The Compressor

increases the_densitY,

pressure, and potential

energy of the air. Most

compressors are of, the

positive-displacement

type, delivering a con-.

stunt vollIme flow of air.

The 'compresso'r is often

, followed by a `storage tank

containing presturized air

th act as aPower source

PUSH TO MOVE A LOAD t

PISTON VD

CYLINDER
FILTER

PISTON

FUNCTIONAL
CONTROL

-0-- AIR COMPRESSOR

PRESSURE 1
CONTROL FILT R

DIRECTIONAL I

TANK 1 CONTROL

LUBRICATOR

REGULATOR

Figure 2. Typical Pneumatic System.
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when the compressor is not in operation. This relative ease of storing energy .

for later use is one of the major advantages of pneumatic power systems, al-

thOugh the same principle can be applied to hydraulic systems.

The pressure control of the pneumatic system may function in one of three.

ways:

1. It ft allow excess air to escape to the atmosphere in much the same

way t at the pressure.reliervalve of the hydraulic system allows excess

fluid to flow into the reservoir.
.

\ 0

2. It ma regulate compressor power or intake volume.

3, It may turn the compressor on and off at preset pressures for systems

employing storage tanks.

The compressor, pressure control, and associated equipment comprise the fluid

power source, pressed air from this source is distribilted for power appli-

cations, 4-

.Air distribution systems are susceptible4o condensation, dirt, and scale

in the pipes. This foreign,matter must be removed before tiv air can be used,

and the air must be conditioned. Three devices accomplish air Conditioning:

1. A filter removes water and dirt.

2. A pressure regulator' supplies air-at a constant, preset pressure in-

dependent of fluctuations in deliveryline pressure.

3. A lubricatol' injects oil for lubdcating and sealing the driven device.

These lubricators are usually contained in a single unit (FRL unit). located

near the driven device.'

The pneumatic cylinder, direc(ional controls, and functional controls

are similar to those of the_hydraulic system.

In a pneumatic systgn, the speed of operation of a driven component may

increase with increasing pressure because the working fluid is.compressible.

The air expands to produce a delivery rate to the driven component that exceeds

the fixed delivery of the compressor --2 particularly if the system contains

a storage tank, as most do. This may lower system pressure- for a short-tiMe;

but, if the total sysiem volume greatly exceeds the volume of the component,

the effect is slight. Thus, increasing the pressure of a pneumatic system

increases both the maximum force available and the operating speed of compo-
,

nents against a fixed mechanical resistance.

Page 8/FL-01
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REVIEW OF PHYSICS FUNDAMENTALS

Fluid powe'r systems transfer energy from one place to another for appli-

cation. This section of.the module reviews some basic..principles of physics

as they relate to energy transfer in fluid Power systems.

FORMS OF ENERGY.

Energy is the ability to do work; to cause change, orlfo 'produce motion

in,a physical system...IK industrial applications, this. energy is usually

mechanical, electrical, thermal, or fluidal. Fluid power systems are designed
,c

to deliver energy'in the form of fluidal energy, but they always involve other,

types of eneray.as well. Pumps, and compressors 'convert the kinetic energy

. (mechanical rotational energy)fof the moving togeonents to potential energy

of the pressurtzed fluid. The input energy to the pump may be -supplied by

,.an electrit motor or a heat engine. The output energy of fluid power systems,

is always mechanical motion. Fluid power controls operate through the appli-

cation of mechanical, electrical, thermal, or fluidal input signals. The

presenCe and flow of heat energy in fluid power systems is often of great impor-

tance. In short, a fluid power system is always composed of components that

utilize other types of energy and is always integrated into a larger system

as a power delivery subsystem. Fluid power never exists in isolation.- Since

the bisc operation of fluid power systems consists of transmitting fluid

power and ilf power conversions between mechanical,and fluidal systems, only
..,

those basic principles are presented here.
\

,

FORCE MV PRESSURE I

Pressure is defiined as "the force per unit area exerted by a fluid."
,

In fluid power applications, pressure is usually m ured in pounds per square

PIinch and is expressed in. gauge pressure (atmosph fc = 0 psig) rather than

absolute pressure (atmospheric = 14.7 psia). The force produced on a surface

'40y a fluid is given in Equation 1.

'where:. F = Force, in pounds.

p = Pressure, in pounds per square inch.

A,= Area,,iw,squ'are 'inches!

4.4

Equation 1

t

FL-01/Page 9
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Figdre 3. Relationship

of Force, Pressure and Area.

Figure 3 shows the application

thisthis equation to fluid power. The
4

force prdduced on the piston is the

'product of the pressure of the fluid

and the area of the cylinder. Example

A illustrates the application of this

principle in a simple fluid system for

force muliiplication.

EXAMPLE A: FORCE MULTIPLICATION IN A HYDRAULIC LIFT.

Given: A hydraulic lift has an input
.

cylinder of 1 inch in diameter

and an eu -tput cylinder 6 inches

in diameter. A downward force of

100 lb is applied to the

input piston.' Assume this produces a pressure that is equally

distributed throughout the liquid.

a. .The pressure. . 0

b. The upward force on the output piston.

SOlution: Find cylinder areas.

Tre
A =

4

Al
(3.14)(1.0 in)2 A2

(3.14T in)2

4

Al ='0.785 in2 . A2 = 28.26 in2

a. FromEquation 1:

100 lb

6in. -----"

r
P1
Al

100 lb

0.785 in2

,F1 = 127:4 psig (lb/in2

b. P2 = P2A2

= (127.4 psig)(28.26:'in2)

Page 10/FL-01
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WORK DONE BY A FLUID

Figure 4 illustrates the work done by a fluid on a piston. The work

done is equal to the potential energy removed from the fluid and converted

1 1to mechanical work done by the

piston. Equation 2 gives the

work done by a piston under con;

stant load..

d

4
A

V: Ad
W. Fd pV

Figure 4. Work Done by a Fluid.

W = Fd = pV

where: W =' Work dome.

F = Forceon,piston.

d = Displacement of piston.

p = Fluid pressure.

Equation 2

V = Change in fluid volume in cylinder '('the product'of the 1i ton

area and displacement).

Example B illustrates the application of Equation 2 in calculations'in-

volving the input and output energy of a simple fluid system.
_c

EXAMPLE B: WORK DONE BY A RYDRAULIC LIFT.

Given: The input pistol) of the lift in Example A is pushed downward a

distance of 1 ft by the applied force of 100 lb. (Assume no
, .

eaergy losses.)

Find: a. ,The work done on the.liquidby the input Piston,

b. The volume of fluid transferred. --
.

k,F.
c. Th upward displacement'Of the output piston.

,

Solution: a. W = d ,,

-- (1001b)(1 ft)
------"-

W f 100 ft-lb.

16
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.Example B. Continued.

ba.

b. V =

(100 ftlb)(12 in/ft)
127.4 lb/in2

V = 9.4 ink.

This is die volume of a cylinder 1 inch in diameter and

-1 foot in gth.

c. d = tit \

100 ftb
3600 lb

.!= 0.028 ft

d 7.'1/3 in.
r

As Example B illustrates, the multiplication of force in a fluid system
4

is accompanied by a corresponding division of displacement.

TORQUE. AND WORK

In ,many fluid power, systems, the output power is, in the form of rotational I
energy instead of linear mechanical motion. Input mechanical energy to fluid

"

W:Te

power systems is'almost always rotational

energy to drive a pulip-Urcompressor.

Torque is the forcelike quantity of ..

mechanical rotational systems and produces

rotational motion as force produces

linear motion. Figure 5 illustrates

the definition of torque. It is, the

product of the force and the perpendic-

Figure 5. Torque and Work.
ular distance through, which it acts

(the lever arm). The rotational work

done by a shaft is given by Equation 3.

1

Equation 3.W = TO

where: W = Work done.

T = Torque.

A = Angle of rotation of theshaft.

Page 12 /FL -01
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POWER IN FLUID POWER SYSTEMS

Power is the rate at which work is done. -.Power may be calculated in

any system by dividing the energy transferred. by the time required for the

transfer. Figure 6 shows three expres-

sions for power at three different

points in a fluid power system. The

input poWer'Oroduced by the pump is

its torque times its angular velocity

(6/t). The fluid power transferred

through the-conductor is the pressure

times the volume flow rate (V/t).

The mechanical power of the piston

lifting the load is the weight (force)

of the load times its upwarvelocity

WO' The most important relation-

ship in fluid power applications is

. shown in Equation 4.

where: P =

Figure 6. Power in a System.

p =,Pressure.

Q = Volume flow rate.

Example C illustrates the us,e_of this ,equation.

Equation 4

.EXAMPLE C: CALCULATION OF PUMP POWER.

Given: The operation of a hydraulic power system requires 4 gallons

of fluid per minute at a pressure of 400 prig.

(1 gal = 231 in') (1 hp = 550
ft

secb

Find: - The necessary power of the pump motor.

Solution: Determine volume flow rate in cubic inches per second.

lin
Q = (4'gal/min)(

60

m
sec

)(
231

gal

in'

Q = 15.4 in'/sec,

18
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Example C. Continued.

Power:' P PQ

= (400 -42-)(15.4 Lisi!E)

= (6160
1 ft N

sec 12 in '

ft-lb
' sec

(R11 ftlbw 1 hp

''' sec )(550 ft-lb'

sec

P = 0.93 hp.

A one-horse wer pump will operate this system if losses are low.

BASIC PRINCIPLESOF FLUID BEHAVIOR

The characterqtjcs of a fluid power system are dependent upon the char-

acteristics of the fluid used. This section iscusses some of the properties

of liquids and gases that are of interest in fluid power applications.

PASCAL'S LAW

Pascal's law applies to bath liquids and gases. It states that a pressure

set up. in a fluid in_an enclosed container produces an equal force on all

surface elements of equal size and that the

APPLIED FORCE force is always perpendicular to the surface.
, -

As illustrated in Figure 7, this means that

2=222Z the pressure is the same at all points within

an enclosed static fluid. Pa;cal's law

is the basis of fluid power transfer. It

is essential for the operation of the hydrau-

lic lift inExample A.

Figure 7. Pascdl's Law.

THE CONTINUIT/ EQUATION

° .0
The continuity equation, which only applies to liquids, is illustrated

intFigure 8.. The continunity equation states that when a liquid flows through

Pagel 14/FL-01
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a conductor with no branches, the

volume flowing past any two points in

a given period of time is the same.

,The shaded portions of the figure

represent the volumes of fluid flow-

ing in the larger and smaller sections

of the pipe during a time interval.

The Volume flow rate is the product

of the fluid velocity (v) and the

cross-sectional area of the pipe. For

.A1 vi: A2 v2
V2 ---go

Figure 8 Continuity Equation.

a given volume flow rate, large diameter pipes provide luer fluid velocities

and less frictional losses. / \'

BERNOULLI'S THEOREM o

Bernoulli's theorem is an application of the conservation of energy to

fluid systems. It states that the total energy per unit mass of a- fluid in

mr(losed.conductor is the same at all points. This erwrgi, is the sum of three

components: the potential energy of the fluid due to its pressure, the kinetic"

energy of the fluid because of its motion (velocity), and the potential energy 4

due to gravity. If the case of a horizontal pipe is considered, the gravil

tational factor may be dropped (and is usually nova factor in flu-id power

systems).,

Figure 9 illustrate Bernoulli's theorem as it applies to fluid power

systems. The velocity of the fluid

varies as the conductor size'cvaries with
- .

higher velocity in the smaller sections.

The increased veloCity means greater

kinetic energy per unit mass and, thus,

reduced potential energy. Since the
v2 .,_ V3

P2

potential energy per unit mass is p1 i' /

directly related to the fissure., the

pressure is also reduced. Thus,.the ,

..

pressure in a conductor carrying a Figure 9. Bernoulli's Theorem.

'moving liquid drops as the diameter decreases, and constrictions produce low.

pressure areas.' This principle is applied in the lubricators of pneumatic

systems to draw oil into a constricted air stream.

20
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TORRICELLI'S THEOREM

Figure la illustrates,Torricelli's theorem which states that the velocity

of the flUid leaving a hole in the bcittom of a large tank is equal to the

squareiroot of twice the product of the height,

of pe'tank andthe'gravitational constant.

h v =
teOhdology is that this condition is a good

The importance of thi theorem to fluid power

approximationof a-small leak in a pressuf'ized

fluid system, anditallOws calculation of

the appcQximatie velocity of escaping'fluid'

should a leak occur. This -included pri-.

Figure 10. Torricelli's #

marily.to emphasize the hazards of leaks.
Theorem. .

'If.the system presure is only 100 psig,

the velocity of an escaping fluid jet,is 120 ft /sec.

GAS LAG1S

The Os laws are a series of laws concerning the behaviol- of a gas as

its volume,, pressure, and temperature change.. -fhe'relationships are illu!

strated in Figures 11; 12, and 13.

Lu

0

CONSTANT
TEMPERATURE

pV=C

PfirESSURE

The most important galaw in pneumatic

systems is Boyle's.law (Figure 11). This

law states that, at.a constant temperature,

the product of the pressur9 and volume of

a gas is a constant if one is increased,

the other is decreased proportionally.. Thus,

if a compressor reduces the volume to one-

tenth the volume of the same mass of free

air, ft multiplies the original pressure

by 10. '(All gas laws are based on absolute

FigUYe 11. Boyle's Law_.
and pressure scales.)

Charles' law (Figdre 12) states that,

at.a constant presidre, the ratio of gas volume to ,gas temperature is a con-
.

stan. Thus, the volume occupied by a gas at a given pressure decreases as

the temperature decreases. This means thatreducing the compressed air teNera-

.Page 16/FL-01 .
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Lure allows more air and, thusT.mpre useful energy to be stored in a smaller

volume.

Figure 13 shows the pressure-temperature relationshp of a gas at, a con-

stant volume. This law, called Gay-Luss4c's law, states that the-p essure

of an enclosed gas rises in-p oportion to its increase in temperatu

law is of greater importance in combustion engines and boilers than in fluid

power applications and is i,ncl.uaed primarily for completeness.

e

tu

2

0

CONSTANT
PRESSURE

TEMPERATURE

CONSTANT
MOLUME

13-C
T ,

TEMPERATURE

Figure 12. Charles' Law-. Figure 13.. Gay-Lussac's LaW.

These three' relationships dry combined in the general as law given by

Equation

PV rs,

'T

. where: P -1.Absolute pressure.

/ V = Volume.

'T = Absolute temperature.

C = A constant. 4.

Equation 5

Equation 5 shows the relationship. of pressure, volume, and temperatur."

and it illustrates that changing any'one of these quantities produces a change"
,

in'one dr both of the other two. 'Anyorthe three individual gas laws may

be derived from the general laW by eliminating' the quantity that is 'assumed ,

a,
to constant

BASIC FLUID CIRCUITS AND SYMBOLS
\--

The American National Standards Institute, Inc., has approved a standard

set of fluid power,symbols for diagramriing fluid power systems: This 'sbction

22
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of the module introduces some of the'basic symbols and illustrates thbasic

fluid circuits to be constructed in the Laboratory portion of this module.

HVDRAULTC CIRCUIT

a. Figure 14 is a simple hydraulic circuit operating one single-acting
\

cylinder (hydraulic power applied in one direction only). This is the most

basic hydraulic circuit. Each of the symbols is identified in the figure.

This type of- directional control

valve is called a'three-way

E(NGLE-ACTING CYLINDER

...sDIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE

DIRECTION 9F, .

FLOW OF LIQUID

a

SPRING-LOADED

-1-4-HARAuuc
- 1 POWER SOURCE

fit_ PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE

TANK'
L.J4-1RESERVOIR)

Figure 14. Hydraulic Circuit for
Operating One Slngle-Acting Cylipder.

valve because it has three

quid connections. It,is also

te'med a "two-:position valve"
,

because it has two possible

operating positions. The fluid

paths for each position are

shown in the valve symbol.

In the closed position, the

power line (P) is blocked and

the cylinder is connected to

the tank line (T). Thus, the

return spring of the cylinder

force's the fluid into the reser-

voir. When the valve is operated,

the tank line is blocked and

the power line is.connected

to the cylinder. 'Many other types of.airectional control valves are common,

These valves will be discussed in greater detall-in Modu4 FL-06, "Fluid Dis-

tribution and Control Devicei."

PNEUMATIC CIRCUIT /

I
. Figure 15 is a simple pneumatic circuit for'operating one single-acting

cylinder. Basic symbols are also identified in this figure. The needle valves
.

are used to control the flow rate of compressed air to and from-the cylinder.

Adjusting these valves Chariges the extension and retraction times of the

cylinder. With the directional control Valve (DCV) in the closed position,

Page,18/F1701
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the Cylinder is

connected to atmo-

spheric'pressure

and is retracted

by the returr?

spring. The power

line is blocked

inside the'valve.

In the open posi-

tion, the power

line is connected

to the cylinder

through the valve.

L

DIRECTION OF FLOW OF AIR

o
KILTER-REGULA-TOR-LUBRICATOR UNIT

O
r- -
I

4

Vi ri7I,REDTIONAL: CONTROL VALVE

FRL

'6"COMPRESSOR

-4- FILTER

f;

(vt

V2

NEEDLE
,

VALVES

PNEUMATIC POWER SOURCE

SINGLE-ACTING CYLINLER

Figure 15. Pneumatic, Circuit for Operating

One Single-Acting Cylinder..

SUMMARY

4

Fluid power systems are energy transfer systems in whi-Ch mechanical energy

is converted to potential energy' of pressurized fluids, is moved to a remote

point as fluidal potential "energy, and is converted back into mechanical enem

for application. Fluid poWer systems have several advantages over other poper

delivery systems and are widely used in' transportation and industry. Hydraulic

systems use a liquid contained in a closed fluid system. Pneumatic'power

systems use air as a working medium and need not recirculate the fluid. The

most important physical principle in fluid power technology is that the force

produced on a surface is equal to the product of the area of the surface and

the pres'sure applied by the fluid. 4

11;M,
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EXERCISES.

1. List nine advantages and foiir4disadvantages of fluid power.

2. Draw and label diagrams showing the basic components of a. hydraulic power

,system and-a pneumatic power system. Explain the purpose of each component.

3. hydraulic cylinder 4 inches in diameter' is opet'ated at a pressure of

350 psig. In six seconds, the piston moves a distance of 8 inches.

Determine the-following:

a. Force on tiv_piston

b. Work done by The piston

c. , VbluMe displ% acementof the cylinder (by two methods,)

-d..*Volume flow rate,'in gal /min

e. Power N

4. A simple *hydraulic lift has an input with.a diamete'r of 1.5 inches

and an output piston with a diameter of 8 inches. Thg force on the output

piston is 3000 lb. Determine the following:

a. Force on the input piston

b. Distance each Aston moves.when 500.ftlb of work is done

5. , The fluid power rate of.a fluid power system is 25 ,gal/min, and the ores-,

sure is 500 psig. Find the,-power.

6. A two-horsepower. pump delivers hydraulic fluid at,a pressure of 250 psig.

It powers a cylinder 3.5 inches in diameter. Determine the fAowing:

a. Volume flow rate, in gal/min .

.

b. Velocity of the piston rod as it extends,.in in/sec I'
.

7. Discuss each of the follOwing principles of fluid behavior and its appli-

cation to fluid power systems:

a. Pascal's Iaw -

b. Bernoulli's theorem

c. Boyle's law

d. Torricelli's theorem

e. Chartes: law

f. The continuity equation

0
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LApo-RATORY MATERIALS
.

All laborato ( ies in this course will use common'tiydraulic and pneumatic

component??equipped with quick disconnect fittings. ,These will be wunted on a
--__ .

_

norizontal surface-and secuFii-th-bol-t-S-or clamps. "All coririections'.will be

,
,

made with flexible hydraulic and pneumatic hoses equipped with quick discon-
, I. , t

nects. The hydraulic power unit consists of a pumps 'reservoir, filter, adjust-
..

able pressure relief 'valve, and pressuke gauge. The pneumatic power unit con-
_

sists of a compressor, intake filter, and a filter-regulator-lubricator unit

with a-pressure gauge.

Hydraulic power unit

Hydraulic "pressure relief valvt

Hydraulic directional control val-ve'wo2position, three-way, manually-

.00°'
actuated, spring offset)

Single-acting hydraulic cylinder with spring return

Hydraulic fluid flowmeter

Pneumatic air flowmeter:

,Connecting hydraulic hoses

PneumaticN, power unit

Pneumatic direCtional control valve

Single-acting pneumatic cylinder with spring'return,

Connecting pneuMatic hoses

Stop watch or timer.

English scale (1 ft)

E4ti-P1-devices for cylinders (This may consist of two disk brake pucks with

° adjusting screws to vary the pressure exerted on a metal bar that slides

between the pucks. The metal frame containing the pucks must be bolted

securely to the work surface.)

LAISORATOFIY P OCEbURES

LABORATORY 1. HYDRAULIC EXPERIMENT. V
1. Mount the directional control valve OCVY, Pressure relief valve, cylinder,,.. ..

xnd'lowmeter on the work surface for convenient conilectionAnd'operation.-'4

.

The' fluic to be constructed i that shown in' Figure 16. stie'hydrau-

,lic pOwei- unit is the portion of this figure enclOsed in the box. Ipe flow-
.

26
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ilieter is to be'connected in series

inthe power line to the pcv. The

pressure relief valve of the'hydrau-

LOADING DEVICE lid power, unit is preset `find will

not be adjusted. A second, pressure

relief valve installed by the stu-

dent on the work surface is used for

pressure adjustment by the student,-
,

-- -2-.' Use appropri4te hoses to connect the,

HYDRAUUC
.4-POWER NIT circuit shown in Figure 16 with the

flowmeter in the power line. '
l

,

3. Connect the driving rod of the,

cylinder to the loading device.

Be sure both the cylinder and-the dp.

Figure 16. Hydraulic

Experimental Setup.

loading device are-securely attached to the work surface.

4. Have the instructor check the circuit.

5. Turn on the hydraulic power unit. Set the pressure relief valve to give

the
{

desired pressure (specified by the instructor) as indicated by the

pressure gauge of the power unit.

6. Activate the DCV to operate the cylinder. When the cylinder reaches the

end of its travel, release the DCV actuator. This will check circuit,

operation and-purge the lines and components of trapped air. Reduce the

tension on the cylinder loading device to allow the piston to return if

necessary.

7. Operate the circuit several times. Adjust the tension,of the loading de-

. vice to give a. pressure near the preset pressOv during cylinder operation.

MeaSure-and record the following quantities:

a. Operating pressure

b. Fluid flow rate

c. Time for cylinder to extend

8. Set the pressure relief. valve to the second specified pressure.

9. Repeat the above procedures and measurements at,this pressure with the

lOading device adjusted to give an operating pressure near the preset

pressure.

10. Measure thp distance traveled by, the piston during extension. Record in

Data.Table 1.

Page 22/FL-01
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11. *For each Set of data, determine the volume of the cylinder by multiplying

the volume flow rate times. the time of extension (1 gal = 231' 'in3).

Divide the cylinder volume by the stroke to determine the cross-sectional

area of the cylinder. Detepmine the inner diameter of the cylinder,

asing the equapco for the area of a circle.

12. Describe the effect of changing the pressure on the extension time of

the cylinder. .

13. Disassemble the setup. .Clean and store components acco'ding to instruc-

tions.

LABORATORY 2. PNEUMATIC EXPERIMENT.

1 Mount the DCV, cylinder, flowmeter, and two needle valves orb the work

surface for convenient connection and operation. The fluid circuit to

be 'constructed is.shown in Figure 15. The pneumatic power unit is the

portion of this figure enclosed in the,box. The flowmeter is connected

in series in the power line, as it was in the hydraulic experiment.

2. Use the appropriate hoses to connect the circuit shown in Figure 15.

3.. Install the cylinder loading device, as it was in the hydraulic'experi-

ment

4. Have the instructor check:the circuit.

5. Turn on the pneumatic power -unit. Set the pressure regulatdr'to the

first specified pressiire. Record.this pressure in Data Table 2, (-1

6. Actuate the DC1 ....t.6 assure proper circuit operation. Adjust the cylinder

loading device so the spring will just retract the piston.

7. Operate the, circuit several times. Change the settings, of the needle

valves and observe the effect on the extension and retraction times of

the cylinder. Measure and record the air flow rate,and the extension

and retraction times at the final valve settings.

8. Set the pressure regulator to the second specified pressure. Do not

change the lettings .of:the needle valves or the cylinder loading device.

9. &Operate the circuit% Measure and record the extension andretraction

times and the air flow rate.

10. .Describe the effect of changing the pressure on the extension and e-

traction times of the cylinder.
4

11. Disassemble, clean, and store all components.

28
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DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. HYDRAULIC EXPERIMENT.

,

First
PreSsure

Second
Pressure

Pressure (psig)

Fluid f1 rate (gal /.min)

Extension time {see)

Cylinder stroke (in) 4
.

9
.

Calculated, cylinder volume-(in .'
.

Calculated cylinder diamter (in),

'

.

,

,Effect of pressure on extension e: %.4

, .

.

.
.

DATA TABLE 2. PNEUMATIC EXPERIMENT.

.

First

Pressure
Second

Pressure

PressUre (psig)

Air flow rate (cfm)

Extension time (Sec)

Retraction time (sec)

.

V

.

.

, .

Effect of pressure on extension and retraction time:
,

6e-

,
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4
GLOSSARY

Directional control valve (DCV): A valve that controls the direction of flQw,

of fluid toward or away from the driven component.

Fluid power: The technology that deals with the transmission and control
of energy by means of pressurized fluids.

Functional controls: Controls that effect the speed of operation of a fluid
power device or the sequence of operations in a system.

Hydraulic system: -Fluid power systems that'use a liquid as a working medium.

Hydrodynamics:, The stud of liquids in motion.

Hydrostatic: -The'stu'dy of pressurized liquids in equilibrium.

Pneumatic system: Fluid power systems that use compressed air as a working

medium.

Pressure: The force per unit, area exerted on a surface by a fluid.

30
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TEST

1., Advantages of fluid power systems do not include ...

a. fast response due to high poly-to-weight ratio.

b. ease of control' from remote locations.

c. ruggedness and low maintenance requirements.

d. force Multiplication with low loss.

e. ease of installation as compared to mechanical power transmission

sys ems.

2. In a hydraulic power system, increasing the pressure at a fixed delivery

rate will ...

a. increase the operating speed.

b. -increase the maximumoforce produced.

c. increase the system poWer.

d. Both b and c are true.

e. All of the above( are true.

3. In a pneumktic power system, increasing the pressure at a fixed delivery
;

rate will ...

a. in-crease the operating speed.

b. increase the maximum farce-produced.

c. increase the system power.

d. Both b and c are true.

e. All of the above are true.

4. A piston 2 inches in diameter is operated at a pressure of 200 psig.' The

force produced is ...

a. 628 lb.

b. 400,1b.

c. 2512 lb.

d. 1628 lb. -

e. None of the above is correct.

5. A volume flow rate of 12 gal/min at a pressure of 200 psig produces how

much, power? (1 gal = 23T in3)

a. 9240 ftlb/sec

b. 412 ftlb/sec

c. 46,200 ftlb/sec

d. 0.71 hp

e. 1.4 hp

31
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6. A piston 2 inches in diameter moves 4 inches at an operating pressure

of 200 psig. How much work is done?

a. .1- 1672

b. N2512 ftlb

c. -'836 ftlb'

d. 209 ftlb

e. 105 ftlb

T. If a'pipe carrying a moving fluid has a reduction in diameter...

a. the pressure increases.

b. the fluid velocity increases. I

c. both 10essure and fluid velocity increase.

d. the vwer of the system -is reduced.

e. heither pressure nor velocity increases.

8." If the volume of a gds at a constant temperature is reduced to one-fourth

of its original volume, the pressure will be t..

a. unchanged.

b. doubled.

c. four times as great.

d. halved.

e: eight times as ,great.
.1.

9. 'The continuity equation ...

a. may be applied to either gases.or liquids.

b. states that the pressure of a liquid drops as the diameter of the

pipe carrying it decreases.

c. implies lower fluid velocities in larger diameter sections Of pipe.

d. applies only to systems in which the power transfer fluid is re-

circulated continuously.

e. None of the 'above are true.

10. Which of the following is an incorrect fluid power symbol?

direction of flow in pneumatic line

4>

r.

b.

c.

filter

pressurrelief valve

d. puTp

e. All of the aboive are correct.
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INTRODUCTION

The most important material in any fluid power system is the working fluid.

In hydraulic power systems, the working fluid is an incompressible liquid

usually petroleum oils. In pneumatic power systems, the only working fluid

is compressed air.
./

This module discusses the characteristics and types of hydraulic fluids,

as well as procedures for maintaining andlreplacjng hydraulic oils. Advantages

and disadvantages of pneumatic fluids are also discussed.. '

In the laboratory, the student will construct and operate hydraulic and, e

pneumatic circuits that'power double-acting cylinders and cc9pareeeinder

operation of the two systems.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module FL-01, "Introdud6on and Funda-

mentals of Fluid Power."

s.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to

1. Define the following terms as they apply to hydraulic fluids:

a. Viscosity

b. Viscosity index

c. Pour point

d. Lubricating ability 4

e. strength

f. emulsibility 2

g. Flash point

h. Fire point

i. Specific gravity

2. Explain the difference between_rust and corrbsion and the cause of each

in a hydraulic system.

3.4
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3. List four undesirable cOnsequenceg of using an oil with a viscosity that

is'too high, and list three undesirable consequences of using an oil with

a viscosity that is too low.

4.. Explain ,the problems that arise wjlen a hydraulic ,00-oxidizes and the.,

*factors that cause rapid oil oxidation.-

. 5. List 10 characteristicS of a good'hydraulic oil.-

6. Describe the desirable and undesirablechaeacteristics of the following

'types of hydraulic fluids:

a. Water-oil emulsions -1

b. Water-glycol solutions

c. Synthetic fluids

7. List 10 precautions in'the_maintenance, handling, and storage of hydraulic

oils.

Expla aidthe steps necessaryin replacing hydraulic oil in,a system.

9. List five adyantages and disadvantages,of compres'Sed air as a fluid power

working medium, as compared to hydraulic oil. r

_ 10. Construct fluid power circuits for the operation of hydrWulic.and pneumatic

double-acting cylinders. Compare the characteristics of the extension

and retraction strokes for each cylinder, and compare the operation of

the two cylinders.

Page 2/FL-02
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SUBJECT MAR

PROPERTIES OF HYDRAULIC'FlUiDS
.

. .

A variety of fluids with different comb4Otions of properties -is

available for use in hydraulic power systems.-. A good hydraulic fluid must

transmit fluid power with minimum losses, act as'. a lubricant for systed com-

ponents, and act as a sealant.in the system, as well as prevent rust, corrosion,

andde ter4orati-6n-of components.. Selection' of the proper fluid for the Applica--

tion*and components involved has a considerable effect on system performance,

maintenance, cost, and service life. . The folloviing paragraphs discuss proper-

ties that should be cons-lred when selecting the proper fluid for a hydraulic

power system.

. .

VISCOSITY

Viscosity is a measure of the fluid's internal resistance to flow Or shear

forces at a specific temperatdre anpressure. _Figure 1 shows two parallel

plates separated by a film of fluid. The bottoril plate. is stationary, and the

top plate is being moved by the SHEAR

application oaf
FORCEa shear force.

The liquid in contact with

each plate remains virtually

at rest wit/ respect to the

plate. Therefore, the lowest:,

layer of fluid in'the figure

' MOVING TQP PLATE
ro.r.r.r4r Ar.ir7245ssraingAgerAmourozzarz

FLUID
VELOCITY

PLATE
VELOCITY ,

LIQUID BETWEEN PLATES

UP:04/%ffAIAKOZW/MIZAFAZIP211MWOZMINZIP

is stationary (zero velo- FIXED BOTTOM PLATE

city). The upper layer has Figure 1.- Fluid Velocity Profile Between

the velocity of the moving a
ParalreVPlates due to Viscosity.'

plate and, thus, moves with it. Layers.of fluid between the two plates slide

past one another with the velocity profile shown.

The absolute or .dynamic viscosity of the fluid is the ratio of the applied

shear force to the velocity of the fluid. If the fluid has # low viscosity,

resistance to motion is low and the upper plate moves'easily. If the fluid

has a high viscosity, resistance is high and greater force is required to move

the upper plate. 10

36
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Viscosity also affects the flow rate of a fluid through d pipe with a

given pressure drop. Low viscosity fluids flow easily at higher. rates with

little power loss. High viscosity fluids flow more slowly and p'roduce more

power losses. Thus, lower viscosity fluids are desirable for increasing the

efficiency with which fluid power is transmitted through conducting pipes.

However, this does not mean that lower viscosityflids are always the best

choice lower viscosity generally s accompanied by reduced lubricating and

sealing ability:

Figure 2 shows a Saybolt Universal Viscosimeter used for testing the vise

cosity of petroleum productz. This instrument does not measure dynamic v,i-s-4

cosity but.gives an .indiCation of relative viscosities on an arbitrary scale.

Sixty. milliliters of the fluid to be tested are placed in the inner cylinder.

Another fluid surrounding this cylinder

is used'to maintain the proper test tern-
, TEST LIQUID

,perature. The co k is removed, and.the

time required for the test fluid to run

out through a calibrated outlet tube, is. /

FLUID FOR
TEMPERATURE
-CONTROL

CUTLET-TUBE

\CORK

Figure 2. 'Saybolt

Univesal Viscosimeter.

Measured. This time On seconds), Called

the Saybolt Universal Second-§.(SUS), is

often.spectfied for hydraulic oils. Most

hydraulic-oilV have viscoSities in the

range of 135-to 315 SUS at 100 °F; 'however,
<

oils with higher or lower viscosities

are sometimes used.

The'Sodiety of Autombtive Erygineers

(SAE) has established standardized numbers

I

for indicating the viscosities of automotive £ils. Table 1 compares SAE numbers '

to the

indicating

in SUS at two temperatures. The designation "W" indicates

an oil having a viscosity that changes more slowly as temperature increases.

Typical hydraulic oils have viscosities,i0the same range as higher grade motor

oils/ 4 1r
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MIKE 1. COMPARISON OF SAE AND SUS OIL RATINGS.

,10 W

20 W

30

40

50

At-100°F) 1 .(at 210°F) 1

202 48,

323 57

538.. 68

850 84

1174

If the viscosity of the fluid is too high fo\the system in which it is 4
7

used, the following undesirable conditions may result:

1. High resistance to fluid flow may cause sluggi5h operation of various

components or pump cavitation.

2. Efficiency may drop due to- increased power consumption to overcome fric,

tion losses. .

'3. Fluid temperature mainCrease bemuse of high friction.

4. Pressure drop along conductOrs may be:higher than desired, resulting in,

4, adecrease in pressure available-for useful work.' ",

If the viscosity of the fluid i5 to0 low, the following undesirable con.-

. ditions may result:

1. Excessive' leakage may -occur in clearance s' aces in valves and drived`com-

ponents.

. *Pimp 'leakage may occur, resulting'in reduced pump delivery, pressure,

and efficiency.

3. An increase in wear may occur because of reduced strength ana thickness

- of the lubricitim film betwegn moving parts. .

. c .
.

.

Since the pumO5 the-most critical, hydraulic component/withirespect to
P ,

viscosity,.the viscosity recommendations of the pump manufacturer are used

for fluid selection. .Other components of the system are chosen that arOcom-
,

patible with the pump.

\VISCOSITY INDEX

.
Ideally, the viszaity of a hydraulic fluid should either rem in constant,

or change very little as the fluid temperature changes. However, this is not
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the ease for most hydraulic fluids. The viscosity index is an indication of

the relative change in viscosity as temperature changes. Viscosity index is

measured on an arbitrary scale: a specific paraffin-base oil 'with' a small

viscosity change is assigned a value'of 100, and a specific asphalt-basd'oil

with a large viscosity change is assigned a zero value: Thus, higher values

of Viscosity, ,index indicate less change in viscosity as temperature changes.

It also indicates.a more desirable hydraulic fluid. Since the viscosity index

is based on an arbitrary scale, some ,oils have a value of less than zero. These

oil's are generally unsui table for hydraulic power applications. .Chemical addi-

tives are included in some oils to raise the viscosity index to as,high as.170.

As the temperature is decreased, the oil thickens until it will no longer

flow. The pour point is the lowest temperature at which the fluid will flow,

usually 5°F above the temperature at which no flow occurs: The lowest ope rating
.

temperature of a hydraulic system should be 20=F above the pour point A= the

oil.

LUBRICATING ABILITY

Wear is the actual removal of surface material due to frictional forces

./----/-NN between moving surfaces in contact. The amount of wear depends-Won the finish

"and hardness of the surfaces and the magnitude of the. forces h6lding the sur-

faces in tontact. Metal surfaces that are'stationary with-reipect to one another

and subjected to large forces form microwelds that-bond the two surfaces together.

Moving these surfaces later breaks these tiny welds and roughens the surfaces,

thereby increasing the wear rate.

The lubricating ability.of an-oil, also called, ubricity_or'oilness, is

the ability of an oil to reduce friction and wear. Lubricating ability is

dependent in part upon the viscosity of the oil, but chemical .properties-are-

equally, if not more, important. The film strength of an oil which is directly

-related to-its Ivistosity is the ability of the oil to maintain an oil film

between moving parts in order to prevent direct metal-to7metal contact. Higher

fib m strength 'reduces weir, but it is generally .accompanied by higher, viscosity.

Adequate filmrstrength is important in,hydraulic'systems in protecting pump

components, !
.

1 _ Ea

/
-Chemical:additives are often used to increase the lubricating ability

of oils. These additives are usuOly, organic compounds that prlevent the micro-
.
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welding of surfaces under pressure. They may plate out on the surfaces,'form-

ing a surface layer that adheres, strongly-to the surface.' Twosuch surface

layers will slide past each other more easily --and, therefoe, with less

damage than unprotected metal. Other compounds chemically react with metal

surfaces to prevent the formation of microwelds under high pressure. This

prevents seizure and the increasedroughness resulting from breaking the seizure.

Lubricating ability and film strength are not determinable by oil specifi-

cations. They are usually.indicated by relative terms such as "poor," "good,"

or "excellent.",

RUST AND CORROSION PREVENTION

' Rust and corrosion are two different chemical processes that can damage

or destroy hydraulic components. Rust°is the chemical reaction between oxygen

and. iron or steel surfaces. The oxygen necessary for the process is usually

provided bYth'e presence of moisture in the system. Moisture may enter the

hydraulic fluid in the form of Atmospheric moisture in contact with the oil

surface in the. reservoir on through leaks in the system that allow either air,'

condensation, or cooling water to enter the system. The moisture is partially

dissolved in the hydraulic fluid and may also be carried with the fluid in

the form ofsmall droplets. These conditions promote rust, particularly whets

--ae-system is inactive fon a long period of time after operation at an elevated

temperature.

Corrosion is the chemical reaction-between metal surfaces and acids. Many

hydraulic fluids contain small amounts of acid.' Furilhereore, the breakdown

of the oil -as it ages dur4ng use,- increases itsiacid content. The neutral-

ization number, which is an indication of the acid content of a hydraulic fluid, :

'indicates the number of milligrams of potassium hydroxide needed to neutralize

v....a:Cid in one $ram,of fluid. The neutralization number Usually is not an

important consideration in selecting an oil;.but it is useful in determining

when an oil has deteriorated andlOould be replaced.

Many o1'ls contain chemical additives that plate out on metal surfaces

to forma protective layer, thereby reducing both 'rust,and corrosion.

K1.1
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--OXIDATIONSIAM

Although properly refined petroleum oils are inherently resistant to de-

terioration, oxidation of the oil can and does take place. Excessive oxi-

dation results in the following:

7

Increase in oil viscosity

Deposits of gummy oxidation products on pumps, motors, and valves

Formation of heavy sludge that settles in low points in the System

Formation of acids that corrode.metal parts

Oil oxidation occurs primarily because of air in contact with the oil

in the reservoir. This-air is absorbed into the-oil to a slight degree. Air

bubbles that enter the system either from foam in the reservoir or from air

leaks in the suction line or seals are compressed by the high pressure at

Other points in the system. This high pressure air promotes oil oxidation.

The oxidation process increases at increased temperature. It is estimated

that the useful life of a typical hydraulic oil is decreased by 50% for each

15-degree rise in temperature above 140°F. Heavier oils generally resist oxida-

tion,better than lighter oils. The temperature of the oil in the reservoir

is not necessarily a good indication of operating temperatures. Localized

.,hot spots occur because of higher pressures and slight compression of the oil

I

at'the gear teeth, at bearings, and at points where the oil flows through

small orifice under,high pressdre. Increased temperatures at these poipts

particularly in the presence of entrained air, may cause rapid decomposition

of.hydraulic oils.

The rate of oxidation is increased by the presence of foreign matter in*-

the oil. Dirt, small particles of metal from worn components, and sludge from"-

earlier oxidation tend to promote increased oxidation. Thus, maintenance of,

oil in a clean condition is essential, to extended oil life. As an oil ages,

it becomes darker in color and higher in both viscosity and neutralization l`

number. These characteristics may be used to determine when the fluid shiuld

be replaced. Many oils-contain chemical additives to inhibirroxidation.

(

DEMULSTBILITY

Dbmulsibility, the property of a hydraulic fluid that enables it to separate

' rapidly and completely from moisture, is important because most hydraulic sys-
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tems are susceptible to the presence of moisture in the system and because

of the damaging properties of such moisture. Most petroleum -base oils have

.
gOod demulsibility and maintain it well during the useful life of the oil:

Howev4r, in sore oils, demulsibility decreases as the oil ages and as oxida-

tion occurs. This generally results in greater water content, reduced lubri-

cant and sealant characteristics, and reduced life of the oil and system com-

,ponents.

RESISTANCE TO FOAMING

As discussed previously, the presence of air bubbiesinam oilinCreases,

the oil oxidation rate. Foam may be fokmed when'oil,is retuNed to the reser-

voir by a pipe that does not extend below the reservoir oil level- or when the

pressure is reduced on high pressure fluid containing dissolved air. The de-.

foaming characteristic Of oil is an indication of how rapidly such bubbles rise

to the 011 surface and burst. Low viscosity oils are more resistant ti foaming

than high viscosity oils. .Chemicals are often added to oils to increase the

rate at which air bubbles burst, thereby reducing foam levels.

Foaming problems can also be greatly reduced by proper design of the oil

reservoir and maintenance of the proper oil level. Serious damage may result

if a leak reduces the oil level in the reservoin to the -point that air-is sucked.

into the pump intake.

FLASH AND FIRE POINTS

Fire hazards are an important consideration "ip many hydraulic power appli-

cations. Flash point is the temperature at which oil gives off sufficient

vapors to ignite momentarily, but not enough to sustain a flame'. The fire .

point is the temperature-at which vapors., are given off at a rate sufficient

to sustain continuous combustion. .

SPECIFIC' GRAVITY

The specific weight is the'weight per unit vofume of,the fluid. Water,

for example, weighs 62,4 pounds per cubic foot. The specific gravity of a

fluid is the ratio of the specific weight of the fluid to the specific Weight

of water. If the speEilfic gravity of a liquid is 1.2, then its specific weight

0
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Ts (1.2 x 6-2.4-1b/fe) or'74791b7tt .,-COmmerciaTly available ffy-driuTic fTuids

have specific gravities in the range of 0.80 to 1.45. The specific gravity

Is usually of little impOrtance in selecting a fluid.

TYPES OF HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

Several fluids can be used in hydraulit power systems.. This section dis-

cusses characteristics and appii,cations of common hydraulic fluids.

WATER

-*later is sometimes used as a working fluid in systems, wiring a large

Volume.of fluid, such as elevators and large forging presses. Water is inex-

pensive and nonflammable; however, the range of operating temperatures, poor

lubricating properties, and promotion of rust limit its use in many hydraulic_

power systems.

PETROLEUM OILS

A properly refined and treated petroleum op:is the best fluid for most

hydraulic power applications. A wide variety of petroleum oils is available.

Howe-ve-r, -three-types!--of-petroleurioils are most commonly used: -Pennyslvaril,q,

or paraffin-base. oils; Gulf Coast, or naphthenic-base or asphalt-base oils;

and Mid-Continent,,or mixed-base oils containing a mixture of naphthenic and paraf-

fin compounds. The operating properties of these oils are improved by the

addition of several chemical. compounds. These compounds increase the viscosity

index, inhibit oil'oxidation, reduce foaming, increase film strength' and lubri-

cating ability,Teduce rust and corrosion, and prevent the formation of sludge

and gum in the systeth. Additives are included in the processing of oils and

should not be added by the user.

A good hydraulic oil should include the following properties:

Correct viscosity to provide fluid power transfer without excessive

friction losses and to seal workirig parts -'

High viscosity index-to reduce changes in viscosity as temperature

changes.

Good lubricating ability to prevent wear to working parts

Preventionof rust and corrosion-of metal parts
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Chemical stability to resist oil oxidation

Resistance tofOaming

Good demulsibility to remove water from the oil

Resistance to precipitating sludge and gum on working parts

Compatibility with seal materials.

Long service life

Petroleum oils are available with all of the pr:operties listed above.

The only serious disadvantage of petroleum oils is that they j11 burnAand,

thus, present fire hazards in some applitations. Several 'types of fluids have

been developed for applications in which the fife hazards of petroleum oils

are unacceptaOle.

The fire resistance of the workings fluid is particularly import nt in pro-

cessing equipment for hot metals, coal mining applications, and aircraft and .

marine fluid power systems.

WATER-OIL EMULSIONS

Water-oil emulsions &re fluids consisting of about 40% water completely

dispersed in 60% special petroleum oil with a soluble-oil type emulsifying

a-geftt added -. They afford -goodfire-protection- because-. -the steam- released-when =7

the fluid strikes a hot surface blankets the surface and prevents oxygen from

reaching the oil vapors. The water in the fluidlives'good heat transfer prop-

erties but also promotes rust and corrosion. Thus, large quantities of cor-

rosiodinhibitors are required. Thelubricating properties are fair but not

as good as that of pure oil. The operating temperatures of water-oil emulsions

range from,-20°F to 17.5°F. They are compatible with most'seal materials except

natural rubber. Fluid maintenance is important because the water evaporates

during use and must be replenished.

"'HATER- GLYCOL FLUIDS

' Water-glycol fluids cons,ist of a solution of 40% water and 60% glycol

with a variety of additives. Their fire resistance Is excellent if the water

content is maintained. The viscosity index is high, but the viscosity increases

if the water content is reduced by evaporation. Corrosion resistance is fair,

except when used with radial piston pumps Where rusting, is usually a problem

and_with exposure"to zinc or cadmium metal. Wear resistance is good at lower

4 4' V.
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pressures; at high pressures, gear-type and piston-type pumps often, show ex-

cessive wear. The high, density of these' fluids can also result in pump starva-

tion. The operating temperature range of these fluids is approximately -10°F

to 180°F. Water-glycol fluids are compatible'with most seal materials, but

special paints must'be used wherever they may come in contact with these fluids.

SYNTHETIC FLUIDS

Synthetic fluids give the highest fire resistance temperatures. several

types are available, including phosphate esters, chlorinated hydrocarbons,

mixtures of the two, and several other chemical compounds. Synthetic fluids
0 .

are stable in operation up to about 300°F. These fluids have good lubricating

properties but do not offer protection against rust and corrosion and require

la'rgdquantities of additivies. Disadvantages of synthetic'fluids include

a low viscosity index and incompatibility with many seals and other materials.

In particular, the phosphate esters readily dissolve paints, pipe thread com-

pounds, most seal materials, and.most electrical insulation. Samples of seal

materials should be tested for compatibility before ,synthetic fluids are used

in a system.

Table 2 lists the recommended packing materials for use with fire-resistant
.

hydraulic fluids.

TABLE 2. RECOMMENDED PACKING MATERIALS FOR FIRE-RESISTANT FLUIDS.
.

Fluid Packing Material

Water-oil emulsions

,

. ,

Nitrile rubber (NBR, Buna-N, Hycar)
(packing should be selected by testing
various rubber materials).

Braid impregnated with Teflon,suspensoid.

Water - glycol Natural rubber.
Leather -(- treated for water resistance).

.....

PhoOhate ester Butyl rubber.
Nicon rubber.
Leather impregnated with Thiadol.
Byram. .

Braid withloap-glycerine lubricant which
will not washout.

Braid lubricated by impregnation with
Teflon suspensoid

.

, .
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Table 2. Continued.

Silicate esters ,

.

.

.

,

0

Nitrile rubber.
Chloroprene rubber.
Polyacrylate rubber.
Leather impregnated with Thiokol.
Braid impregnated with Teflon suspensoid.

Silicon base' Nitrile rubber.

Byram.
1F4 Rubber (formerly Poly FBA).
.Braid impregnated with Teflon suspensoi .

MAINTENANCE OF HYDRAULIC OILS

All hydraulic fluids require proper maintenance and handling both in the

system and during storage. Fire-resistant fluids usually have special require-

ments that are dependent upon the fluid type. Because mast hydraulic power

systems use petroleum oils, this section lists general precautions in the main-

tenahce, handling, and storage of hydraulic oils:

1. Store oil in a clean container. The container should be free A dirt,

lint, used oil, or oil of any other type.

2. Keep lids or covers tight on all oil containers to prevent dirt and dust

from settling on the oil surface and to prevent contamination by water.

3. Store oil in a dry location. Oil containers should never be exposed to

rain,'snow, or other sources of water.

4. Use clean containers for transferring oil from storage to the tank or

reservoir. Always Glean transfer containers before and after each use.

5. Select an oil that is compatible with the, pump specifications. Pumps

are the most critical,system component when selecting a hydraulic oil..

6. Never mix different types or grades of hydraulic oil. Oils having differ-

ent:propertios are often incompatiblemitb ne another and may result

in system damage; .

7. Make sure the entire system is clean before changing the oil in the hydrau-

lic power, unit. Do not adds lean oil to dirty oil.

8. Check, the oil level and quality in the hydraulic power unit regularly.

Have the oil supplier check samplesAf used oil to identify any problems

or contaminants in.the system.

9. Drain all oil from the system and replace it at regular ntervals. The

useful lifetime of a hydraulic oil depends onthe quality of the oil and i

the operating conditions. Some systems operate satisfactorily 'for as long

FL-02/Page 13
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as two years without an oil change. Others require fliid changes as

often as once a month. Most systems fall- somewhere between these two

extremes. The oil change schedule for a particular system should be es- ;

tablished after testing of the oil during initial system operation.

10 Dispose of used oil properly, and do not return used oil to the system.

REPLACING HYDRAULIC OIL

The general procedure for replacing hydraulic oil is as follows:

1. Drain a11 oil from the system, by disconnecting and draining piping and

components, or 'force oil ow60/ith clean, dry air under pressure.

2. Inspect and clean filters and oil reservoir.

3. Fill system with a recommended flushing agent and operate for a period

of time.

4. Drain flushing agent from system, inlcuding lines and components.

5. Replace filters (if necessary) and refill system with new oil.

Several procedures may be used for flushing the system. Since it is vir-

tually impossible_ to remove all the flushing agent from the system, materials

that might be damaging to either system components or the fresh charge of oil

should not be used. Kerosene, naphtha, alcohol, steam, or water should never

be used.for flushing the system. In addition, the flushing agent should be

compatible with.all seals in the system. Carbon tetrachloride, should never

be used because it reacts with water to form hydrochloric acid, which can re-

sult in serious corrosion problems.

One procedure that is sometimes used to flush a system is to fill the

system with a lightweight ()W and operate the system for a few hours without

load, possibly at an elevated temperature. This flushing method requires that-

the pump operate for an extended period with an oil of lower viscosity than

that for which it is designed. This can result in excessive wear and pump

.damage. Therefore, this method should not be used without consuating the pump

manufacturer.

A safer method is to fill the system with the operating oil as a flushing

- agent and to drain anrefill the system after a few hours of operation. This

method will remove many system contaminants but may not remove sludge and gum

that are not highly soluble in the oil.
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The preferred method is to use a special purging oil that contain sol-

vents,for removing deposits from the system.

If the working fluid in a system is to be changed from a petroleu

to a fire-resthant fluid, or vice versa, special precautions.must be followed

to remove all old fluid. In this case, the system should be completely disman-

tled and cleaned thoroughly. Steam cleaning of components and piping is recom-

mended. AM seals should be checked for compatibility with the new fluid,

and paints and sealers should be checked for resistance to any of the fire-

resistant fluids.

In all maintenance procedures and during system operatidnl, the removal

of spilled or leaking fluid Is essential. Spilled fluids collect dirt and

present safety and fire hazards.

PROPERTIES OF PNEUMATIC FLUIDS

The only gas widely used in pneumatic power systems is compresseetir.

Other gases may be used, but their application is so rare that they will not

be discussed.

Pneumatic and,hydraulic systems usually do not compete for the same appli-

cations since the characteristics of the two system types are considerably dif-

ferent. Table 3 lists advantages and disadvantages of compressed air as compared

to oil as a working fluid.

TABLE 3. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 'OF COMPRESSED AIR

AS A WORKING FLUID.

'Advantages

Air will not burn and may be used in applica-
tions where a combustible fluid would present
fire hazards.

Air can be used in applications where - hot -spots

cause elevated fluid temperafures.

Because of its compressibility, air can pro-
duce more rapid motion than liguid_fluids. -

Air is not messy.

Air is readily available from the atmosphere .
at no cost.

.11

Air can be exhausted directly track-into the
atmosphere, eliminating the need for return

piping.

Disadvantages

Oue to ,ts compressibility, air cannot be used
in applications where accurate positioning or
rigid holding is required.

Because air is compressible, large cYlinders
producing large forces tend to be sluggish.

Pneumatic systems are far less efficient in power
transmission than hydraulic _systems.

Air always contains dirt, dust, and water vapor
that must be removed before the air can be used
in a pneumatic power system.

Air has very poorl lubricating ability.

48
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Module FL-03, 'Fluid Storage, Conditioning and Maintenance," discusses the

preparation necessary before compressed air can be used as the working medium

in a fluid power system.

'SUMMARY

The most important material in a hydraulic power system is the working

fluid. This fluid transmits fluid power, acts as a lubricant and sealant in

the system, and prevents rust and corrosion of system components. The most

commonly used hydraulic fluid is petroleum oil. Its major disadvantage is

that it burns. Several other fluids may be used when a fire-resistant fluid

is desirable. The most important property of any hydraulic fluid is its

viscosity. Viscosity is an indication of the internal resistance of the

fluid to flow. Fluid pumps are designed to operate with liquids of-a specific

viscosity. Other system components, including the hydraulic fluid, are chosen

tlikt are compatible with pump requirements. Using a fluid of the wrong viscosity

may damage the pump. Hydraulic fluids should always be maintained in.a clean

condition and checked regularly and replaced when they fall below minim system

requiremets.

The--on-ly flui4 eommorily-used in- pneumatic power systems is compressed

air. The behavior pf pneumatic system3 iffers from hydraulic systems bedause

the working fluid is a compreSsible gas. '\

EXERCISES

1. List and explain the advantages and disadvantages of compressed air as a-work-

ing fluid for fluid power systems, as compared to hydraulic oil. List.

five examples of.the use o each type of fluid. Consult a library.

2.- Explain the consequences of sing a hydraulic oil of incorTt viscosity.

3. Discuss the problems of using .h draulic oil with a low viscosity index.

4. Discuss'the problems involved in the use of the following typeS of hydrau-

lic fluids:

a. Water

b. Petroleum oils

c. Water-oil emulsioni,
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mod. 'Waer-glycol solutions

e. Synthetic fluids'

5. Explain factors contributing to the oxidation of oleum oils in hy.drau-'

lic systems and the problems that result from oil oxidation.

6,. Explain the difference between rust and corrosioon and the causes of each

in a hydraulic system. Explain how each may be reduced.

7. List and explain the''precautions necessary in the handling, storage, and

maihtehance of hydraulic ails.

8. Explain the procedures and materials that cap be used in flushing a hydrau

lic System.Explain thedangers-in using solvents ar oils of low viscosity

to flush hydraulic systems.

9. List the four basic functions that must be performed by a good hydraulic

oil and the 10 characteristics of a good

LABORATORY4MATERIALS
,,

1°
',, Hydraulic power unit with presure'meter and internal pressure relief valve

Hydraulic,pressurerelief vaVve

Hydraulic check valve

Hydraulic 'flOwmeter-

-Hydraulic direc.tional control valk

Double-acting hydraulic cylindth- (piston diameter

Connecting hydraulic,,hoses voe

Cylinder loading device

Pneumatic power] unit with FRL

Pneumatic flowlieter

Pneumatic directional controitrvalie

Double-acting pneumatic,cylinper

Connecting pneumatic hoses

Stopwatch

a

r
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1: HYDRAULIC.EXPERIMENT.

In this laboratory, the student will construct fluid power circuits for

the operation of double-acting hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders and evaluate
1

cylinder operation on the extension and retraction strokes.

1. Record the pressure setting fo be used on the pressure relief valve (maxi-
.

mum pressur4), the piston diameter, and the rod diameter in Data Table 1. "

2. Calculate the area of the piston and the area of the5ton minus the

area of the rod. Record these figures in Data Table 1. The first area

is the effective area for the extension stroke; the second is for the

retraction stroke.

3. Multiply the pressure times each area to obtain the maximum forces pro-
.

duceTby the cylinder for each stroke. Record force values in Data Table 1.

. Construct the 'circuit in Figure 3. Set the pressure relief valve for

.the desired pressures,

a V 5. Have instructor. check circuit

before operation.

CYLINDER -67----Turri-on the hydraulic power unit

FLOWMETER

CHECK, VALVE

POWER

LOADING
DEVICE.

. PRESSURE
)(VA LIEFREAUEF

RETURN
, r(TANK)

and actuate the DCV without tension

on the loading device. Operate

the cylinder in both,directions -

several times to remove trapped -

air from the system. Observe the

speed of piston motion in both

directions.

7. Increase the tension on the cylinder

loeding'device to the point whetle

retraction force is just capable

of retracting th piston.

HYDRAUlilt
POWER 8. With the piston, ully retracted;.
NITU c

4 position the Dato extend the,

pistoh. Measure and record the

following quantities:

a. Measured pressure -

b., Flow rate

Figure 3. 'Hydrlulic
Experimental Cikuit.
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c. _Time for extension stroke

9. With the piston fully extended, position the DCV to retract the cylinder.

Measure and record the following quantities:

a. Pressure

.b. Flow rate

c. Time for retraction stroke

7,, 10. For each stroke, calculate the forge produced by multiplying the measured

pressure times the effective area and record in Data Table 1.
4

11. For each stroke, calculate the power by multiplying the flow rate (1 gal

231 in') times,the pressure., Convert the re to foot-pounds per second

and record in Data Table 1.

.12.) For each stroke, calculate the total energy expended by multiplying power

times the time Record the result in.Data Table 1.

13. Increase the tension on the loading device and operate the cylinder in

'both directions until the cylinder will no longer move.

14. In the discussion portion of Data Table 1, discuss the differences in

maximum force available and operating time for a double-acting hydraulic

cylinder during the extension and retraction strokes. Include the reasons

for these differences.

15. Turn off the hydraulic power unit. Clean and store all hydraulic components.

-

LABORATORY 2. PNEUMATIC EXPERIMENT.

-1. Following the same procedures outlined in Steps 1-3 of the hydraulic experi-

ment, complete the calculation portion of Data Table 2 fore the pneumatic

experiment.

2. Construct the circuit shown in Figure 4., Set the regulator for.the desired

pressure. Have instructor check circuit before operation.

DCV
3., Follow the same,prb-

cedure outlined in

Steps 6-15 of the hy-

draulic experiment:

and complete Data

Table 2 for the pneu-

. matic experiment.

FRL UNIT

FLOWMETER

DOUBLE-
ACIING
CYLINDER

LOADING
DEVICE

Figure Lt.., Pneumatic Experimental Circuit.
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4. Write a report summarizing the results of this experiment and comparing

the action of double-)cting hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders.

DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. HYDRAULIC EXPERWENT.

Calculations:

Maximum pressure:

Piston diameter:

Rod diameter:

Area of piston (extension stroke area):

Area of piston minus-area of rod
(retraction stroke area):

Maximum extension force:

Maximum retraction force:

Experimental:

Measured pressure for extension stroke:

Flow rate of extension stroke:

Time for extension stroke:

Force of extension stroke:

Power for extension stroke:

Energy of extension stroke:

Measured presspre for retraction stroke:

Flow rate for retraction stroke:

Time fu%retraction stroke:

Force of retraction stroke:

Power for retraction strokb:

Energy of retraction 'stroke:

Discussion:
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DATA TABLE 2. PNEUMATIC EXPERIMENT.

Calculations:

Maximum pressure

Piston diameter:

4

Rod diameter;

Area of Piston (extension stroke area): .

Area of piston minus area ofrod
. 4

(retraction stroke area):

Maximum extension. force:

Maximum retraction force:

Eiperimental: ,

Measured pressdre for extension stroke:

FTow rate for extension stroke:

Time for extension stroke:

Force of extension stroke:-

Power for extension stroke: -

En4gy of extension stroke:

Measured pressure,for retraction stroke:

Flow rate for retraction stroke;

Time for retraction stroke:

Force of - retraction stroke:

Power for netrattio stroke:
.

Energy of retraatio -stroke:-

Discussion:
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GLOSSAFY

Corrosion:The chemicaTreaction betweeo metals and acids.

Demulsibility: The.ability of a'hydraulic oil to separate from entrained or
dissolved moisture.

Fire point: The temperature at which an oil will give off sufficient vapor

to sustain combustion.

Film strength: The'ability of a fluid to maintain a film between moving parts

-under pressure.

Flash'point: The temperature at which an oil will give _ sufficient vapor
to ignite momentarily., but not enough to sustain a flame. .

Lubricating ability: The ability of a fluid to reduce friction betweerAioving

parts and, thus, wear pf Ore parts.

Pour point: The lowest temperature at which a fluid will flow, usually,5°F
above the temperature at which no flow will occur. It

Rust: Oxidatia of irontr steely

Specific gravity: The ratio of weight per snit volumeof a liquid to the weight
,,,per unit volume of water.

Viscosity: Ameasure pf a fluid's internal resistance to flow or shear force's.
High viscosity indicates high internal resistance.

0

Viscosity index: .An indicatton of the relative change in viscosity of a,
as its temperature changes. A high viscosity index indicates less change

in viscosity as temperature changes.

Page 22/FL-02
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TEST

T. Which of the following is not an essential requirement of a hydraulic.

oil?

a. Prevent rust And corrosion .of working parts in the system.

b. Transmit fluid power with minimum losses.

c. Maintain viscosity as temperature changes.

d. Act as a sealant for system. components.
,-

.e. Lubricate moving partsof the system.

2. When consjdering the viscosity of the oil to be used in a hydraulic system,

the'mot important Consideration is ...

a. choosing an oil of the lowest possible viscosity to reduce fluid

friction in piping.

b. choosing an oil of high viscosity to reduce system leaks.

c. choosing an oil that is compatible With pump specifications.

d.' choosing an oil that is compatible with cylinder operation.

e. Both a and c are equally'important.

3. An oil,with a viscosity index of 100 indicates ...

a. it has the highest possible viscosity index.'

b. its viscosity changes greatly as temperature Changes.

e. its viscosity does not change as temperature changes;

d. it 'should be used only under constant temperature conditions,

e. None, of "the above are true.

4. When a hydraulic oil oxidizes, which of the following.occurs?

a. Its viscosity decreases. '

p. .promotes rust due to. increased acid content.

c. It deposits sludge in low points in the system.

d.' Its viscosity index falls sharply.

e. Both b and c are true.

5. Oil oxidation is promoted. by ...

a. entrained air bubbles.

b. high temperature operation or hot spots,

c. contaminants in the oil.

d. All of the above.

e. Only a.. and b are true.

i_FL-02/Page 23
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6. Which of the following is the least important characteristic to consider

in selecting aliydraulic,oil?

a. Viscosity

b. Viscosity index

c.---)qbrating ability

d. Specific gravity

e. Oxidation stability

7: Which of the following hydraulic fluids is most likely to cause.problems

with seal materials?

a. Petroleum oils

b. Water-glycol fluids

c. Water-oil emulsions

d. Water

e. Phosphate esters

'8. Which of the following hydraulic fluids has the greatest fire resistance?.

a. Phosphate esters

. b. Water-oil emulsions

c. Water-glycol solution's.

d., Petroleum oils

e. Compressed air

9. Which of the following procedures is acceptable in flushing Most hydraulic

systems when.changing oil?

a. Use a very lightweight oil Andoperate the system under load.

b. Flush the entire system with kerosene. -

c. Use the normal operating-oiler flushing the systeM*.ind operate

without load for several hours.

d. If'in doubt; add fresh oil without flushing tie system. This is

always the safest thing to do'. '

e. Either a or c is correct.

10. Which of the following is not an advantage of pneumatic power systems

as compared to hydraulic systems?

a. Air will not burn.

b. Air can be taken from the atmosphere and exhauStedback into the

atmosphere.

c.. Pneumatio systems are cleaner and less susceptible to cota:Mination

since the air does not recirculate and carry contamination.with it.
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d. Compressed air as a working fluid results in more rapid operation of

large cylinders producing very large forces".

e. Neither c nor d is an advantage of pneumatic syStems.

,e'
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INTRODUCTION

The most important material in any'fluid power system is the fluid itself.

Proper operation and extended life of fluid power components is dependent upon

maintenance of the fluid in the proper condition for operating the system while

protecting system components. The, components most susceptible to damage be:

cause of contamination in the fluid are the seals of the working components.

This module discusses the types of seals used in hydraulic and pneumatic

systems and fluid conditioning methods used to maintain cleanliness of the

working fluids and,:thus protect the_seals The discussion includes design

and functions of hydraulic fluid reservoirs and compressed air tanks; construc-

tion and functioning of hydraulic filters; componefft§"VS6d-for filtering, pres-

sure regulation, and lubrication in pneumatic systems; and construction and

materials used in all common seals.

In the laboratory, the student will disassemble and reassemble a variety

of fluid power components used in fluid maintenance and a variety of fluid power

seals., Components included are hydraulic fitters, pneumaiTc filter-regulator-

lubricator units, and several types of seals used in pneumatic and hydraulic

cylinders.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module FL-02, "Fluid PropeVes and

Ch a -1, a

J
OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:

1. List seven characteristics of a good hydraulic reservoir..

2. Sketch a hydraulic reservoir and explain its construction and the func-

tion of each major part.

3. Explain the role of the compressed air tank in fluid conditioning in a

pneumatic system. '1

GQ
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4. Explain the importance of controlling the temperature of the fluid in

hydraulic and pneumatic systems and how this is accomplished in each
t .

system type.

5. Explain the operation of the following types of hydraulic filters:

a. MeChanical filter

b. Absorbent filter

c. Adsorbent filter

6. Explain the'advantages and disadvantages of the following hydraulic filter

locations:

a. Suction line filter

5"." -1-110-pretsure- line- filter

c. Return line filter

d. Bypass filter

7. Explain, witn the use of, diagrams, the operation of each of the elements

in a pneumatic filter-regulator-lubricator unit.

48. Draw diagrami-Of.eachof the following types of seal;, and IiSt the appli-

cations and characteristics of each

a. Compression seals

b. 0-rings
.

c. V-rings

d.. Piston cup packin.gs

/1"

e. Piston rings

f. Wiper rings

List the characteristics, applications, and approximate operating temper-

ature ranges ofthe- following seal materials:

a. Leather

b. Buna-N

c. Buna-S

d. Vi ton

e. Neoprene

f. Silicone rubber

g. Teflon

10. In the laboratory, disassemble and reassemble the following fluid power

components. Make a sketch of each and discuss its condition and operation.

a. Sump strainer 4

b. Line filter
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c. FRL unit

d. Hydraulic%eservoir

e. Compression packing

f. 0-ring seal

g. .V -ring seal

h.' Piston cup packing

14ston ring seal_

I

.
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SUBJECT MATTER

RESERVOIRS AND TANKS

Reservoirs and tanks are containers for holding the working fluid in fluid

power systems. In hydraulic systems, the container, usually called a reservoir,

holds hydraulic fluid at ptmospheric pressure. ',The fluid is drawn into the

pump inlet from the reservoir and returns through return lines and-drains. In

pneumatic systems, the cont3.ineri-s usually called a tank. The tank receives

compressed air from the compressor and holds it "at the working pressure until

it is needed. Used air is not returned to the tank.

HYDRAULIC RESERVOIRS

A hydraulic reservoir is far more than a container for the hydraulic fluid.

Proper design and construction of the reservoir_is of key importance to the

operation of a hydraulic power system. Characteristics of the reservoir in-

'dude the following:

Allows dirt and foreign particles to settle to the bottom and, thus, be

removedfrom the working fluid

Large surface area to remove heat from the oil

Large volume to contain all oil that might drain into it from the system

Adequate air space to allow for thermal expansion of the oil

Maintains high oil level to prevent air from being drawn into the pump

inlet

Allows entrained air to leave the oil without being drawn into the pump

inlet

Allows for ease of maintenance and'cleanup

Figure 1 illustrates a hydraulic reservoir that is suitable for most indus-

.trial applications. It is constructed of welded steel plates and coated inside

with a protective coating to prevent rust and corrosion due to water or impuri-

ties in the oil. The legs or risers supporting the resrvoir should have a

.
height of at least six inches to allow adequate airflow across the bottom of

the reservoir for oil cooling. The top of thel'reservoiriis a steel plate that

bolts into place and usually supports, the pump and pump drive.

The reservoir should be as large as 'space permits to allow better cooling

of the oil and to contain_ajarge enough volume* oil that there is time for

particles to settle out of returned oil before it is returned to the pump. The
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RETURN LINE

SEALED FLANGE

SIGHT GLASS

minimum allowable size of the

DRAIN AIR reservoir is determined by the
RETURN PUMP BREATHER MOUNTING PLATE

INNE LET AND FOR ELECTRIC MOTOR largest oftwo factors. The res-
LI FILLER AND PUMP .

ervoir must be large enough to,

contain` all oirthat may drain

into it from the system. In sys-

tems with large cylinders or long

piping'runs, this.is often the

-----ij .deciding factor. In'other sys-
-,

Luis, the reservoir size is based

CLEAN-OUT
PLATE-BOTH ENDS

BAFFLE
on pump capacity. Reservoir ca-PLATE

pac ty should be at least three
D R.A I tsi

STRAINER PLUG times the galpn per minute rat-

Figure 1. Reservoir. ConstructiOn. ing c44he pump.

Reservoirs are generally

rectangular in shape with the depth approximately equal to the width. If the

reservoir is too shallow, the wall area may not be sufficient for proper, cooling

of the oil; if it istoo deep and narrow, there may not be sufficient surface'

area for the removal of air bubbles in the oil.

The reservoir contains an internal baffle that is about 70% of the height

of the maximum oil level. Oil is returned to the reservoir on one side of the

baffle an*withdrawn on the other side. This causes the returned oil to remain

in the rese )m, oir ,for the maximum time for remo 1 of air bubbles, particles, and

heat energy. The return line extends to within wo pipe diameters of the bottom

of the tank to prevent foaming of the returning oil. Thepump inlet line and

strainer are located near the bottom of the tank to prevent a "whirlpool effect,

which would carry air into the pump.

The lower surface of the reservoir is dished or sloRed to a drain plug lo-

cated at.the lowest point for removal of all sludge and water during draining.

The filler cap on the top of the reservoir is equipped with an air breather that

allows air to enter or leave the tank as the oil level changes. A filler is in-.

corporated to prevent contamination from entering with the air. Each end of the

reservoir contains a large clean-out plate that may be removed for complete

cleaning-of the reservoir interior when the system oil is changed. This plate

hge 6/FL-03
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may also contain sight glaSses that are used to determine the oil level in the

reservofr.. Vertical glass, tubes can alsd be used as sight glasses.

Th'e location of the resesvoir should allow free airflow around all sides

for efficient oil cooling arid easy cleanup of any spilled or leaking oil. The

location should also afford easy access to the sight glass and ease of mainte-

nance. The reservoir should be cleaned thoroughly at every oil change, as most

oil co4aimiriants accumulate in the bottom of the reservoir.

PNEUMXTIC TANKS

The air tank of pneumatic power systems is a container for storing com-

pressed air. Like the reservai.,of the hydraulic system, the airIank is an

essential component for proper fluid-conditioning. Much of the dust contained

in the air entering the compressor is removed by the intake filter, but a sig-

nificant amount is passed on into the system. When the air,is compressed and

qooled, the moisture it contains condenses and must be removed. Both of these

fluid contaminants are removed in the air tank. 'A drain ISTITiaUhe bottom of ,

the tank may be removed to allouvondensed water to chlain out and carry with

it dust, dirt, and any rust or corrosion particles that may be present. In

many systems, this drain is automatic and cycles whenever a preset amount of

liquid water has accumulated.
.

The size of,the air tank varies.from one system to another, depending on

the use of the pneumatic power system. The tank should be large enough to

allow for the condensation of most of the moisture while air is in the tank and

should be located so the is adequate ventilation for cooling the air.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Both hydraulic and pneumatic power systems require thatthe temperature of

he working fluid be within the proper range. When hydraulic systems are used

in extremely c ld conditions, it is sometimes necessary to heat the oil to main-,

tain thejprop viscosity. Under most operating conditions, the function of

temperature,control devices is to remove excess heat from the system.

vJ
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COOLING IN HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS r

Heat is generated in hydraulic systems by several components. Most oil

heating occurs in the pump, pressure relief valves, and directional controlcontrol

valves, although small amounts are also produced in pistons, motor , and piping.

This heat energy raises the temperature of, the-oil and must removed to main-tainle'the oil at the proper ()berating temperature. Module FL- ,- Fluid Proper-

ties and Characteristics," describes the problems arising from overheating the

hydraulic fluid.
. ,

In many hydraulic systems, waste heat is removed primarily through the

walls of the reservoir. Air circulating over tne outer surfaces of the reser-
..

voir cools the walls and the fluid inside. Some reservoirs are equipped with

cooling fins. A fan can be directed4t,the reservoir in order to reduce the

.temperature enough to overcome minor heating problems.

Larger systems often employ heat exchangers to remove excess heat and

maintain oil temperature. Water-cooled heat exchangers consist of a bundle of

tubes, which carry the 1137-666li'C fluid, surrounded by a shell, which carries

cooling water. Heat is conducted from the pill through 4.1 is, and into

the water. The tubes carrying the oil contain turbulatoTs, which results in tur-

bulent oil flow to brilhg all the oil in contact with the walls. The heatex-
--

changer is usually located in the return oil.line so that oil returns to the

reservoir through the heat exchanger. The flow of cooling water can be con-

trolled by temperature sensors in th'e reservoir.

Air-cooled heat exchangers consist of a series of finned tubes, which,

carry the oil to be cooled, and a fan for forcing air over the tubes. This

type of heat exchanger is usually less.expensive to purchase and operate, but

is less efficient than-the water - cooled type.

COOLING IN PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS

The primary purpose of fluid cooling in pneumatic systems is to remove

water vapor from the compresd air. When adr is compressed, some of the water

vapor it contains condenses as liquid water. Lower_iai_r_temperatures_resultAn

more condensation. Since the compressor also raises the temperature of the

air, the water vapor does not condense immediately; and more condensation oc-

curs when the air temperature drops. If moist air enters the distribution

Page 8/FL-03
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iping, it will cool in the pipes and result in liquid'water throughOut the

distribution system. The presence of this liquid water i,s,not usually elimi-

nated entirely, but it must be reduced to alleviate problems.

In many smaller pneumatic systems, air cools in the air tank by conduc-

tion of heat energy through the walls of the tank. This removes most of the

moisture and the remainder is removed by filters in the distribution system.

Larger systems often employ a heat exchanger in the air circuit between the

compressor and the tank, This is Usually a water-cooled heat Pxchan_ger in

which the compressed air flows across water-filled tubeS with fins, theieby

cooling the air beforeit enters the tank and speeding the cOndensation pro-

cess. The liquid water is stili.collectedrin tip bottom of the air tank.

1 5LTERS AND STRAINERS

Both hydraulic and pneumatic systems employ, filters to remove particles

from the working fluid. Proper operation and maintenance of these filters is

ofiprime importance in the operation of the system. Altfiujd power systems

include seals that must prevent leakage around accurately machined moving metal

parts. The presence of particles in the working fluid destroys these seals

and damages the metal surfaces.

TYPFS OF HURAULIC FILTERS

.

Oil filters for hydraulic systems are available in three basic_types:

size or mechanical filters, absorbent filters, andadsorbent,filters.

Mechanical filters are the-most widely used and are available in.a wide

range.of sizes and configurations. In this type filter, also called a strainer,

oil is forced through a material containing many small openings. Particles too

big to pass through the openings are separated from the oil. The most common.

type of mechanical -filter is shoWn in Figure 2. The filter element consists

of finely woven metal screen, fabric, or specially treated paper. The filter

.element is folded to provide the maximum surface area for.filtration. Other

tyges of mechanical filters employ a thick layer of felt or cellulose or a

stack of di,k-shaped Metal elements with small spaces between them. Magnetic

roOs.are often, included to attract and hold any iron or steel particles that ,'

67
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Figure 2. Cutaway View of
Take-Apart Sump-Type Fil-
ter, Showing the Position

of the' Magnetic Rods.

0

may b= present. Mechanical.f4lters are usually

r ed y the diameter of the openings in t e fil

ter ment in microns. A micron is one- ousandth

illimeter, or 0.000039 inches. Standard

ers are usually in the range of 50 to 150

microns, butsome special purpose' filters

have openings of only 5 -microns.4 These are

used to,protect elements_such as_ servo

valves. One of the major advantages of the most

popular mechanical filters is that they can be

cleaned and reused almost indefinitely, whereas

other filters are used once and replaced.

Absorbent filters employ porous or permeab) e °

materials as filter elements. Materials used in-

clue", cotton, paper, Mood pulp, cloth, and asbestos. Absorbent filter elements

do not simply block the passage of particles as do mechanical filters but

absoft and trap the particles within the filtering material. These fitters

generally remove particles of smaller Size that matt' be passedtby most mechan-
.

ical filters; how*er, they do not remove any chem

,

eal products of Jail oXida-

'AdSorbgit fijters remove impurities by causing the particles to cl i rt

;he surface of the filter element and, in some systems, by chemi9Waction.

Materials used in these ftlterAs include activated clay and chemically treated
.

Oalier.Charpal and Fuller's earth are rarely used because they tend to re-

.--iroveimpertant7til a0ditives.

LOCA1ION OF HYDRAULIC FILTERS

Filters may be located in several places in hydraulic systems. The most

II common type is the suction-type filter, also called a sump striiner,. wh-ith is

'located inside the xeservoir on the end of the pump inlet line. This filter

is usually,a wire screen mechanical filter. It is the ,least expensive filter;

however, because of several disadvantages, it is considered the minimum accept-
,.

able protection and the ]east effective filter. The major problem with this .

filter location is its irpaccessibiltty for iDspe4pon_and maintenance. The

Page 10/FL-03
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.reservoir must be drained and opened before the filter can be inspected or

cleaned. If the fi,lter becomes clogged; the pp may starve for oil, resulting

in pump damage or improper,operation.
.

These problems- may be overcome by installing the filter in an external por-
.-

tfon of the suction line. Suction filters are often provided with a.bypass

-
that opens toallow unfiltered oil to flow to the pump if the filter is

clogged. Several types of indicators may be included'to irrdicatethe condi-

tion of the filter without opening the system lever that indicates the

loading of the filter element, a plunger, that extends when the bypass opens,

and an electrical switch that controls an indicator Tight. In all cases,

these indicators are activated by .the pressure drop across the filter ele-

ment.

It is extremely important that a suction filter.be sized to'accommodate

the pump capacity. The only force available to-deliver oil' to the pump inlet

is the force of atmospheric pressure on the surface of theil in the reser-

voir. Therefore, only a small pressure drop can be tolerated across the fil-

ter,element. If the filter is too'small, it will restrict the flow to the

point of 'starving the pump.

Figure,3 shows a high-pressure line filter. This type of filter is lo-

catei in the high-pressure oil line downstream froM the pump. It is the most

expenSive type, as'its caging must withstand

.thes full operating pressure of the system.

This filter locationAmLseveral serious dis-
W., I

advantages as compared,to suction filters. It

does4iot protect the pump, from contaminants

entering'itfrom the reservoir. If the filter

becomes dodged, the' element may collapse be-

cause of the oil pressure and, the filter be-

comes indperative. High - pressure line fil-

ters also result in a pressure dropi thUs

ducing the effective pressure of the system.

Advantages of this filter location include

ease of service and,ease'of filtering out-

extremely 'small particles. This is bepause there is,more pressure available

to force oil throiigh the smaller holecreqvired to rem've very small particles.

Figure 3. Cutawar,View of
High-Pressure Line

Filter.
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Oil lindiAlters may also be located in the return line to the oil reser-
?' 44v.tol-,..

vpir. This arratigment removes the filter from the high pressure part of the

system but introduces other problems. Oil line filters become loaded More

( quickly because to;Itaminents have no opportunity to. settle out in the reser-

voir, and the oirpressure in the return lines is raised. Double-acting cyl-

inders may return oil to the reservoir at a rate much higher than the pump

delivery rate. Therefore, return line filters, must be sized for the maximum

oil return flow rate ,rather thanIthe pump delivery rate.

The filters discussed thus far have all been full-flow filters. This

means that all oil flowing through,the system must pass through the filter

element. Some systems employ pr6portional filtering in which only a Ortion.

of the oilpasses through the filter on each trip thr.ough the system: In such
. .*

a system, also called bypass filtering, the filter may be located in the, line

that returns oil to the reservoir from the pressure relief valve, iR a bypass

off the main,supply line, or in a bypass off the return line from directional

control valves and working components. This filtering scheme allows the sys-

tem to continue to function with the filter clogged but does not provide the

protection of full-flow filtering.

,PNEUMATIC FILTERS

Filters are normally.located at two points in pneumatit systems. Intake

filters remove particles from-the intake air and protect the compressor: Air-

line filters are located in th4 air line near- -the driven components.

Intake filters are usually either dry surface filters or oil-bath'filters

that use an,absorbing material soaked in oil to trap particles. They remove

larger particles that might damage the compreisger but do not usually removei

smaller particles that could damage working cbmpOnents of the system.' These

particles are removed .later by air-line filters.

Even though many contaminants are-removed from tliea r of a pneumatic ,

.

systemvby the intake filter and by coildensationein the air tank, some contam-

ination is always pr:esent in the air lines leading to-the w6rking comppnents,..

These include dust parttdies, watert vapor and liquid, and pipe. scale. Air:,

line filters remove these contaminants just .before the air is used. THeitwo

major types of air -line filters are the mechanical filter :and the absOrbent

filter. 9 -

Page 12/FL:03
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,Figure 4 shows a centrifugal', mechanical

air-line filter. It consists of four rotating

disks through whiA the air passes. Airflow

'through the,filter causes the disks to rotate.

The rotation causes any heavy particles, such

as dust', or water droplets, to be thrown.out

of the air stream by centrifugal force.

These particles collect,on the sides'ofthe
**-7'

filter houOng and ere carried to the bottom

lof the housing -by the water that is 'removed

from the air line.-

Figure .6 showsen absorption-type,

air filter. In this filter, air enters

baffles that swirl the air to remove

larger particles- by centrifugal force. AIR IN

Th6se particles fall pst the quiet zone .

baffle and areArapped. The main

eleent is a cellulose surface-type 5urcRo.,

fitter, or an absorption element of ,

'EC aEVSaBIE

ELZMEN,

some other material, that allows
OtPET ZONE

the air, passage but traps contaminants. aAFFLE

In sooe filters of this design, the

fi9l ter element is made of porous \brass.

Water droplets are removed primahly by :0"ac,I NG
.Quio

SUMP

centrifugal action and collect in the

bottom of the filter. -The filter may

be ctrained'esither manually or auto-
.

magically; ,

Air dryers,Are devices used Xo. remove allthe moisture from compressed

fir to,delfver-dry er-to the point of application. ,They consist of,a cart-

rfdge.conttintng a desiccant-aaterial that reacts chemically with liquid

.
'water or water vapor ,to remove it from the air stream.

WIN

Figure'4. Mechanical Filter.
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Figure 5. Operation of Air Filter.
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ATR PRESSURE REGULATORS

Air compressors are usually set to turn ON when the pressure in the air

tank drops below a preset level and to turn OFF when the presiUre rises to

another preset level. Thus, the pressure of the delivery system varies, during

normal operatiOn. Pressure drops in lines andsthe simultaneous operation of

several pieces of equipment may also affect air pressure at any point in the

system. Air pressure regulators are used near working Components to deliver

compressed air to that component at a constant pressure.

ANSI 5. .97

EAS
SZPE.v.,,05
40,USTmSN

.AAGE4A04

.A,,E5EAT

7...F.C'.

Figure 6 shows a typi-

cal air pressure regulator.

It consists of a disk-shaped

valve operated by a vertical

rod. The rod is driven by

forces applied by a *spriing

and by, air pressure on a

diaphragm. The spring

forces the rod down to open

the valve and is adjustable

to set the operating pres-

sure of the regulatbr. Air

Figure 6. Air Pressure Regulator. pressure from the downstream

side of the regulator causes

an upward force on the diaphragm and, thusc on the operating rod. If the down-

stream pressure, is at or above the preset level, the valve remains closed and

no 'air flows. If the pressure is4telow the preset leVel, the force of th,

spring exceeds the force on-the diaphragm and the valve is forced-open until' -

the pressure is restored at the proper level.

AIR-LINE LUBRICATORS'

Air will act as neither sealant.nor lubricant in pneumatic systems;

therefore, oil must be added to-the air stream to perform these functions.

This is accomplished with the air-line lubricator_ shown in Figure 7. Air from

- the supply line ,enters the bowl 'of the.lubricator to produce a pressure on the .

surface of-the oil equal to the static pressure of the supply line. The ai.r
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flowing through the lubri-

cator travels through and

around a small tube,

celled a mist generator.

Because the air has a

greater velocity in the

mist generator, its

static pressure is less

than in the' supply line

and bowl. The greater

"pressure in the bowl

forces oil to flow up the

.siphon tube and drip down

into the mist generator

(Bernoulli' Theorem, see

Module FL-01, "Introduc-

tion and Fundamentals of Fluid Power"). Oil' flow may be adjusted by a small

needle valve at the top of the siphon tube. Air flowing through the mist gen-

ei'ator breaks the oil droplets into a fine mist, which is carried along with

the air stream for lubrication and sealing. Larger oil droplets are carried

up to 20 feet in the air stream. Smaller droplets travel as far as 300 feet.

. For maximum efficiency, the lubricator should be located near the working

component. Generally, the volume of air in the air line-between the jubri-
, -
cator and the working component should not exceed the volume of the working

Figure 7. Lubricator with a Sight-

Feed Glass.

. .

component.

FRL UNITS

In most pneumatic systems, the air-line filter, pressure regulator, anJ

air-line lubricator are
.
combined in a single unit called a filter-regulator-

lubricator {FRL) unit. Figure 8 shows one commom'FRL untt.configuration in

.common. use. Usual-1,y, these units are located near the working component. No

more%than,two components should be operated from one FRL unit.

7 3
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Figure 8. FRL Unit.

SEALING DEVICES

Both hydraulic and pneumatic systems

require sealing devices to contain inter-

nal pressure and prevent leakage of the

working fluid. Several types of seals.

are .common in fluid power systems.

Static seals are those between components
,

that do not move with respect to one

another, such as between the walls and

end of a cylinder.. Dynamic seals althose that seal components that do move

relative to one another, such as between a cylinder and piston. Positive

seals are designed to prevent all fluid flow between two components. The

seals between a piston and cylinder are positive seals. Nonpositive seals

are designed to allow a small amountof oil flow through the seal at all times,

such as the seals between the body and spool of a directional control vall/e.
A

Nonpositive seals are the result of two closely mating 'rigid surfaces with no

flexible sealing element. Positive seals always involve a flexible sealing

. material that forms a tight fit with the two rigid surfaces.

COMPRESSION PACKINGS

Compression packings are static seals between two rigidly attached -com-

ponents, as shown in Figure 9. The seal material is a fiber gasket positioned

between the two components to be sealed.-- The

bolts holding the components together can be ,

tightened, thereby compressing the gasket and

producing a positive seal. These:seals pro-

vide Tong; trouble-free service and need not

be serviced unless the seal is broken by re-
-

moving one of the components.

SAW JC4N1S

GAixt1

utIA410-04TAL

Figure 9.. Static Seal

Flange Joint Appli-
cations.
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0-RINGS

0-rings, the most widely used seals for hydraulic systems, are molded syn-

thetic rubber seals with round cross sections. These rings are available in a

wide range of sizes. -0-rings provide effective dynamic seals through a wide

-range of pressures and temperatures', seal for movement in both directions, and

result in low operating friction for moving parts. t.

Figure 10 shows the installation of an

0-ring in an annular groove in a piston.

(Note: Clearances are greatly exaggerated

for explanation.) The 0-ring is compressed

slightly at both diameters, creating a

static seal between the two'surfaces '(Fig-

ure 10a). When pressure is applied (Fig-

ure lOb), the 0 -ring. is forced against the

surface of the groove and the cylinder wall

to provide-"rpositiVe seal in either direc-

tion. 0-rings are widely used in applica-

Lions involving sliding motion but are not.

well suited for rotational motion or.appli-

cations where vibration is excessive.

At high pressures,-the 0-ring may

extrude into the space between the two

mating parts, as shown in Figure lla.

Th4 damages the 0-ring and quickly de-

stroys the seal. This can be prevented by

installing a back-up ring (Figure lib).

If pressure is to be applied in both di-

.rectfons, a back -up ring must bd'installed

'on both sides of the 0- ring.

C

{a)

Figure 10. Operation

of D-Ring.

( a ) C)--Mrag

Figure 11. Back-up Ring
Prevents Extrusion of

0-Ring.

1:
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V-RINGS

4

V-rings are compression fittings used in all types of reciprocating seals.

This type of seal is common in rod and piston seals in hydraulic and pneumatic

cylinders and in pumps and compressors

INSTALL MALE OR BOTTOM
ADAPTER RING FIRST.. LEAD-IN CHAMBER

UPS ALWAYS
=ACE TOWARD
PRESSURE.

STA33ER ALL JOINTS
ALTERhATELY
THEN 90=INGS SHOULD
OVERLAP SLIGHTLY AT -0INTS.
GON T CUT RINGS. . GLAND SHOULD FIT SNUG AGAINST

PACKING IF NECESSARY TO PREVENT
CRUSHING THE RINGS.
USE SHIMS AT THIS POINT

Figure 12. Application of
V-Ring Packings.

Figure 12 shows a V-ring seal

installed as a rod seal. The open :1

end of the V is always installed

facing the pressure.. In applica-

tions where pressure is applied in

both, directions; two sets of V-

rings are required one facing

each direction. V-rings may be

used singly or in stacks and are

compressed by aflanged follower.

Proper tightening of the follower

is essential, as too much tension

will cause rapid wear of the seal.

V-rings are available either as

unbroken rings or as split rings. When installed, the split rings will overlap

slightly,. Compressing the seal will align and seal the joint. V-rings should.

not be trimmed for an exact fit with no tension applied.

PISrON CUP PACKINGS

Piston'cup pickings are designed specifically for sealing pistons in hy-

draulic and pneumatic cylinders and in reciprocating pumps and compressors.

They offer thebest service life for

these applications, require the min-
.

imum recess space, and are easily and

quickly installed. They are cup

shaped with a hole in the cente%

b. Double-acting Cillbdin Fri ,gure 13 shows piston, cupipackings

installed in single-acting and double-
Figure-13. Piston Cup Packings.

acting cylinders. Since the applied

pressure forces the cUpopen and into contact with the cylinder wall, piston cup

packings can handle extremely high pressures.

0 AIIWAUFAWAir

a. tangle-acting CylInclor

Page 18/FL-03
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PISTON RINGS

Piston rings are circular seals with a rectangular cross section used to,

seal pistons in cylinders'or pumps. They may be used singly for low pressures

or multiply for nigher pressures, as shown in Figure 14.
. .

Metallic piston rings are' made of cast PISTON

iron or steeT and are ilated with zinc phos-

. Ohate or manganese phosphate to resist rust

and 'corrosion. These types of piston rings

offer considerably less resistance to motion

;han do rubber seals,

A variety of other materials can also

be used for piston rings in fluid paer

systemS. The most common, is Teflon

These rings are available in a variety of

styles for specific applications,

WIPER RINGS

SEAL RING

0-RING CYLINDER BARREL.

Figure 14: Use of Piston
Rings for Cylinder

Pistons.

get

Wiper rings a're seals designed to prevent foreign matter from entering a

cylinder. They do not seal against prelsure. Figure 15 shows the shape and

installation 'arrangement of a wiper ring. They may be
1 8 14--

made of brass, but synthetic rubber is a more common

. material.

SEAL MATERIALS

Several materials are commonly used as seals in

hydraulic and pneumatic systems. Natural rubber is

seldom chosen because it swells and deteriorates with

time and in the presene of most oils. Metal seals are

commonly used as piston rings in pumps_and compressors.

other common seal waterials are discussed below. -.

ENLARGED
SECTION

---r-

A ROD DIA.
_DIA. DIA.

WIPER
INSTALLATION

EMA. - - ---
(GROOVE DIA.)

Figure 15. Wiper
Rings.

DIA.

Leather is the oldest material used.,$3r cylinder packing and still is used

today. Modern leather seals are impregnated with synthetic rubber compounds to

O

77
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eliminate.problems arising from, its porous nature. Leather seals cannot be used

at temperatures above 200°F but provide satisfactory service at temperatures as

low as -60°F. Leather does not accumulate abrasive materials and, therefore,
,-,

will not damage moving metal surfaces. The,continuedmovement of leather.'

against the,s4rface has a polishing effect, which actually improves the surface

finish. Leather has good lubricating properties and low operating friction and

resists extrusion. It cannot be used with fluids that are either excessively

acidic or alkaline.

Buna-N is a synthetic rubber material widely Used for seals in systems

using oil as a fluid or lubricant. It has an operating temperature range of

\ -50°F to 200°F. A similar material, Buna -S, is used with water and synthetic

fluids. These Synthetics art-mere resistant to acidic fluids, as compared to .

leather; however, they are w,rn more quickly by rough surfaces and, thus, re-.

quire a smoother. finish for m ving parts. They are used for 0-rings and V-

rings and often include a fab is for extra st?engthfin piston cup packings. ,

4 Viton is another synthetic rubber material that is widely used for hydrau-

lic seals. Its major advantage is satisfactory operation in a temperature range

of -20°F to 500°F.

Neoprene is a synthetic rubber material sometimes used for 0-rings and

,other seals. Its operating temperature range is -65 °F, to 250°F.

Silicone rubber has an operating temperature range o f -90°F to 450 °F but

has low tear resistance. Because of its susceptibility to damage, it is not

used for reciprocating seals. Silicone rubber is widely used for rotating

shaft seals.

Tetrafluoroethylene (TFE), commonly known by the trade name Teflon, is the

most widely used plastic material for seals in many applica,tions. Its advan-

tages include extremely low frittion and resistance to chemical breakdown at

temperatures as high as 700°F. Its major dr'awback is its tenden4/ to flow (iv

under pressure to form very thin filMs. This is greatly reduced in some seal

materials by including graphite or fibers of glass, metal, or asbestos. Teflon

is used primarily for piston rings.

,
A variety of other synthetic rubber and plastic compounds are sometimes

used but none are as commondsthose listed above. .

'V
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Fluid conditioning and ,maintenance are essential to the operati4n,of all

fluid power systems. In hydraulic systems, the reservoir, is the central ele-

ment in storage, conditioning, and maintenance of the hydraulic fluid. It re-

moves waste heat from the fluid, allows particles to settle out and air bubbles

to escape, and usually contains the filter that removes smaller particles that

are carried along wit the oil. In pneumatic systems, the air tank serves as a'

container in which most of the water vapor is condensed and removed. Both types

of systems require filtration of the working fluid. Pneumatic systems also re-

quire that a small quantity of oil be added to the air stream to lubricate and

seal moving parts. Excess heat may be removed from the fluid in either type

system by the use of heat exchangers.

One of the major reasons for conditioning the fluid fluid power

is to protect the seals of the system. The most critical seals are the positive

dynamic seals in moving parts such as pistons, pumps, and fluid motors. A va-

riety of seal materials and configurations can be used, but proper operation

and extended life of all seals depends on the condition of the fluids that are

in contact with tnem.

EX CISES

1. , Draw the components of a hydraulic *fluid reservoir and describe the con-
.

structiovand.purpose of each component and feature.

2. Compare the functioning of th reservoir in a hydraulic system and the air

tank in a pneumatic system for both fluid storage and conditioning.

3. Explain methods and importance f removing heat energy from the fluid in

pneumatic and hydraulic systems.

4. Explain the functioning of the 'three major types of hydraulic filters and

the reasons for thdkelative popularity of each.

5. Ligt the possible locations for the filter in a hydraulic'system; and

describe the advantages and disadvantages of each.

6. Explain the operation of each of the major sections of a pneumatic filter-
.-

regulator-liibricator unit and the-necessity,of each for proper system

performance:

7!)
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'T. Explain the construction and operation of the following seals:

a. Compression packing

4) b. 0-ring

c. ,V-ring

d. Piston cup packing

e. Pis,ton rings

f. Wiper rings

6. ,List the commonly used seal materials and describe the characteristics and

applications of each.

'LABORATORY MATERIALS

Hydraulic reservoir

Sump steainer

Suction line filter .

High-pressure line filter

FReunit

Various hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders with a variety of seal types and

materials.

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

This laboratory consists of the disassembly, inspection, and reassembly of

a variety of fluid power components.

1. Observe the instructor in the disassembly and assembly of the various fluid

power components. Make notes of procedures and materials used in each.com-

ponent.

2. .Disassemble each component using the methods deMonstrated and explained by

the instructor. Make notes or working sketches during the process to

assurepoper reassembly of the component.

3. _Sketch the major parts of the component. Use a separate sheet of paper

for each.

Page 22/FL-03
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4. Examine the component for wear or da age. Rec'ord theyconditiOn of each

component on the sheet with the drawing.

5. Reassemble each component.

6. Write a brief report describing each component. Include the materials

used in its construction, the purpose of the component, its operating

characteristics, and any wear or damage. Also, include any problems or

difficulties encountered in assembly or disassembly of the component.

REFERENCES

Esposito, Anthony. Fluid Power with Applications. EngleWood Cliffs, NJ:

Prentice-Hall, 1980.

Hardison:Thomas B. Fluid Mechanics for Technicians. Reston, VA: Reston

Publishing Co., 1977.
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Audel and Co., 1976. _.

Stewart, Harry L. and-Storer, John M. Fluid Power. Indianapolis, IN: Howard

W. Sams and Co., Inc., 1977.

LOSSARY

Absorbent filtration: The removal of particles from hydrau ic oil by pissing

the oil through an absorbent material that traps the rticles within the

material.

Adsorbent filtration: The removal of particles and ch mical compounds from

hydraulic oil by passing the oil through a material that attracts parti-

cles to its surface and adsorbs some chemicals-.

Air tank: A container holding compressed air at the working pressure in a

-pneumatif system.

Full-flow filtering: Hydraulic filtering system in which all oil is filtered

on each pass, through the system.

'H dradlic res= voir: A container holding hydraulic oil at atmospheric pressure

in a y ic power system.
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Mechanical filtration: The ,removal of particles from hydra 1 ic' oil by passing

the oil through a filter with holds that will not allow the. partic.Ns to
pass.

Proportional filtering: Hydraulic filtering system in which only a portion-of
the'bi 1 is filtered on each pass through the system.

C-

3
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TEST

Hydraulic reservoirs and pneumatic air tanks have which of the following

functions -in common?

a. Removal of contaminants from the working fluid

b, Removal of heat from the working fluid

'c. Storage of the working 'fluid under pressure fop future application
d. Botha and b .
e. All of the above.

2. Which of the following are characteristics of mechanical' hydraulic filters?
00V a. Least expensive type

4

.b. Least effective type
c. Most common to .

d. Both a and b
, e. Both b. and c

f. All of the tabov.e

3. Which oftikefollowing are, Char.acte'ristics of mechanical pneumatic filters?,
="

a. Cont/in absorbent elenients to remove smallparticles

b. Used primarily for intake *filters
E. Ineffective:in' removing water droplets

$

4

d. Both a acrd .b

e. None of the above

4: Which seal-materials have the highest operating temperatures?

a., Bona-N and leather.

b. Buna-S and silicone rubber .

c: ..Vi ton and neoprene el;

,TeflonTeflon and viton
. .

e. *Tet^afl uoroethylene and ,Buna-N

5. of the following seal types will seal against pressure in -either

clirection- of- a single seal ?'

017./
;,

b. 11-ning

c. *Piston .Cup packing

d. :bitipr -ring

et,/ Both a./and'b

f. All of the above

,

l e

.
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6, Which of the following statements is.not true of full-flow filtering?

41a. It the most common type offiltering in hydraulic systems. »

b.- It'Mty be accomplished by either sump strainergbor line filters.

c. It filters all the Oil each time it passes through the system.

d. It is usually accomplished, with a meehanicall filter.

e, None Of the above. (All are true.),

7. A seal'between a Piston rod and the end of the cylinderis classified as

what type of seal?

a. Positive, static

b. Nonpositive, static

c. Positive, dynamic '

d. Nonpositive, dynamic-,

e. None of the above

qs. Which type of seal offers the longest life forhigh-oi-essure hydraulic

cylinders?

a. 011.0ng

b. Piston cup packing

c. Piston ring

d. Both a and b

e. Both b and c

9. Which of the follow ing is not, true statement-concerning the sizin

hydraulic reservoir?'

a. It should have.a capacity of at least three times the gallon per

-minAe capacity of the pump. .

b. It should have'a capacity greater than the total volume of oil that

can drain into it from the system.

c. It shbyld be as small as'practicable,to accomplish its function to

;aye space:

d. It should have a large enough surface area to allow removal Of all

excessive heat from the oil,

e. None of the above, (All are true statements.
.

cod
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10. Which of the following is pot a ASadvantage of high-pressure line filte

a compared to other types of hydraulic filters?
/

a'. ,Reduce protection, for the imp
.

,

..,

b. Greater expehse for, the high-pressure casing _

.-1

C. .Reduced filte+ng ability because smaller :ooles would produce too

much preskireloss . .

,

4..

d. ,5reater likelihood of the filter element Collapsing than with .any'

other type . 4

e. ."NOhe of the above. (All are disadvant-l)ges othigh-pressure;lilie
, ....

,..

filtei.s:). o
4 .,L

"1...:.,

0

744

. 41
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INTRODUCTION

Rumps and compressors provide the fluid power in hydraulic and pneumatic.

power systems. Hydraulic pumps are positive-displacement pumps that provide

constant liquid flow rates. Air compressors are used in pneymatic systemis to

compress air,from the injet.pressure to the desired pressure level`.

This module discusses the construction, types, characteristics, and

maintenance of pumps and'compressors. In the laboratory, the student will

measure the volumetric efficiency of a hydraulic pump and determine the com-

pressed.air delivery. rate of4 compressor% .

PREREQUISITES,

The student should have completed Module FL-03, "Fluid Storage, Coridi-

k tiodinT, and Maintenance." .

OBJECTIVES

Upon cqmPletion of this module, the student should.be able to:

1. Draw'diagrams of simple positive-displaceMent.and,nongositive-displace-

ment pumps and explain the operation of each.

2. Compare the operating characteristic's of positive-displacement and non-

positive-diSplacement liquid pumps and explain how these characteristics

affect pump apNlications.

3. Explain the following terms:

' Slippage-

b.- YoluMetric efficiency

c. Overall pump efficiency

I/

4: Sketch the components of the following hydraulic plumps. List.the oper- '

atihg chiracteristics and relative lifetimes of each.
,: .

a. External gear

b. Internal gear
4

c. Gerotor

,d. Lobe

e. Screw

8'7
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a

f. Unbalanced. vane

g. Balanced vane

h. Bent-axis piston

, In -14e exial piston

j. Radial pistOn
r

5. Explain theharacteristics that determine the applications of tne

following pump type.s: .'
,

A a. Gear pumps

b. Vane pumps

c. Piston.pumps
.,.

6. Explain the oOvation,Of a pressure booster.
. .

7., Calculate the delivery rate of a compressor at its delivery pressure,

given the following:

a. Free air delivery rate
.

b. Delivery, pre sure

c. Temperature of intake air

d. TemOeratureof outpuair
.1

8 Explain the importance of cooling in a multi -stage piston compressor

and how cooling is accomplished with both air and water. 4«

9. Explain, with diagrNin, two methods of unloading the output` of recipro-

cating compresso.rs.
. ,

10. Explain the operation of positive-displacement and nonpositive-displace- ,

,

ment rotary air compressors.'

11. Explainthe two most common types of damage to hydraulic pumps and thei

most important factor in both pump and comFessocpintenance.

12. In the laboratory, measure the'volumetric effidency of a hydraulic

pump, the overall efficieny of a hydraulic power system, and the

delivery rate' of an .air compresIbr.

Page' 2/FL-04
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THEORY OF PUMPS

. SUBJECT MATTER

The heart of every fluid power system is a device that converts mechan-.

A ical energy to the energy of a fluid "flowing under pressure. In hydraulic

systems, this device is called a pump; in pneumatic systems, it is called a

.,compressor. Both pumps and compressots operate according to the same prin-

ciples. The differences arise from the fact that one uses an incompressible

liquid and the other uses a compressible ,gas. All pumps and compressors can

be divided A04 two classes: positive-displacement and nonpositive-displace-

ment.

POSITIVE-DISPLACEMENT PUMPS

Positive-displacement pumps eject the same volume of fluid into tne

system for each revolution of the pump drive srlaft, regardTess of systerrr

pressure. The simple piston pump in Figure 1 illustrates the prihcipie of

positive- displacement

pumps. It consists of

,,Piston that moves

back and fOrth in a

cylinder nd two check

valv4 (an inlet valve

and a ischarge.valve).

As the piston moves

tb the left, the dis-

charge. valve is closed ,

because of the high

pressure in the dis-

charge line. This

prevents fluid from

MOTION
4
F

PRIME
MOVER
FORCE

JO HYDRAULIC SYSTEM DISCHARGE
UNE

CYLINDER
4:TIVENT

FATMOSPHERICUIESSURE

INLET
LINE

CHECK VALVE

r.-,IL

OIL
TANK

LEVEL

Figure 1. Pumpi Action of

Simple Pi on Pump.

,flowing back into the cylinder from the discharge line. The vacuum created

bythe piston motion. produces a low pressure in the cylinder. .Atmospheric

'pressure on the surface of the oil.in the reservoir forces the oil up the

inlet line, opentint the inlet valve and filling the cylinder.

FL-04/Page 3
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When the piston moves to the right, the increased pressur on the

cylinder closes the Inlet valve and 6pens the discharge valve. The fluid

in the cylinder is then forced out through the outlet valve. hus, for each

stroke of the piston, th same constant volume of fluid iMelivered by the

pump
...

Pump slippage is the leakage of oil ,(or other incompress ble liquid)
.

---.4from the,output side of the pump around pump components to th- inlet side.

Slippdge is very small in positive-displacement pumpstbecaUse of the very

\
'small clearances between moving parts. 'Thus, large increases in delivery

pressure cause very small decreases in delivery 'ate., Positive-displacement

' pumps have a deliver; rate that is almost constant at any pressure. The

delivery pressure is determined by the resistance to fluid fow in the'high-

pressure fluid circuit. If the pump outlet is open to the atmosphere, the

`2 delivery pressure is atmosphe is pressure. If the high-presSure circuit of

a hydraulic system is closee, flow is not possible and the pump con-

tinues to, deliver liquid 'at the same rate. The pressure increases rapidly

until the pump breaks. Therefore, pressure relief valves, which open at a
. .

preset pressure, are requi671i-o protect the pump. The maximum pressure -

produced in a hydraulic system is determined by the pressure relief valve

not the pump..

Slippage of potitive-displacement liquid pumps is low enough that air

can be pumped out of/the suction line while liquid is drawn up the line.

These pumps are called self-priming because they can begin operati9n without

being filled with liquid. - ./

.Most air compressors for pneumatic systeMs are of the pos44ve-displace-

menttype; Because the working fluid is compressible, there is no danger of

a rapid pressure increase. Hpwever, if a positive-displacement compressor'

continues to pump air into a closed container, the pressure will eventually

increase to the point of causidg'hamage. In pneumaticosystems, the system

pressure is limited by a pressure switch, which.turns-the Compressor off at
.

the desired maximum system pressure.

Page 4/FL-04
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CHARACTERISTICS OF POSITIVE-DISPLAMENT LIQUID PUMPS

The volumetric efficiency of a pump indicates the percent slippage in

the" pump. It is the ratio of_ the dellve4 rate aLoperating pressiire.to the

P" delivery rate if no slippage occurred. Thus, if 1T0 of the oil leaks back

through the pump, the

,volumetric efficiency is

9M. The volumetric

efficiently of a pump

-creases at higher del very

pressures and decreases at

'higher pump speeds. This

is shown for a particular

pump in the example per-

formance curves shown in

Figure 2.

The 'overall efficiency

of a pump is the percentage .

Oof the mechanical input

power that is converted

to fluid output power.

Some power is always lost

because of friction and

fluid turbulence. This

l ads to'heating of the

ump and liquid. Figure

2 also shows h &w pump --

efficiency varies with

pump speed at two

delivery pressures'.

'The'output flow rate

of a positive-displacement pump increases proportiojiately with pump speed.

At a fixed delivery pressure, the mechanical input power must also increase

proportionately in order to power the pump. Delivery rate is influenced

Very little by change in pressure, as is shown by the lower graph in Figure 2:

3

Ci

V0.1.01R3000 PSI

OvERALL EFT '
3030 PSI

4

1,3:3. &Fir 300 PS

/ 3303,.S7

-1.CSE '3.AvES +2-2E .CSS.S 4TESR1,
WINO/ VesAGE -*ANS V,SC.-Ctv :1L4E ACX3GZ

;1"i 3^X0 - V.,.\ 5003 PSI

3e..0.) OS/

0
903 1000 1900 2013 2503

KN. 'MOUT SPEED (9P4

Figure 2. Performance Curves for 6-in3

Variable - Displacement Piston Pump.
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Noise is another important consideratiOn in pump operation. The outptt

of many positive-displacement pumps pulsates and produces noise in the system.

In pumps that are small arild compact, the noise is transmitted through the

liquid to other components. ,Quiet operation is desirable, and increased,

noise in a hydrauldfc system usually indicates pump Viear,or damage.

NONPOSITIVE-DISPLACEMENT PUMPS ',\ 4

Nonpositivelisplacement Amps are pumps in which he fluid delivery

rate laHes with the delivery pressure. Sikh pumps [2.1-g ce a maximum pres-

sure with no flow and cannot be damaged by their own pres.sure. 0

Figure shows a simple nonpositive-displacement pump. The rotating

impeller causes the liquid to rotate and be forced outward.by centrifugal

force. More liquid is drawril into the

OUTLET
INLET

EYE

pump through the center of the impeller.

These pumps have large component clear-

ances and high slippage. 4If the output

port is blocked, tne slippage limits the

pressure and protects the pump. The

maximum pressure possible with nonpositiva-

IMPELLER' displacement liquid pumps^is about 300 psi:
BLADES

Figure 3. Centrifugal

Pump Components.

The large slippage prevents these pumps %

from removing air from.the suction line-
,

And drawing liquid to the,pump Jhus,

they are not self-priming and must be

filled with liquid before they can begin operation. Lay* slippage of.non-

positive-displacement pumps also results'in quiet operat-Nn and long pump

life. .

".

Nonpositive-displacement pumps
e
are not used in hydraulic power systems

becauSe of theft- low pressures and variable delivery rate. These properties

make them desirible for fluid traAport applications such as water utiljty-.

systems and recirculating water systems. Until recently, most alr'.compressurs

we're of the positive-displacement type, but nonpositive-displacemenrcentrif-

"1 'ugal compressors are becoming popular. They are also used in most targa ,air

conditioners.

Page 6/FL-04
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HYDRAULIC PUMPS

All hydraulic IDumps,are positive-displacement pumps. Many types are

used, but all fall into three,major categories:, gear pumps, vane pumps, and

piston pumps.

GEAR PUMPS

The external gear pump (Rigurii 4) consists of two gears enclosed ip a

close-fitting casing.. mne of the gears is driven by a.motor and,-in turn,

drives the.ather gea . A vacuum is

created as the tee ,unmesh; and oil .

enters from the reservoir (1). The-.

oil,is trapped in the spaces between

the gear teeth and casing (2) and

carried to the Outlet. As the gear

teeth mesh on the outlet side, oil is

forced out of the pressure port (3).

The outlet pressure against the teeth(

causes heavy side-lOading on the

shafts (4).

Figure 5 shows,an internal gear

, (3)

OUTLET
(4) 1..

DRIVE
......-----r-4.\.

GEARA/,c(1"777.
--.":/ --is"

P
1 \\.

- \

#

. INLET (I)

Figure 4. External Gear
Pump Operation.

pump. The inner gear is drivenby a motor and drives the outer ring gear.

The inner gear has f r teeth.than the outer gear. A crescent seal sepa-

rates the twp gears where teeth do not/mesh. ,Oil entering the pump (1)

is trapped between the gear.teeth and

`the crescent seal (2) and'carried to Cl) d (4)

the output. The ,teeth of the two

gearslesh on the output side of the,

pump (3), forcing the oil through the

'port (4).
,

Figure 6 is a Gerotorpump.

The GerotOr element, the powered

element; has one fewer teeth than ,

the outer gear rotor: The gear

teeth are shaped so there is alway
__

93

CRESCENT
SEAL

Figure 5. Internal ,Gear-

, .Pump-OpeTion.

AP'.

-
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GSROTOR
ELEMENT

DISCHARGE
PORT

, CASE
a seal at the top and bottom of

FEMALE
the pump. The bottom tooth.of the

2 GEAR ROTOR Gerotor element forms a seal with

the Outer gear rotor as t slides
INLET
PORT / across the lower arc of the rotor.

This f6rces oil through the output

and draws more oil into the liquid.

Gear pump's are widely used in
, .

hydraulic power' applications be-'

cause they are the simplest and

least expensive type. Disadvantages incluk & higher noise level, shorter

1A'fetime, and lower volumetric and overall efficiencies than other pumps.

The lower lifetime is the result of wear on gear teeth because of-Sliding

contact and on bearings because of side thrusts. Slippage between gear teeth

and the seals and across the faces of the gears results in lowered efficien-

ci3es. Gearpumps are suitable for hydraulic power systems that operate at

less than full power most of the'time,and for systems that are used Qnly

intermittently. Most mobile hydraulic systems use gear pumps.

Figure 7 shows a'variation of the gear pump, called a lobe pump. Both

lobes are dri'ven so that the surfaces do not ,actually come in contact. ,Thes

characteristics of the lobe pump are sirOlar to

OUT T those of the internal gear pump, but the noise 4-

SLIDING SEAL

Figure 6. Operation of Gerotor Pump,

INLET

Figurp 7. Operati on

of the Lobe Pump.

level is higher. Lobe pumps produce greater
-

output for their size than other 9ear pumps.,

Figure-8 shows a screw pump, which is also

avariation of the gear pump prihciple. The

three` helical screws are sealed'ill a close7fittillIg

,.casing. The power'rotor is,drivaby motor and

drives the two idler rotors. -Oil is'traPped in

the spaces between theidler teeth and the side

waljs of the. casing and carried from one' end of '

the pump toUther. The rotor's make rolling contact rather than sliding'

contact '(as in gear pumps), .and there areko side thrusts'on_the poWer shaft.
, .

Thus; screw pumps' Kaye a long, reliable life. They are also amongthe-quiet-
.

est and most efficient pumps. Screw pumps are considerably more expensive'

than anyither the gear putO,family.
4

Page 8/FL-04
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Inlet Outlet

ower Rotor
C

Thrust Cage

VA,VE

.Figure 9 shows the simplest type of'vane pump. It is called-an un-

balanced.vane pump because the rotor, is offset from the center ofthe pump

Balance Cilp

Idler Rotor Balance Piston

Rotor Housing

Ball Bearing

Mechanic Seal

Figure 8: Nomenclature of a Screw Pump.

a

cavity and is subject to side thrusts.

of vanes set in slots, which extend

vanes may be' extended by

centrifugal force when the

pump is in operation, or

by springs. The 'most common

method is to employ4thanne)s
-

that direct high-pressure

oil from the output to the

spaces behind the vanes:'

As the vanes extend at the

.top ofthe pailillicavity", oil

is drawn into the enlarged

spaces between them through"

grooves in the sides of the

INLET

The .cylindrical rotor has a series

to contact the circular cam ring. The

PUMPING
CHAMBERS

SHAFT -

ROTOR CAM RING SURFACE

(3)

eit*ENTRICITY

ET

-(1)

CASTING VANES

(2)

FigUre9. Vane Pump Operation.

Pimp body (1). After rotating past the top of the,cavity, the vanes are

forced. back into the rotor and the oil is forced through the ouflet'(2).

A side load is exerted on'bearings because of pressure imbalance (.3).

1. 95 FL-.04/Page\
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A balanced vane pump has an elliptical cavity and a centered circular,

rotor (Figure 10,0, 11 has two outlets, two inlets, andpS on both side's

of the rotor. This reduces side thrust on the rotor shafteand gives quieter_

operation: Because of the lack of side thrust, balanced vane pumps,,can

operate at higher pressures than unbalanced pumps.

CAM RING
INLET

VANE

ROTATION

OUTLET

ROTOR

"1.,,

INLET

DRIVE SHAFT,, r

OUTLET

OUTLET

ROTATION

OPPOSING
PRESSURE PORTS

CANCELSIDE.
LOADS ON

SHAFT

Figure 10. g.alanced Vane Pump Principle.
0. 6

The pdhiping rate of an unba anced vane p mp can be varied by moving the

center of the cavity with-respect to the cent r of the rotor. The more

nearly the rotor is centered jn,the cavity., the lower the pumping ra:be-

comes: Variable-vol vane pumps have a;pressure ring that can be moved

within the pump casing. Thi can be Accomplished with a manual adjustinent

or with an automatic pressure

PRESSURE COMPENSATOR
ADJUSTMENT (TURN
CLOCKWISE TO INCREASE -
SETTING/

wtor,/as shown in Figure 11. The

comp ensator consists

of a large spring,,

which applies'a force

to keep the pressure
oF".

ring off center. 'then'

the delivery p s ure

increasethe orte

applied to the r4rigf

by,the pressure ring

f.. IRA UST iiidOCK

PR ESSURESIING

Figure 11.

1 0

Page 10/FL-04

OPTION 10
MAXIMUM ,01§PLACEMENT
ADJUSTME T (TURN
CLOCKWISE

INI
TO REOUC

MAXIMUM O

I, L. ''
f ,.

4creases, .thereby -

.

Variable-Dtsplacement,Pressure-, :

Compensated Vane Pump.` ,

, '.compressing, the spring
./,

,

A( ,

% , -

i..-. . .
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d reducing the'flow rate: If the output port is completely blocked, the

pressure ring.becomes centered and no fluid flow.is produced. This is the

only type of positive-displacement pump thathas automatic over-pressure

protection without using a'pressure relief valve. (Other pump types are

sometimes protecek...by pressure relief valves built into the puTp casng.)

Vane pump& are generally better in all respects than gear pumps, but

they are also more ,expensive. They are widely used where extended life at

fairly: constant power load's is required and where the pulsating properties

of gear pumps is objectional.

-

?7STC%! PZPS

Two types of piston pumps are in common use, employing two different.

-iathods of applying drive power to pistons. Figure 12 shaws.an axial piston

pump.. This is called a bent-axis type because of the angle in the rotational

I

UNIVERSAL LINK

PISTON ROD
/

/
CYLINDER BLOCK

PISTON / ROTATING CAUSES

PISTONS TO RECIPROCATE

OIL FORCED TO
OUTLET AS PISTON \
IS PUSHED BACK
INTO CYLINDER

TO OUTLET

FROM INLET

PISTON IS WITHDRAWING
FROM BORE AT INLET

*4

Figure 12. Axial Piston Pump
(Bent-Axis Jype). 4

\..... .
.

. axis of the pump. 'The.only stationary part of this pump is the block con-

taining the inlet and outlet poks. As the cylinder block rotates, openings

A

in the cylinders move past the inlet and outlet pOrts. The pistOns recipro-

cate because of the bend in the pump shaft. At the bottom of the pump, the

FL-04/Page 11,
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MAXIMUM PISTON STROKE

- MAXIMUM ANGLE

REDUCED STROKE

t LESS ANGLE

NO STROKE

NO ANGLE

pistons are extended into the cylinders;

at the top, they are withdrawn. Thus, oil

fills each cylinder from the inlet port and

is forced Out into the outlet port. The

pumping rate depends on the angle between-

Figure 13. .Volumetric
Displacement Changes with

Offset Angle.'

the drive shaft/and the-cylinder block

shaft. The pumping rate .of a beNaxis

pist9n pultp can be varied by changing-the

angle, as illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 14 shows th'e in-line axial

piston pump. it has a straight axis and

moves the pistons by means of a rotating

shoe plate at a fixed angle to the pump shaft. Pistons withdraw from the

bore at inlet (1) and are forced back-in at the outlet (2). The shoe

plate rides against a stationary plate, called a swash plate. The angle of

VALVE PLATE SLOT

OUTLET
PORT

t2)

PISTON SUB-ASSEMBLY

thur
PORT DRIVE SHAFT

.SWASH PLATE

SHOE PLATE
CYLINDER BLOCK BORE I (RETRACTOR RING)

ii).

Figure 14. In-Line Axial Piston PUmp.

the swash plate can be varied
4

to change the pump rate. In

many such pumps, the swash plate

will tilt in either direction ,

to provide pumping of fluid

either direction in the fluid

circuit.

The radial piston'pump

illustrated in Figure 15 has a

circular case and rotor similar

to a vane pump. In this case,

however, the rotor carries

pistons that ride against the casing. The rotor is off center in the casing

so that each piston reciprocates during each revolution of,the rotor. The

center of the rotor is a stationary cylinder, called a pintle, which contains,

channels by which oil enters and exits the cylinders nd seals the input Ind- ,

output. ports'aga)nst the moving rotor. The pistons are moved outward during

the intake stroke by centrifugal force. The'output of some radial pumps can

be changed by moving the circular casing with respect to the rotor, as in a

variable vane pump. Because of their similar construction, vane pumpe and

Page 12/FL-04
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radial piston pumps, cannot be

operated at speeds as high as

other pump types. Radial piston
CASE

pumps are more susceptible to

dear than axial piston pumps.

Piston /pumps are the Most

expensive and complicated types, CYLINDER BLOC.K"-

CENTERLI,,NE)
CYLINDER BLOCK

CENTERLINE

OUTLET

PI NILE

but they are the best in terms
INLET

REACTION RING

of efficienty; quiet operation,
.

and service life. These 'charac-
Figure 15. Operation'of,Radial

teristics are the result of the

close seals between the pistons and cylinders. Axial piston pumps can be

operated at speeds up to 5000 rpm, providing the greatest power-to-weight

ratio and the smoothest flow of any pump type. They can tolerate the great-
.

est fluid viscastity range'of any pump. They are also the mdst difficult to

Piston Pump.

repair in the field.

SELECTION OF HYDRAULIC PUMPS

Hydraulic pumps are JeleCted according to the' characteristics of the

hydraulic system of which they are a part, maintenance requirements, and the

cost of the pump. The pressure and flow rates required\dre determined by

the My raulic actuators-used in the system.. The pump is chosen to give

satisfactory service at the required pressure and flow rate. The type of-

pump chosen ii'determined by the following characteristics:

Delivel-y pressure

SerOce life

Maintenance requirements

Dependability

Efficiency

Noise leve-1-'--\J

Cost .

Table 1 lists some of the typical specifications for the most common

types of fluid pumps.

99
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'TABLE COMPARISON OF VARIOUS PERFORMANCE FACTORS FOR PUMPS.

f

Pump

Type

Pressure

Rating

(psi)

Speed
Rating
(rpm)

Dverall '

Efficiency

('Y)

Arlb
- tio

Flow 1.

Capacity

(9Pm) -

Cost

(S/hP4

External.Gear 200Q- /1200- . 80-90 2 1-150 4-8
3000 2500

Internal Gear 500- 1200- 70 -85 2 1-10 4-8
2000

,

2500 i -)

Vane 1000: 1200- 80-95' 2 1-80, 6-30
2000 1800 '

Axial Piston 2000- 1200- 90 -98 4 ----. 1-200 6-50°
12,000 3000

Radial Piston 3000- 1200- 85-95 3 1-200 5-35
. 13,000 1800 .

4

The pump is' sized according to the necessary flow rate and the speed of

the mechanical drive. Slower drive speed>require larger displacement pumps

for the same deliVery.

PUMP MAINTENANCE

The most common cause,of pump failure is dirty,- contaminated, or oxidized

oil. The pump is more likely to be damaged by rust.and corrosion than any

other system component. .The most essential factorYin proper pump maintenance

is'proper fluid maintenances Higher operating pressures and closer tolerance

of parts require better fluid maintenance; thus, piston pumps. are most sus-

ceptible to damage.

Pump damage occurs in two ways. Gear and yane Rumps are most susceptible

to a long-term degradation as the seals are worn by impurities in the oil.

Their efficiency and outputs generally decrease gradually. .A gradual decrease

in pump rate of any pump may occur b'ecause,of leafing internal' parts. If

this is suspected, the output flow-rate of the pi* should be Measured under

opera pressure and compared' to the pumps specifications.

n pumps are more susceptible to sudden sei2ing.of pump components,

w ich eaks a component and ends pumping :immediately. This usually occurs

b ause of a.breakdown of the lubricating 0.0 filM between pump parts, caused

duction of the film strength of the ail or.by. rust or corrosion on the

pup part. This is more likely to occur .at ,higher pressures and.operating.-
speeds. For this reason, piston pumps are poor chokes for systems in which

a sudden loss of fluid flow could result in large losses:

.

Page 1)4/FL-04
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Any time a pump fails, is damaged, or is AisasseMbled, the entire system

should.be drained of oil and cleaned. ,

Loud or unusual pump noise indicates a serious problem. The pump snoula

be shut down and inspected immediately. Increased pump noise indicates eiear

of puiip parts, starvation of the'pump for oil, or air in the hydraulic fluid.

As little asconpercent air bubbles in the oil can cause serious pump prob-

lems. The most likely cause of pump noise is pump starvation because of

clogged filters or entrained oil due to a low oil level in the reservoir.

If checking these does not reveal the problem, the pump should be dismantled

and inspected. All pump parts must be absolutely clean before re4sembly.

Routine pump maintenance consists of keeping_the pump exterior clean

and maintaining the system oil in a clean condition. Pumps should be rou-

tinely inspected-for leaks, and attention should be paid to any cnange ir,

pump sound. 'I

PRESSURE BOOSTERS

A pressure booster consists of a large piston with two smallep rod ends

and a series of valves for automatically reciprocating the piston. Low

pressure oil from the system pump drives the large piston. The force produced

is app'ied to the smaller areas of the rod ends to produce an increased Ares-

sure in the cylinders containing the rods. The pressure booster is essen-

daily a high-pressure fluid pump driven by lower pressure hydraulic fluid.

They are available with pressure'ratios of 3:1, 5:1, and 7:1, Pressure

boosters are used in a variety of systems to produce high pressure for driving

actuators with pumps, piping, artd valves that operate at much lower pressures.

They are particularly suited for applications in Which 'a piston mgst extend

quickly to meet a load and then produce extremely large fOrces with a slower

extension. A low-pressure pump with a higl,flow rate extends the piston

until it is loaded. Then the pressure booster takes over and-produces much

greater forces. One such application is in metal punches and presses.

0
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AIR COMPRESSORS

In%pneuMltic systems, air compressors actin the same capacity as pumps

in hydraulic systems, Several types of air.comuessors may be'used. Most

are. positive- displacement types.; however;,flionpositive-displacement compressors

have become more popular in recent years.

COMPRESSOR CAPACITY

The flow rate of air compressors is,usually specifted in terms of the

free air delivery rate. This is the number of cubic feet of air at standard

pressure that the compressor will deliver per minute. Standard pressure is

14.7 psig. The delivery of the compressor at the working pressure must be

calculated using the universal gas law equation given in Equation 1.

. V2 ID T
V1TPI2
2 1

where:, P1 = Atmospheric preSsure.

P2 = Delivery pressure (absolute).

T1 = Absolute temperature of intake air (°F 460°).

T2 = Absolute temperature of output air (°F 4600).

V1 = Free air delivery rate.

V2'' Delivery rate at working pressure.

Equation 1

All temperaturet and pressures must be expressed in absolute terms in this

equation. Example'A shows, the use of Equation 1 in solving a problem.

UAMPLE A:'INGELIVERY RATE OF AN AIR COMPRESSOR.

Given: A compressor with a freeair delivery of 300 cfm produces a

delivery pressure of 150 psig. The input air temperature is

70°F, and the output air temperature 9s 95°F.

Find: The delivery rate at 150 psig.

Solution: P1 = 14'.7 pSia ~

P2 _ -150 psig 14.7 psi
.

P2 = 164.7 psia ,

T1 = 70°F + 460°

Tj = 530°R(degrees Rankine, absolute)

Page 16/FL-04 -
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Example A. Continued,
."g

we,

.

T2 = 95°F + 460°

T2 = 555°F

VI = 300'ofM

V2 Pg111-2

(14.7 psit)(300'cfm)(555°F)
(164.7 psia)(530°R)-

V72 = 28 cfm

The colnpressor delivers 28 cfm of air at 150 psig and 95°F. -

Most compressors are rated at a specified drive speed, which may not be

the actual drive Speed in a particular application. If th4tdelivery rate is

calculated based on the compressor specifications, the drive speed should be

checked and a correction made if the compressor is being driven,at a speed

different from its specification 'speed.

RECIPROCATING COMPRESSORS "S

Most air compressors are the.reciprocating type shown in Figure 17. 4

This compressor oReTates as a positive-di-splacAnt piston pump. The-cyliIi-

ders of this model are equipped with large fins for air coolingALarger

models are often water-cooled. Compressors may have a si.ngle compres'sion
' q

stage or multiPle stages (up to four). The compressor shown in Figure 17 is

a two-stage compressor the most common type. In mulIi-,itage compressors,

the output from one cylinder is the input for the next. Since air pressure

. is greater in-each successive stage, each piston has a smaller diameter to.

produce an equal load on the crankshaft. LThe air travels from one Stage to

the next throug intercoolers: These are finned tubes- that dissipate som

of the heat of compressicin beforetpe.next compression stage, resulting

more efficiN compressor operation.. The flywheel carries a fan that forces

cooling air across-thesintercoolers. 'Water:,coOled compressors use water

cooling for both the compressor,heads and intercoolers. Table 2 'lists the

pressure .capacities Of single and multi-stage piston air comprqsors.

1 63"
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COMBINATION

IMPROVED HEAD DESIGN FICTERSILENCER

CASTINGS

PISTONS

WRIST PINS

WRIST PIN
BEARINGS

CENTRIFUGAL
UNLOADER

MULTIPLE VALVES

\I IMPROVED
/INTERCOOLERS

CONNECTING
RODS

OIL GAGE AND FILLER MAIN BEARINGS

LUBRICATION SYSTEM CRANKCASE
CRANKSHAFT

AP

_
....-Figure 17. Design Futures of a Piston-Type Compressor.

41

TABLE 2. ASSURE CAPACITY OF RECIPROCATING
PISTON AIR COMPRESSORS.

Numb)- of Stages Pressure Capacity (prig)

1 150

e' 2 500

3 - 2500 , .

4 . 5000

Piston compressors cannot start operation against a high,pressure. The

compressor must be brought up to,,speed before its output is connected to the

high-Pressure tank. Figure 18 shows a common method of accomplishing this.

Page 18/FC-04
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The compressor output is connected

to the receiver through a check

valve,andip a pressure-operated

release valve. The pressure

release valve also operates the

compressor motor) control. When

the pressure in the tank reaches

.,the selected value, the pressure

switch turns the motor off and

opens the release valve. This

releases the high-pressure air

trapped between the compressor

COMPRESSOR
CYLINDER

(Compressor
Not Running)

(

PRESSURE SWITCH.

AIR INLET

DIAPHRAM

LEVER

Figure 18. Pressure Switch-Type
Qnloader Control.

And tank. The check valve prevents higK-pressure air from leaving the tank.

When the. Pressure in the tank dropS below another preset value, the pressure

switch closes the. relief valve and turns the motor on.

.° ,,Figure19 shqws the centrifugal unloader used on most newer compressors.

This'unloader is
.

an integral part of the compressor and is more dependable '

'than ;the pressure switch. With the compressor stopped, the counterweights

of the centrifugal device are held in a position near the shaft by springs.

This holds the bail valve open and maintains atmospheric pressure atthe

. compi'essor output. The compresspr must appro'ach Its operating speed before

centrifugal force overcomes the spring force to swing the counterweights

away from the shaft and close the ball valve.

1

.1,

-1

BALL CHECK VALVE
PIN OPERATED

RELEASE

VALVE

CHECK

VALVE

AIR INTAKE .

'CENTRIFUGAL COUNTER.

WEIGHTS ON LEVER ARM

/

CRANKSHAFT

(Lever Operated PiP1

COMPRESSOR RUNNING

. LOADED POSITION,
OPEN TO

ATMOSPHERE
SHOWN DOTTED

,,

N.

COMPRESSOR
CYLINDER

(Compressor
Not &inning

Unloaded
Position)

Figure 19: Centrifugal-Type Unloader Control..

1,05
-ir
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ROTARY COMPRESSORS ,

Several types of rotary coMpressors'have become popular in recent years.

These include bott positive - displacement and ponooSitive-displacement types.

The positive- displacement types include vane and lobe compressors si)ilar in

construction to liquid pumr.types. Vane compressors usually cOnsist,of two
e-

vanCstages in series. Screw. sompressorsoperate like screw pumps but employ..,

two poWer-driven., screws instead of'a driven shaft with two idlers.

Figure 20 shows a centrifugal compressor of the nonpositive-displacemeht
.9'

type. This compressor consists of four centrifugal impellers in-series.

'I I

Figure 20: Cutaway View of a.Cdatrifugal
Air Compressor.

o

Atmospheric pressure air enters operiings in the center of the first impeller.

Centrifugal force moves it out tht:.ough smaller openings in the edge of the

impeller, increasing its pressure. This process is re-pdated,jn the other

compressor stages: Axial flow centrifugal compressors operate in a similar

manner, but employ a single rotating element with several stages of Vanes

that rotate past fixed vanes in the casing.

Rotary compressors are 'Capable of providing large air volumes at ores-

sures up to abut 150 psig.

Page 20/FL-04
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C6PRESSOR MAINTENANCE

Each compressor ,type has specific maintenance requirements', butthe most

important factors in each are the maintenance of clean input air with properly-
,

sized, installed, and maintained intake filters and the maintenance. of the

compressor lubricating oft in a clean state at-the proper level, As with

\N!!?mpso excessive or unusual noi-se indicates problems.

-VACUUM PUMPS P

Many pneumatic applications employ vacuums foi- holding against atmospheric
, .

pressure. :VacuuM.pumpS, employed in these applications are similar to compres2

sol's in construction. The 'vacuum pump intake is connected to the vacuum tank

and the output is, open to the atmosphere. Most vacuum pumps are of the vane

type, but piston pumps and several other types of rotary compressors are,,,alIo

used.
* -

SUMMARY

Pumps,and compressors provide the inpbt"p0Wer.ip hydraulic and pneumatic

power systems.' Most are of the44sitie-displacement type, providing a con-
,.

kaill volumetric displacement with each rotationof the power shaft. The

most common and least expensive liquid pump type is the gear pump. Rotary,

piston pumps are the,most expenive and efficient'liqqtd pumps. Vane pump .

characteristids fall between those of. screw and pistp.pfimps. .

Mbst air compressors areof the-reciprocating pistonstype:. These are

4vailabTe in- multi- stage models that can produce pressures up to 5000 psig.

Rotary compressors of bath positive-displacement and nonpositiverdizplacement

types-hive become more,popular, in recent years.

In all fluid power pumps and compressors, the most important maintenance

factors are the cleanliness of.the fluid pumped and'adecniptelubrication.
'

Excessive or.unusual noise is usually the first sign of malfunction.
I I

(1

e.,

r

4 07
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EXERCISES

1. Explain theiadvantages and disadvantages of positive-displacement pumps

and nonpositive-displacement pumps in hydraulic power systems.

2. .Explain slippage and volumetric efficiency and how these vary with

delivery pressure in the follOWing pump types:'

a. Centrifugal, pumps

b: Gear pumpss`

c. Vane pumps

1. Piston pumps.

3. Explain the effects of pump vibration and noise on the hydraulic power

system and how pump noise is used as an indication of pump vnotition.

4. .Choose a major hydraulic pump type for each of the,folloWing applica-
.

tions and explain each choice:

a., A large industrialhydraulic system will not be greatly affected .

by pump noise. The fluid condition of the system is l'Nely to be

poor,.and the sudden loss of power willresult in damage to the

product being/manufactured.

b. A hydraulic pump for aircraft application must provide a smooth

delivery at high pressure. Fluid maintenance in the system is

excellent%
. ,

c. An industrial processing machine requires fluid flow at variable

rates. A small amount of pulsation is acceptable. Fluid mainte-

nance will be good, and it is desirable that sudden, pump failure.

be avoided. ,-

5. COmpare the operating efficiencies, available delivery rates, and

maximum operating pressures of the following pump types:

a. Internal gear

b. External gear

c. Vvie

d. Radial piston

e. Axial Riston

6.
.

Explain the construction and-operation of pressure switch and centrifugal

unloaders for reciprocating air compressors:

'7. Determine the deliver rate of a compressor at a pressure of_175 psig'

if the free air capacity is 250 cfm, the input temperature is 85°F, and

the output temperature is 100°F.
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8. Explain what type-of compressor is likely to be chosen for the follbv,(19.5/

applications and why:
.

a. Pressures exceeding 200 psig

C. Large delivery rates at pressOreslJelow 150 psig

9. ,State and explain thepst ort actor in pump and compressor

Maintenance. , 4

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Electrical wattmeter

Hydraulic power unit with'pressure gauge

Hydraulic fluid flowmeter
IP

Pressure relief valve

Directional control valve

Double - acting hydraulic cylinder arranged to move a load vertically

Load of knoWn weight

One gallon container

Connecting hydraulic hoses

One hose with an open end

English scale I

Stopwatch

Air compressor

Tachometer (optional)

LABORATORY .PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1. VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY OF A HYDRAULIC PUMP.

1. Connect the following series of hydraulic components on the work surface':.

power unit outpute, pressure relief valve, directjbnal control valve,.
A.&

hose with open end. Place the open end of the hose in a hydraulic fluid

drain. (Note: Pump must be.protected'with a pressure relief valve in

the hydraulic power unit.)

2. Turn on the hydraulic power unit and operate the DCV to assure proper

operation. Be sureqlosi remains.in drain. I
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3. Set the. pressure relief valve4 the loWest specified pressure. This

must be done with-fluid flowing through, the output hose.

4. Check the oil level ir1 the reservoir to ensure oil level does not drop

below the minimum safe level during the experiment.

5. Use this system and the stopwatch and container to measure the time

required for the pump to deliver one gallon of oil.

6% Calculate the flow rate in gallons per minute and record in Data Table 1,

Also record thedelivery pressure.
11,

7. Repeat this procedure at the pressures specifieebythe instructor.

8. ,Remove the pressure relief valve from the system and determine the flow

0 rate for delivery, at atmospheric pressure (0 psig). Record this flow

Tate in the last line of Data Table 1.

9. Determine the volumetric efficiery at each pressure by dividing

each flow rate at that pressure by the flow rate atmospheric pressure

and multiplying by 100.
. -

10. Plot volumetric efficiency versus flow rate on a sheet of paper and

explain the resulting curve.

LABORATORY 2. OVERALL EFFICIENCY OFA HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.

Connect the electrical input of the motor of the hydraulic power unit

to a wattmeter. Have the instructor check connections if this instru-

ment is not familiar.

2. ConstrUct the circuit, from the Laboratory section of Module FL-02,

"Fluid Properties. and Characteristics," for the operation of a double-

acting hydraulic cylinder. Include the flowmeter in the circuit. Mount
. .

cylinder to lift a known weight. This may be accomplished by supporting

the cyloiqer from an .overhead svpport or by bolting a flat metal plate

to each end for lifting a weight placed.on the upper plate.

3. Operate the circuit with the weight in place to assure proper operation.

4. .Measure and record the follOwing'in Data Table 2:

a. Electrical input power during lifting

b. Delivery pressure

C. Flow :rate

d. Extension distance
.
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e. Extension time ,'
/

f. Weight lifted

5. Determine the fluid power delivered by the pump by multiplying the

delivery pressure.times the flow rate in in)/min (1 gallon = 231 in3).

Convert the power to ftlb/secand enter in Data Table 2.

6. Determine the output mechanical power by multiplying the weight of the

loa d times the extension distance in feet and dividing by the extension

time in seconds.

7. Convert the electrical input power to ftlb/se-C (1 hp = 746 W) (1 hp =

550 ftlb/sec).

8. Determine the efficiency.of the motor and pump.using the electrical input

power and the calculated fluidpower.

9. - Using the electr'ical input power and the mechanic'al output power, deter-

mind the total system efficiency.

110. Discuss the two efficiencies. Is either the efficiency of the pump?

-.

LABORATORY 3. COMPRESSOR CAPACITY.

1. Determine the rated capacity of the compressor from the compressor data

plate. In most cases, this will be stated in cfm at a certain drive

rate (rpm).. For some compressors, the bore and stroke may be-given.

In these cases, 'calculate the volume per revolution in cubic feet.

Record the rated delivery in cubic feet per revolution and the method

by which it was deterMinedin Data Table 3.

2. Determine the. rotational-rate of the compres,sor drive. The most accu-

rate way to accomplish this is to operate'the compressor and measure

the rotational rate of the flywheel with a-tachometer. If a tachometer

is not available, read the speed of the compressor drive motor from its

specification plate and measure the diameters of the motor pulley and

compressor pulley. Using this data, calculate the compressor rotational

rate in rpm. Record the rotational rate and the method by which it was

determined in Data Table 3. .

3. Multiply the rated delivery in cubic feet per revolution by the operatJ

ingspeed in rpm to determine the delivery irate in cfm. Record this in

'''.Data -Table 3. -

\ 111
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4. Determine the delivery of the compressor at the working pressure, as

illustrated in Example A.. Use the room temperature as the input tem-

perature and assume temperature rises of 20°F and 40°F. Calculate the

delivery rate for each of these temperature rises and explain how thi's

illustrates the value of water coolers in the compressor outlet line and

intercoolers in multi-stage compressors.

DATA TABLE'S

V

DATA TABLE 1. VOLUMETRIC EFFICIENCY OF A WYDRAULIC PUMP.

Delivery Pressure
-(psig)

Flow Rate
(gal/min)

Volumetric Efficiency
.,,

, ( %)
.

.

z

- .

. .
. N

_ \,

Atmospheric
7)

....,>.,,,,
f.,.v....:.,-,-,,

,...,

.

DATA TABLE2. OVERALL EFFICIENCY OF A HYDRAULIC SYSTEM.

InRufelectrical power in watts,

Delivery pressure

Flow rate

Weight lifted

Extension distance

Extension time

Electrical -in* power in ftlb/sec

Fluid power from.pump

Output mechanical power _

Motor and pumg_e.qiciency

System efficiency

Page 26/FL-04
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Data Table'2. Continued.

Discussion:

DATA TABLE 3. COMPRESSOR CAPACITY.

Compressor Capacity:

REFERENCES

Espdsito, Anthony. Fluid Power with Applicattons. Englelod'Cliffs, NJ:

Prentice-Hall, 1980.

Hardison, Thomas E. Fluid Mechanics for Technician . Reston, VA:. Reston

Publishing Co., 1977.

Stewart, Harry L. Pneumatics and Hydraulics. Indianapolis, IN: Theodore

Audel and Co., 1976.- .
70/

Stewart, Harry L. and Storer, John M. 'Fluid Pow-r. Indianapolis,

`Howard'W. Sams and Co., 1977.
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GLOSSARY

Free air delivery: The delivery rate of an air compreSsor in cubic feet per
minute at atmospheric pressure: .

Nonpositive-displacement pump: A pumpwhose delivery rate drops as the
delivery pressure increases.

Overall pump efficiency: The percentage of the mechanical input poWer to
the pump that appears as fluidal' output pOwer.

Positive-displacement pump: A pump that delivers the same volume of fluid
to the pump outlet for each rotation of the drive shaft at all delivery
pressures.

Slippage: The flow of oil from the output side of a pump back to the input
side through' clearance spaces between pumvcomponents.

Volumetric efficiency: The ratio of the delivery rate at operating pressure
tohe delivery rate if no pump slippage occprred; equal to 100':, the

percent slippage.

6
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TEST

1. Nonpositive-displacement liquid pumps ...

a. have .only limited application in fluid power systems.

b. provide an almpst cAtant flow rate within their rated pressure

range.

c. require a pressure relief valve for safe operation. c)

d. have high volumetric efficiencies.

e. -None of the above are true.

2. Which hydraulic pump type has the best operating characteristics?

a. Piston

b.° Vane

c. Gear

d. Lobe

e. Centrifugal

3. Variable-volume hydraulic pumps include which of the following types?

a. Balanced vane

b. Internal gear

c. Axial piston

d. Both,:c and .d ,

e. Only a, c, and d

*, Which of the following hydraulic pumps requires no pressure relief

valve for pimp protection?

a. Adjustable axial piston pomp

'Vari.able 'internal gear pump

c. Pressurecompensate& unbalanced vane pump

d. Pressure - compensated balanced vane pump

e. Both a and c

f. Both t and d

5, Gear pump; are popular for many industrial applications because-..°

a. they are inexpensive,

b. they have a relatively long operating life.

c. they are least likely to be damaged by contaminated fluid.

d. they maintaih their delivery rate throughout' their. useful life.

,e. Both a and c are true.

f. Both a and d are true.

01%
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6. Axial piston)umps are the only acceptable hydraulic pump- type for

applications which requN

a. quiet operation..

b. high-pressure operation.

c., large capaCity,flow.

d. high-speed operation.

e. Either a or d is true:

. 7. Vane pump characteristics include ...

a. higher pressure operation than'gear pumps.

b. maxmum available flow rates about the same as gear pumps.

c. maximum available flow rates about the same as piston pumps.

d. operating efficiencies as high as many piston {dump

e. Both a and d are true.

f. None of the above are true.
D 4

8. The free air capacity of a compressor is 500 cfm. The output air tem-

perature is -90°F; and the input air temperature is 65°F. The output

pressure is 150 psig. The delivery rate at the output pressure is ...

a. 500 cfm.

b. 35:38 cfm.

c. 32.23 cfm.

d. 46.75 cfm.

e. 59.02 cfm.

9. Which of the following are true of rotary centrifugal compressors?

a. They are used primarily foeiapplications requiring fairly constant

delivery of air at relatively low pressures'. y '

b. They require an unloading device for beginning compressor operation.,

c. They maybe used for high-pressure applicatlOns by increasing the

number of compressor stages.

d. Both a and c are true:

e. All of the above are true.'

f. None of the above are true.
4

10. The most important factor in both pump and compressor maintenance is ...

a. keeping the casings and surroundings free from oil and dirt.

b. maintaining the operating fluid at the proper temperature.

c: maintaining the fluid in a clean condition.

Page 30/FL-04
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d. listening fOr unusual noises:

e., Alare equally impolant.

(

a

r

a

r

. 4
1
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INTRODUCTION

Actuators and fluid motors are the fluid power components that convert

the.power of,the working fluid moving under pressure to mechanical po',ier far.

application to'do useful work: The most common type of actuator is tneNiner

Motion cylinder. This module Ausses the construction, materials used,

application, and maintenance of hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders. Severe

special- cylinder types are presented. Rotary actuators are those that provide

limitedrota.tional Motion in fluid power systems. The basic construction and

application of these actuators are also discussed. P.

Fluid motors provide continuous rotational motion: They are similar, in

construction and characteristics to fluid pumps. The discussion incrudds the

characteristics of all types of fluid motors commonly used in pneumatic and

hydraulic systems.

In the laboratory, the student will,oparate hydraulic and pneumatic fluid

motors and observe their operating characteristics.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module FL-04, "Pumps and Compressors."

/ OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:

1. State the materials commonly used for thy-cylinder tube, cylinder covers,

piston, in-drod in hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders.

2. Explain the,applicaticins and characteristics of theifollowi,p, methods of

attaching'the/tylinder covers.ofa hydraulic cylinder,F'

a. Tapped 'cylinder

b.' Tie rod

c. Tube ring

d. Threaded tube ti

3. Explain, with the use of diagrams, ,the operation of a cylinder cushion.

O
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.4. Given the diameter of the piston, the diameter of the rod, the fluid flow

rate, and the mechanical load of a double-acting hydraulic cylinder, cal:

culate the following:

a. Hydraulic pressure during extension

b. ) Piston velocity during extension

c. Cylinder power during extension
4

d. Hydraulic pressure during retraction

e, Piston velocity during retraction

f. Cylinder power during retraction

5. Explain why air cylinders are usually larger than hydraulic cylinders for

producing the same forces.

6. Sketch diagrams and explain the operation of the,following actuators:

a. Tandem cylinders

b. Duplex cylinders

c., Double-rod cylinder

d. Telescopic cylinders

e, Ram

f. Rotating cylinder

g. Vane rotary actuators

h. Rack and pinion rotary actuators

i. Helical rod rotary actuator

7. List and explain six common causes of actuator failure.

8. Explain the procedures necessaey in the inspection and repair of a damaged

cylinder.

9. Compare the operating characteristics of the following types of hydraulic

-motors:

a. Gear

b. Vane

c. Axial.piSton

d. Radial,ylston

10. Compare the operation of air motors and,hydraulic.motors:

11. Construct fluid power circuits for the operation of hydraulic and pneu7

matic fluid motors and compare the characteristics of the two types.

a'
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SUB,JECT MATTER

FLUID POWER ACTUATORS,

Fluid actuators, the muscles of the'fluid power s em, .convert the power

of ,lowing, pressurized fluid to the power of mechanical- motion. The motion

prod d.may be eitner linear orrotary, The most common fluid actuators

the.linear motion cylinder. In single-acting cylinders; the pistOo is forced
V

through the extension stroke by fluid pressure and returns by spring action or

gravity. Spring return cylinders may have an external spring or a%In.ternal

spring around the pist6h rod. Itdouble-acting cylinders, both the extension]

and retraction strokes are produced by the application of flpi& presSure. A

variety of cylinder types and sizes,dre,usd in both hydraulic and pneumatic

power systems. A

.

CONSTRUCTION OF HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS

The cylinder tube of most hydraulic cylinders is made of steel and is

usually chrome plated to resist wear and rust. The tubes of low-presSure'cyl-

inders are made of castrIron, bronze, brass, or aluminum. The piston'tis ..-

mac4 of cast' iron or steel. ,The piston rod is chrome-Plated steel. he -ends.

of the cylinder are called cylinder covers and may be made, from high - tensile

.
cast iron,.steel bar stock, or cast of fOrged steel. The.cylindericov rs con-

..

tain the inlet and outlet ports and cylinder cushion,valves, if applicable.

The rod-end cover also contains the pistOn.rod seal,

The cylinder tube and covers can be connected' by several means, dve ding

on the cylinder, pressure and-application: Figure 1 shows four methods-of epn-

,necting and sealing cylinder covers. Ill Figure la, the ends of the cylinder)

tube contain holes'tapped for machine screws. The screws extend through hol

in the cover to hold it in place. The seal is an 0 -ring in a groove in the

-cylinder cover. This method 4s used primarily on shorter cylinders as the pro,

cess of drilling and tapping holes in the ends of long cylinders is difficult
. .

and expensive. :One disadvantage of this method is that a screw may break off in -\

the cylinder tube, causing a delay in repairs.

Figure lb Plows the use of tie road's- in cylinder construction. The tie

rods are steel rods that extend from one cover to the other: The seal is a com-

pression. pitting in a slot in the cylinder cover. Pressure is applied to the

seal by the tension on.the tie rods.- This a popular method,,of cylinder

121
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TUBE
CYLINDER TUBE

SCREW
Nb* COMO

COVER-

TIE ROD NUT

It

COVER

TIE ROb

CYLINDER TUBE

a....Cylkider Tube with Tapped b.. Tie RoCConstruction
Holes for Machine Screws

TuBk RING

COVER
BOLT

\\GASKET CYLINDER

COVER TUBE

c. Tube Ring of Standard
Heavy-duty Cylinder

TUBE RING
COVER BOLT

CYLINDER
TUBE/ ,/

r

COVER

d. Tube Ring with 0-ring
a Seal for High Pressure

construction because i

is the simplest and

least expensiveeto man-

ufattUre. -Tie rods

cannot be used on long,

high-pressure cylinders

4

because they

stretch slightly,,re,

suiting in'a poor seal

Figure lc shows

the standard 'tube ring

constructionused-in.'

Figure 1. Methods of Mounting Cylinder Covers.
most heavy-duty.mill-

typ'e cylinders. A ,ring

is weiiea to tne end of the cylinder tube, and holes are drilled in to match

holes in the cylinder cover. The seal'is a,Coppression packing

cylinders. Figure'ld is a tube ring connection for a high-pres

AR 0-ring provides a seal, and the contact between the tube ring and cover

reduces the changes,of distortion of the end of the cylinder tube by over-
,

lichtening the bolts. -

In some smaller cylinders for use at low pressures, the cylinder cover and ,

tube are threaded and simply screw,together. An 0-ring seal is usually used in

this cylinder type.

iin tie rod

ure cylinder.

In many hydraulic cylinders, the'impact of the piston on the cylinder cover

at full operating speed would damage the cover. Therefore, piston cushions are

used toslow the piston at the end of its travel. The piston cushion consists

of a tapered extension of the piston rod that enters the outlet/port of the

cylinder coyer, as shown in Figure 2. Exhaust oil passe frely out of Vie -.

cylinder (1) until the plunger enters the cushion cup (2

initially by restricted oil flow around the taptred por

, The piston- is-flowed

on of the plunger43).

When the main exhaust port is completely closed,oil must flow outof the,61.1

inder through a smaller opening (4), which can be adjusted to control the rate

.of deceleration. This produces a baCk_pressure on the piston and slows it fur- .

'ther. When of 1 enters this end of the cylinder', a'.ball check-- valve,opens to
-"

It

4
'allow free flow .of oil to the piston for quick extension (5)

..-.--: .
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Figure 3 snows the construction de-

tails of a typical double-acting hydraulic

cylinder with cushions for both the exten-

sion and,retraction strokes. Piston and

rod seals, rod bushing, pidwiper rings are

also shown. Itis impprtant that the cyl-_

finder ports be large enough that they do

not restrict fluid flow and slow the oper-

ation of thecylinder. This is particu-

larly important in double-acting cylinders

with a fast retraction stroke and a large

diameter rod. In,suchcylinders, the vol-

ume flow rate out ofthe cylinder may be

more than twice the flow rate into the

cylinder.

LONG WEARING
CANIRIDI TYPE

RIIONZF

INCH TENSILE TEL
,stirEn FINISHFO HARD
CHROME PLATED
PISTON non

4WRENCH FLATS

(met E ACTING
ROD WIPER

nlOni of IRPOS. (1 I01.0
IN, 1" RA, Kt {`

o()rumr.

...

( 4 )

SIFEI IIIFIE

Figure 2. Operation of

Cylinder Cushions.

TIE ROD CONSTRUCTION FOR
MAXIMUM STRENGTH

ASSIST OR PRY GROOVE FOR
Er CARTRIDGE REMOVAL

LOW FRICTION SELF_
AIKKISTING LONG
WEARING MULTI-UP
ROD RACKING

MN'

SELF LOCKING TIE 030 f
Ar.../ NUTS

fASICtREHOVED enONZE
ROO CARTRIDGE -HELD
INPLACESY STEEL
RETAINER PLATE SCREWED
TO THE HEAD

MODIFIED U CUP PISTON
PACKINGS

DUCTILE /IRON PISTON. INSEAM
AND DOWEL SCREWED TO Roo

SALL CHECK 0-RING
SEALED

EXTRUSION PROOF
0 -RING

ALL STEEL HEADS
AND ki0oNIINGS

TAPERED CUSHION
PISTONS FOR SHOCK FREE
DECELERATION ,

Figure 3. Double - Acting - Cylinder Design.
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-CYLINDER OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

The operatirig speed of a cylinder is dete6ined by the oil delivery rate

to the cylinder and the area of the piston. In double-acting cylinders, the

retraction stroke is faster because the rod occupies some of the cylinder vol-

ume. For calculations of speed and force, the rod area is subtncted from,the

piston area. Since the maximum force produced'by a cylinder is dependent on

the effective area on which the pressurized, fluid acts,double-acting cylinders

have a lower maximum force on retraction than on extension. The pressure in a

cylinder during extension and retraction is not the .maximum system pressure;

this is determined by,the mechanical load of the cylinder and its effective

area.

Example A illustrates calculations of cylinder operating characteristiCs.,

EXAMPLE A. CALCULATION OF CYLINDER OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS.

Given: A double-acting hydraulic cylinder 2 inches in diameter has an

applied load of 2000 lb for both extension and retraction. The

piston rod diameter is 1 inch and the pump supplies oil at 10

gallons per minute.

Find: (a) Hydraulic pressure during extension stroke, (b) piston velocity

during extension, (c) cylinder power during extension, (d) hydrau-

lic pressure during retraction stroke, (e) piston'velocit during

tYretraction,. and (f) cylinder power during retraction:

Solution.
A

--lee

4

,
Piston area: A

(2 in)2

4

= 3.14 in2

'Rod area: Ar 7 (14in)2'

= 0.79 in2

4

Piston area - rod area: A
p

- A
r

= (3.14 in2 0.79 in2)

='2.35 in2

Page 6/FL-05
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Example A. Continued.

(a.) Pres Sure =
Force

Area

'2,000 lb

P 3.14.1n2

p ='637 psi

(b) Velocity
Flow rate (1

Area,
gal = 231 ins)

v = 020 gal/min)(
231 in2\[ 1 min \

1 vl "60 sec',
3.14 in

77 in
3.14 in'

ft
= (.24.5 in/s-ec )(112

v = 2.04 ft/sec

(c), Power = Force x Velocity (1 hp = 500 ftlb/sec)

P = (2000/1b)(2.04 ft/sec)

1 hp
= (4080 ftlb/seOt 550 ftlb/sec )

P = 7.42 hp

or

Power = Pressure,x.Flow rate

P = (637 lbiin2.)(77 ins/sec)

(49,049 in.lb/Sec)(1 ft/12 in)

e--(4087 ft.1/sec)

P = 7.43 hp (slight differpce is due to round off)

(d) p
F

A

_ 2000 lb

- 2.35 in2

p = 851 psi

(01\ v
A

= 177 in3/secw 1 ft\

2.35 in "12 in

v = 2.75 ft/sec

125
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Example A. Continued_

V) P = F x V

(2000 1b)(2.75 ft/sec)( 1 hP
b/sec

)

550 ft.l

P = 10 hp

The retraction stoke has a higher, velocity than the extensio

stroke and a higher power since-the load is the same and is moving

fast

CONSTRUCTION OF AIR CYLINDERS
h

Air cylinders are similar in construction to hydraulic cylinders. However,
--------------

since most air cylinders operate at pressures of around la psig, theyare not

constructed as heavily as hydraulic cylinders, Most are made of aluminum or

other nonferrous metals to reduce weight and withstand the corrosive properties

of air. Seals are designed to withstand the damaging properties of air but *

need not cont in the high pressures of most hydraulic cylinders. Air pistons

for the applic tion of large forcet must have large areas because of the rela-

tively low oper.ating pre sures. They are available in diameters up to 30

inches. e

MOUNTING AND APPLICATION OF CYLINDERS

Both hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders are available with a variety of

cylinder mountings. Figure 4 illustrates the more common types of cylinder

mounts. In most cases, the rod is threaded, but other types of rod connections

arelavailable, One Of the major causes of cylinder dam.* is side thrust on

the piston du@ to misalignment of the mounts. This can be eliminated by mount-

ing each end of the cylinder in a univellal mount.

The choice of a cylinder for a particular application depends-on several

factors. Obviously, the cylinder must be able to withstand the maximum system

pressure and must have the appropriate diameter and ttroke'for the application.

It should also be selected with seals and finishe's that are compatible with

the expected fluid conditions. If, the cylindirl is to be used only occasionally

or at reducedoload, a light-duty, less expensive model may serve the purpose.

For frequent operation at full load or for extended service life, heavy-duty
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cylinders should be chosen. In many

. systems, the down time resulting from

component failure is extremel.iimpor.,

tant. Cylinders in such systems should

be chosen for dependability, ease of

servicing, and availability of replace-

ment parts. In applications where the

extended piston rod is subject to dust,

dirt, or other contamination, it should

be protected by a rod boot (Figure 5).

SPECIAL CYLINDER TYPES

Several special cylinder types have

been'developed for some applications and

conditions. The tandem cylinder (Figure 6)

is used, when space limitations prevent the

:COT ANC)
:ENTERLI NE

wG MOUNTS

RECTANG,LAR
:LANGE MOUNT

:LANGE
MOUNT

TRUNNION
'CUNT

cuvls .CUNT 4.0$ SIDE
mOuNT

INTERmEDIA.T:
'RUNNION

`CUNT

use of a single cylinder large enough to Pro-

duce the necessary force. It consists of two

cylinders and pistons with one common rod and

produces twice the force of a 'single piston.

Tandem cylinders are used in both hydraulic

and pneumatic systems, but air'cylinders are

more common because of the,large areas nec-
REAR PISTON FRONT PISTON PISTON ROO

TINOiD
TIE ROD

ROD END

Figure 4. Various Cylinder
Mountings.

Figure 5. Cross-S
Sketch of a Rob

ctional

Boot.

essary to produce large forces with lower

pressure pneumatic systems.

Figure 7 shows,a duplex cylinder,

which is actually two separate cylinders

mounted in line with concentric but sep-

arate rods. Either cylinder can be actu-

ated seprately.

Figure 8 shows a telescopic cylinder

for achieving long extensions with a com-.

pact size when retracted. These cylinders

are commonly used for lifting operations in Figure 7. Duplex Cylinder.

both hydraulic and pnei)atic systems.

ROOPACKING

Figure 6. Tandem Cylinder.

REAR PISTON FRONT PISTON
PISTON ROOS

1111111111:01111

l/

ROO SEALS

*Mb
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Figure 8: TelescOpic
Cylinder.

11

Rams are single-acting cylinders with "a one-piece

rod and piston with a constant diameter. They are usu-

ally used in high - pressure hydraulic systems to produce

extremely large forces. A,double-rod cylinder is one

with a single pthon;and a rod extending through each

cylinder cover for moving two loads at a time:

Figure 9 shows the components of a rotating cylin-

der. This cylinder does not produce rothtional motion

but is, rather, a means of translating a rotating shaft

along its axis oft rotation. Since rotation of the pis-

ton in fhe cylinder would endanger the piston and rod

seals, both the piston and tAe cylinder rotate with the

spinning shaft. A steel drive pin extends through a

hole in the piston and into each cylinder cover. This

prevents piston rotation MO, in some models, can be

G COVER SEAL
RT SEAL PISTON RING

PISTON
PISTON CHECK NUT

PISTON ROD PACKING
RET. RING

/ROD PACKING

0-RING

SCREW. SEARING RET.
CUAD RING

OIL SHAFT STEM

OIL SHAFT BODY
SCREW. SHAFT COVER

PACKING RET.
r erly*" WASHER

Oir

"T\

/ .(-- "N ih...4111e111114 PISTON ROO

ltarfCOVER. 6,

CYLINDER BODY

SHAFT BODY .\ _a- NOM
GASKET.

DRIVE PIN

SHAFT BODY / BEARINGS

SNAP

RING PIN SEAL

RETAINER STEM RET. NUT:

0-RING. STEM
SNAP RING. BEARING

,

RADIAL BEARING \ . FELT WIPER
COVER CYLINDER COVER
SCREW

Figure 9. Hydraulic Rotating Cylinder.

used to transmit rotational power. Oil is channeled to and from the cylinder

- by a stationary oil shaft on the end of the cylinder opposite the piston rod.

).

Rotating cylinders are available for either oil or air service. Some models-

have an opening through the center with oil or air feeds in a stationary outer

_casing. :This- type is comMbnly used to operate power chucks on lthes and mill-
\

ipg machines.
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ROTARY ACTUATORS

Rotary actuators are'devices for producing limited rotational motion.

Figure 10 shows the simplest rotary actuator. It consists of a cylinder'con-

taining a stationary barrieVand a shaft that is rotated by a vane. Fluid

pressure on one side of the vane causes the rota-

tion. A single-vane rotary actuator has a roti-

tion'of 280°. Double-vane models have two bar=

riersand a rod* with two vanes. They prodUce-

twice the output torque but have a rotational

angle of only 100°. Vane-type rotary actua-

tors can be used'in both hydraulic and pneu-

maticsystems but are more common in hydrau-

lic applications.

The rack and pinion rotary actuator,

aVailable for either oil orair, consists

of two cylinders with pistons attached to

rack gears-(Figure. 11). The linear motion

of the racks is

transformed to

rotational motion

of the pinion and

STATIONARY BARRIER

ROTATING VANE

Figure 10. Limited
Rotation Hydraulic

Actuator.

HOUSING 4009

TUBE

output shaft. REAR BEARING 94003 94'010- (ROTATION)

Pressure applied

4

SPRING WASHER

to one cylinder GREASE FITTING
94006

94013 'LOCK SCREW 94001
produces rotary

motion in one
RACK i DOUBLE PISTON SHAFT $ PINION 4004

direction; Ares- #4012- (ROTATION)

sure applied to Q END CAP #4005

the, other cyl in- PISTON
014 PISTON SEAL
BEARING FRONT SEARING 4007

94
0-RING 94011

der reverses the

rotation. ,Typi-

cally, this type 'of

rotary actuator
Figure 11. Rack and Pinion Drive Rotary

-

provide%rotation

through 360°.

Actuator.
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() SHIELDED THRUST BEARING
SPECIAL HEAD FASTENERS
ALLOYED HELICAL PISTON

o CUSHION PACKING

PATENTED HELICAL SEALING RING
49NED STEEL TUBING

O 2 HIGH TENSILE GUIDE RODS
0 HARDENED HELICAL PISTON ROO
f) CUSHION ADJUSTMENT

GUIDE ROO TENSION NUT

Figure 12. Rotary Actuator with
Helical Piston and Rod.

CAUSES OF CYLINDER FAILURE a

Figure.12 is a hydrau-

lic rotary actuator using a

helical rod and a. piston

with a. matching hole in the

center. Rotation of the pis-

ton is prevented by a pair,

of guide rods extending

through the "piston and an-

choring in each cylinder

cop.r."--triear motion of the

piston causes the output

shaft to rotate. This type

of rotary actuator is cqm-

plex and expensive, but it

allows fine control, can be

stopped'at any point, and

provides positive holding

even if power is lost.

With proper instal9ation, application, and cylinder and fluid maintenance,

fluid power actuators will give long and dependable service., The following

are the Most common causes of cylinder failure:

Dirt:' The greatest cause of cylinder failure is dirt in the Working

parts. Particles may enter through the rod seals but are more likely

to be carried into-the cylinder by dirty, oil or air. Dirt can destroy

the seal materials or score the cylinder, piston, or rod. This can

cause leaks and, if severe enough, can4cause the piston to seize. .

. .

at: Excessive heat causes deterioration of packings and seals. Cyl-

inders should never be operated above the temperature limits of the

seal materials. For most common cylinders, the upper limit is 140°F,

although special materials for up to 500°F are now available.

Misapplication: -A large percentage of cylinder failures can be attrib-

uted to misapplication of the cylinders. Cylinders with cast iron

covers should not be used in applicatiOns involving high impact shocks

Page 12/FL-05
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or eccentric loads. tight and medium-duty cylinders used in heavy-

duty applications will often fail-1TFa few days.

Misalignment: Side thrusts or eccentric loads will cause excessive

wear on one side of the piston eodand cylinder"tutie. This can de-:

stroy seals and result in scored parts, bent'rods, and cracked cylin-

der covers

; Improper mounting: If the cylinder is not securely and propOrly

mounted, it may not able to withstand the forces produced,by normal

operation. It can break away, from its mount, causing damage to both

itself and surrounding equipment. If the mount becomes loose., the

cylinder much More susceptible to misalignment.

Improper lubrication: In air cylinders, failure is often thexesult

of improper lubrication. ATheproper maintenance of air-line.lubrida-

b
tars is the most essential element_in pneumatic, cylinder maintenance.

CYLIUDER'VINTEMANCE
4

0

All cylinders should be checked routinely and removed from service at the

first sign of problems. Continued operation will usually result in more seri-

ous damage in a very short time. The 'following steps should be taken in in-

specting and repairing a defective cylinder:

1. Remove the cylinder from the system and disassemble,it in a clean loca-

tion, Cylinders should not be disassembled while in place in the sys'-.

tem unless absolutely necessary.

2. Clean each part. If the cylinder is not to be reassembled immediately,

coat each metal part with a good preservative and store in a protected

container.

3. Check piston rod for straightness. If it is bent, it must be straight-

ened or replaced.
1

4. Examine the rod for any stratchesoindentdions, or blemishes. Any

damage that can be detected is serious en ough to require correction.

Small, Shallow blemi4hes and scratches can be removed with. emery cloth.

If grinding the red is necessary; it should be, chrome plated to restore
. -

its original diameter and provide-protection. N.

5. Examine cover and cushion bushings for wear and finish. Replace any

parts\that show the slightest defects.

fL-05/Page 13



6.- Examine the cylinder tube for scratches. Replace or replate damaged

tubes.

7. It is strongly advised that all seals'and packings be replaced: Only

th,Ose seal materials that are ink" condition should be reused. ',A
o,

light coating of grease on.packingt will often make assembly easier.

If a pistoWmitli rings is to be replated; the piston Should be attached

to the rocit and ground concentrically with it fors close fit in the

cylinder.

9. Cylinders with foot-mounted covers should be assembJed on a sUrface

plate, and all mounting pads should make full contact with the surface.

Otherwise, thepistonmay bind duringopetation,

10. Tighten all cover bolts evenly, but do not overtighten. Compre5sion

packings.requiretonsiderablY more tension than0-ring seals.

.Oper=ate the cylinde'r at reduced pressure and check for proper opera-

tion. Then operate at full pressure and chetk for any le.aks.. Check

for internal leaks by pressurizing one cylinder port with the other

A open to atmosphere.

I

FLUID MOTORS

Fluid motors provide continous shaft rotation. Essentially, they are

pumps operated in reverse. Module FL-04, "Pumps and Compressors," contains

diagra

/6
s of major pump and motor types Thy basic designs are the same. The

diff rences in construction details areprimarily the result of different con-
..

figurations.of forces on working components.-

HYDRAULIC MOTOR TYPES

Hydraulic motors fall into,three major classes: gear, vane, and piston.

Internal and external gear motors are available in configurations .essen-

tially the same as pumps. and having the-same limitations and characteristics.

Howevers pressure channels in the external gear pump apply full pressure to

the gears 180° apart to reduce side thrust. 'Screyi motors are similar in all

details to screw pumps and offer the same characteristics,

Vane motor's are constructed similar<to balanced vane pumps. Centrifugal

force cannot be used to bold the varies iricontact witlirthe pressure ringTor
ti

motor starting. Vanes can be held in place by springs or by high-pressui-e

Page 14/FL-05
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fluid channels leading to theinner portiops of the va

vane motors can be built for variable speed operations

e blots. Unbalanced

ut these are seldom -

used because other vari pie speed motors give superior performance.

PiaAxial piston mo rs are available in bent- axis-and
A.

n-line.designs.

Variable speed motors are controlled in the same way as v riable output pumps.

in -line models with adjustable swash plates can be revers d by changing the

angle of the sWash plate'. Like axial piston pumps,.axial iston motors pro-,

vide-the highest speeds and bestperformance. .k

Radial piston motors are the-only

type that are greatly different from,

their motor counterparts. They are

designed for low-speed, high-torque

applications. Figure 13 shows a Staffa

piston *tor consisting of fivt radial

pistons connected to a ceniraf cam-

shaft.. It is designed to operate.

smoothly and efficiently at speeds as

low as 3 rpm. .Ahole iii the top of . .

each piston allows high-oressUre

to flow betWeen the closely fitting

'pistons, connecting rods; and cam-

shaft. Since all parts ride on a

cushion of oil, friction and wear

are almost eliminated. These motors

are the most efficient available with

overall efficiencies as high as 98%.

figure 14 is a diagram of another type of low-spggd radial piston motor

often Used in the hubs of vehicles, It has a stationary. hub and a ro ating

outer rim. An even number of opposing Oistons. are located in the fixe. hub. ,

They apply forces to/a specially shaped cam ring through rollers that r duce
A

riction. Slide guides amide in a slot in the cam ring to absott any sid

thrusts. Oil is directed to and from the proper cylinders by a roftry of

distribution valve that rotates with the cam ring and rim. The direction o

rotation can be reversed by changing the oil flow, and throttling the flow

PO

pi,"4:4$

O'S*-44W1C-44SX.;cit
prs,AttA

la4P

Figure 13. Cow-
High-Torque Mot

peed,

/
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ROLLERS

'

CAM' RING

STATIONARY
CYUNDER HOUSING

'provides speed control. Free

wheeling is accomplished by

SIDE Guioes pressurizing the case and re-
,

tracting the pistons and roll-

ers.
HIGH- PRESSURE

OIL INLET

ROTARY OIL
DISTRIBUTION

VALVE

RETURN
OIL OUTLET

Figure 14, Operating Principles of
Low-Speed, High-Torque Motor.

HYDRAULIC MOTOR PERFORMANCE,

Thesimilarity of hydrau-

lic motors and pumps leads to

\ similar operating chiracteils-

tics. Table 1 lists the char-

acteristics of major hydraulic

motor types. (Compare these to

pump characteristics io Module

FL-04,:"Pumps and Compressors.")

TABLE 1. HYDRAULIC MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS.

Motor Type

Maximum
Rressure
psig)

Maximum
Speed
(rpm)

Maximum
FloW Rate-

(gpm)

Overall
-Efficiency

(%),

Gear 2,000 2,400 -156 70 - 75 ,

p

Vane . 2,500 4,000 250 75 - 85

Axial piston 5,000 12,000 450 85 - 95

Radial' piston 3,000 500 180 90 - 98

Figure 15 shows the performance curves of a variable speed axial piston

motor'.,, Other, tlydraulic motor types have similar curves with differentspecild

values. Aslwfth puimPs, volumetric efficiency is hiOeS'i6at loWerpressures -
, ..,

and higher, speeds:.iorqiie produced depends on:the'operatinpressure of the

motor not on motor speed. Motor speedr.increaAs in direct proportion to

oil flow rate: Thus, the speeds of fixed-displacement hydraulic motors can
,

be controlled by regulating the oil flow rate to the motor.
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AIR MOTORS

Air motors have the

same general designs as

hydraulic motors.* Sev-

..eral types of gear mo-

tors may be used, but

they are not popular.

Vane -type air motors

are available in%sevL

eulAesigns. Most are

of the unbalanced type.

SoMe,are designed for .-

rotation in only one

direction and others
-

be,reversed by

changir(g the direction

of airflow. Axial

piston and radial pis.;---

ton air motors are

O

similar in design and a
I 0

performance&tothdse

types -of hydraulic mo-

tors.

Since airjs a com-

pressible fluid, air mo-

for characteristic

curves differ consider-
,
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Figure 15 Performance CurVes for 6-in
3

ably frdm those-of Variable Displacement Motor.

similar hydraulic motors. .)

,
*Figure-f8 shows typical performanceeurves for an axial piston air motor sim-

ilar in design to the 6draulic,mota.. These turves show the Variations in

torque. and power delivered as "speed varies at three constant delivery pres-

sures.' Unlike hydraulic motors,_the speed of an air motor depends on the

load driven by the motor i At low speedt, air motors produce maximum torque

but)do,not del4er much power. Asspeed increases, torque decreases.
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Piston-Type"Air Motor.

INTEM*E OF FLUID MOTORS

Fluid power motors are subject to the same maintenance problems and re-

qtfirements as pumps. As with pumps, the most serious 6roblem?arise because,

of impurities in the working fluid. Unuival noise is4often the first indtca-

tiOn of malfunction.

Mechanical power delivered

rises with motor speed to a

mexam near the midpoint of

the motor speed range. Light

loading of the motor results

in high speeds with little

torque and little power output.

Air motor speed can be varied

by charging the flow rate but -

cannot decontrolled exactly

as can that of hydraulic moors

because air motor speed its de-

pendent on load:

SUMMARY

Fluid power is converted to mechanical power by actuators'and D.rid mo-
.

tors. The vast common type of actuator is the linpar motion cylinder.- ThesA

cylinders are available in a wide variety of configurations for both hydraulic

and pneumatic applic'ations.' Their-major component& include a cylinder tube.

wit o cylinder covers, a piston, a piston rod, and appropriate packings and

seals. diselection,pf a cylinder for a particular application dependSjon the

force the cylinder must produce and the stresses it will encounter during nor-
,

mal operation. Rotary ac-4-a.tors provide limited rotation and ane usually of

the vane or racand pinion type. The most important consideration in cylin-

der
.

maffitenance is the cleanliness of the working fluid, but proper installa-

tion is also.essential for good performance and extende4 life.

Fluid,motoh are Constructed-in much the same wayas fluid pumps.and have

similar operating chthcteris ics. The speed of hydraulic' motors is cOmpletely

cl\
1

...
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controlled by the oil flow rate and is independent of the Totor load. The

speed of air motors can be adjusted by changing the air flow rate, but their

speed varies with the mechanical load on the motor. Maintenance considerations

for fluid motors are the same as for pumps.

'EXERCISES

1. A double - acting hydraulic cylinder has a piston 4 inches in diameter.

The area of the rod is one-half the area of the piston. The mechanical

Toad for both extension and retraction is 3500 lb and the fluid flow

rate is 20 gpm. The stroke of the piston is 15 inches. Find the

following:
A-

a. Pressure during extension

b. Pressure during retraction

c. Extension time

_________ _ _d, Retraction- time,__

e. Power during extension

. f. Power during retraction

2. A double-acting hydraulic cylinder has a diameter of 5 inches and a rod

diameter of 2,5 inches. The cylinder must retract a distance of 1 foot

against a force of 6000 lb in 1.5 seconds. Find he following:

a. Pressure required (assume no losses)

b. Volume flow rate of pump

c. -Power of pump

Maximum extension force with the same pressure

e. Extension time

List the advantages of fluid motors over electric motors. Consult the

library for further information.

4. Compare the operating characteristics of hydraulic motors and pneumatic

motors,

t

13I

t_
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5. Choose,a hydraulic motor type for eadfi of the following applications and

explain each choice:

a. An industrial motor must develop 300 hp at a constant speed of

3600 rpm. The least expensive motor,elaith this capability is de-

sired.

b. A motor must operate at variable speeds up to 10,000 rpmand must

be reversible.

.c. A motor must develop high torque t less than 50 rpm.

d. The least expensive motor is d d for an application requiring

.30 hp at 1800 rpm. Fluid maintenance is likely to be poor.

6. Exrlain the six most commori causes of cylinder failure.

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Hydraulic power unit

Hydraulic pressure relief valve

Hydraulic directional control valve

pressure- compensated floW control valve

Reversible fluid motor -

Hydraulicflowmeter

Hydraulic pressure gauge

Connecting hydraulic hoses

Pneumatic power unit

Two.pneumatic directional, control valves

Air pilot valve

Needle valve

Air motor /

Compressed air flowmeter

Air pressure gauge

Muffler

Conne6ting pneumatic hoses-

Motor loading device consisting of a steel disk attached to the motor shaft

and riding be weer' two disk brake pucks in a support bolted tot-he work

surface,( stable tension

Tachometer or strobe to measure motor speed

Page 20/FL-05
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

LABORATORY 1. OPERATION OF A HYDRAULIC MOTOR.

1. Construct the circuit shown in

Figure 17.

2. Connect the loading device to

the hydraulic motor shaft.

Set for light tension.

3. Have instructor check the

setup. PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE

4. Turn on the hydraulic power

unit and set the pressure re- . HYDRAULIC
POWER UNIT

"lief valve to the desired

REVERSIBLE i,10TCR

PRESSURE-COMPENSATED
FLOW CONTROL VALVE

FLOWMETER

i 1

6QV

pressbre.
r-t-

5. Operate the circuit with light

tension on the loading device.

Vary the setting of the flow

control 'valve and verify motor

speed conte6EAierafe the . L:'

DCV and verify motor stopping Figure 17. Hydraulic Motor Circuit.

. and reversal.
.

6. Turn the Motor on and adjust the flow control valve to produce the first

.
desired flow or motor speed as specified by the instructor. The loading

device should be set for very 'light tension.

7. Measure the flow rate; motor speed and fluid pressure at the motor, and

-record in the low tension line of Data Table 1.

8. Increase the tension on the loading device to bring the pressure at the

PRESSURE
GUAGE

motor to one-third the maximum system pressure.

9. Measure the flow rate, motor speed, and fluid pressure, and record in the

medium tension line of Data Table 1.

10.. Increase the tension of the loading device to produce two - thirds the max-

imum system pressure at the motor. Repeat the above measurements and

record in thehigh tension line of'Data Table 1.

11. Set the flow control to two other floW rates or motor speeds as spedfied

by the instructor and repeat Steps 7 through 10 for each.

12. Describe the effects of increased motor load on fjow rate, motor speed,

and fluid pressure at the ,motor.
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LABORATORY 2. OPERATION OF AN AIR MOTOR.

START r 1
2. Connect the loading

i AIR PILOT VALVE

1. Construct the fluid

power circuit shown,

. in Figure 18..

FLOW-, device to the airMETER
rt9 /

PRESSURE
'' . /GAUGE 4t

/ 0 Otbr shaft. Set

DC16 /-
----...° / for light tension.
4,--"' NEEDLE AIR MOTOR

3. Have instructor
rl-, W VALVE

STOP t 1

1

' check the setup.
,oeMUFFLER

4. Close the needle

Figure Motor Circuit.

valve for min1mum

flow and turn on the

pneumatic power unit.

Set the regulator

for the desired pres-

sure.

5 Operate the circuit with light tension on the loading device. Open 'he

needle valve to achieve motor rotation. Verify proper operation of start

and stop controls.

6. Turn on the motor and adjust the needle valve to produce the first desired

flow rate as spetified by the instructor. The loading device should be

set for light tension.

7 Measure the. flow rate, motor speed, and fluicrpressdre at the motor, and

record in the low tension line of Data Table 2.

8. Increase the tension of the loading device to increase the pressure at

the'motortto one -third the maximum pressure.

9 Measure the flow rate, motor speed, and fluid pressure, and record in

the medium pressure line of Data Table 2. .

10 Increase the tension of the loading device to produce. two-thirds the max-

imum pressure! -Repeat the above measurements and record in the high ten-

sion line of Data Table 2.
4
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11. Set the needle valve for two other `flow rates,as specified by the intruc-
.

tor and repeat Steps 7through 10 for each. Needle valve sittings should

be made with light tension on the loading device..

12. Describe the effects of increased motor load on -flow rate, motor speed,

and pressure at the motor.

13. Compare the characteristics of the hydraulic motors and the air motor.

DATA TABLES

DATA TABLE 1. OPERATION OF A HYDRAULIC MOTOR.

Flow Rate
(gpm)

Motor Load
(relative)

Motor Speed
(rpm)

FlUid Pressure
(psig)

Low .

.Medium

High,
.

'Loud.) 1

.. Medium

. High

Low

Medium

0

High
.-

,
.

!.
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DATA-TABLE 2. OPERATION OF AN AIR MOTOR.

Flow Rate
(cf )

Motor Load
(relative)

'Motor Speed

(rpm)

i Fluid
.

Pressure 1

(psig)

Lbw a

. v
Medium

High
//'.

Low .

Medium

High
. .

Low

Medium .

7 High
I

_.
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GLOSSARY

Actuator: A fluid power com onent that converts fluidal power to mechan4dal
power, either linear motion or limited rotation.

Cylinder cover: The closures on theends of the cylinder tube.

'Page 24/FL-05
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Cylinder tube: The tube in which the piston moves.

Double -rod cylinder: A cylinder with a piston rod extending out through each

cylinder cover.

Duplex cylinder: Two.cylinders mounted in line but acting separately with

one piston rod inside the other.

Fluid motor: A fluid power device that converts fluidal power to continuous

rotational mechanical power.
4

Piston cushion: A device for decelerating the piston and reducing mechanical

shock to the cylinder.

Rotary actuator: An actuator that produces limited rotary motion.

Rotating cylinder: A cylinder that rotates as part of a shaft and imparts

linear motion to the shaft along its axis of rotation.

Tandem cylinder: Two cylinders in series with their pistons acting on a sin-

. gle rod.
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TEST

1. Chrome- plated steel is commonly used for which of the follmin .

a. Pneumatic cylinder tubes

b. Hydraulic cylinder tubes

c. Piston rods

d. ° Hydraulic pistons

e. .Both b and c

f. Only b, c, and d

2. Which of the following cannot be used to produce rotary motion?

a. Linear motion cylinder

b. Vane rotay actuator

c. Helical rod actuator.

d. Rotating cylinder

e. None of the above (All can produce rotary motion.)

3. The speed of a hydraulic motor depends on ...

a. the fluid pressure.

b. the fluid flow rate.

c. the mechanical load.

d. Both band c are true.

e. All of the above are true.

4. Which.of the following fluid motors can be reversed'without changing

the direction of fluid flow?

a. Axial piston:air motors

b: Radial piston hydraulic motors

c. Unbalanced vane-air motors

d. balancedvane,hydraulic motors

e. None of the above

5. The most efficient type of fluid motor is the ...

a. radial piston motor.

b. axial piston motor.

c: gear motor. '

d, screw motor..

e. Both b and d are true.

144.
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6. Tie rod aonstruction is popular.for hydrauliC cylinders because ...

a. tie rods make long'cylinders more rigid.

b. they put more pressure on the 0-rings for a better seal.

c. they are less expensive to construct than other types.

d. they are better suited"for high-pressure applications than other 40,

types..

e. None of the above are true.

7. The most common,ciuse of'cylinder failure is ...

. a. improper cylinder mounting.

b. contamination of.the working fluid.

c. misapplication of the cylinder.

d. misalignment of the cylinder.

e. over-temperature Operation.

8. Which of the following cylinder types can apply a force to two separate

loads at the same time?

a. Tandem

b., Duplex

c. Double rod

d. Both a and -b

e. Both b and c'

f. All of the above

9. A double-acting hydraulic cylinder has a diameter of 2 inches anti a

'stroke of 12 inches. The, rod diaMeter is 1 inch. The extension, time of

the cylinder is 3 seconds. What is the fluid flow rate?

a. 0.054 gpm

b. 3.26 gpm

c. 7.34 gpm

d. -2.45 gpm

;

e. 13 gpm

10. A double-acting hydrau c cylinder has a cylinder area of 8 in' and a

rod cross section.of 4 in The stroke of the cylinder
C,

is 6 inches.

The retraction time is 4 seconds. What is the extension time?

a, 8 seconds

b. 2 seconds

c. 4 seconds

Page 28/FL-05
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1

INTRODUCTION'

The fluid.distribution system of any power sys,tem must deliver

fluid power to the point of application at the proper time with the proper

flow rate and pressure for the application. Such systems always include fled

conductor and control devices and mayiilso contain means of storing fluidal

energy and increasing the delivery pressure at the component.

This module discusses the major components of fluid distribution systems.

Accumulators for storing hydraulic fluid under pressure and pressure inten-

sifiers for increasing the pressure are described, as well as types and ,

applications Of fluid conductors and the con4Ctors used with each. The

discussion includes descriptions of function and application of directional

control valves, pressure control valves', and flow control vaives in hydraulic

systems.

In the laboratory, the student will construct and operate fluid distri-

bution systems using accumulators, pressure intensifiers, directional control

valves, and sequence valves.

PREREQUISITES

The student should have completed Module FL-04, "Actuators and Fluid

Motors."

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:

1. Draw and label diagrams of the following accumulators and describe the

.functions.,and _characteristics of each:

a. Weight-loaded

b. Spring-loaded

c. Gas-loaded, nonseparable

d. Gas-loaded piston
0

e. Diaphragm

f. Bladder ,

FL-06/Page 1
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2. List three applications of accumulatoi-s and the type used for each

application.

3. Explain the operation of a pressure, intensifier.

4. Given the flow rate of a hydraulic conductor and the maximum allowed

fluid velocity, calculate.the diameter of conductor necessary.

5. Describe the materials used for each of the following types of fluid

conductors, its application, and, the connectors used with each:

a. Rigid

b.,, Semirigid,,

c: Flexible

6. Describe the construction and operation of a four-way, three-position

directional control spool valve.

7. List and explain three-m'ethods of activating a spool valve.

8. Explain the operation of a servo valve. -

'9. Explain the operation and application of each of the followirig types

of pressure control valves:

a. Pressure relief valve

b.. Unloading valve

c. Sequence valve
'is'

d. Pressure reducing valve

10. Explain the difference in the dilseratiop-4a pressurb-compensated flow

control,valve and a noncompensated flow control valve.

. 11. Explain how accumulators and unloading valves can be used to increase

the energy efficiency of a hydraulic power system.

12. -Construct and operate a circuit using an accumulator to power a pressure

intensifier and a circuit for sequencing tire operation of hydraulic

cylinders.

S

IV)
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SUBJECT MATTER

wito ACC(41ULATORS

4
An accumulator.is a device that stores the potential energy of an in-

-
compreSsible fluid alder pressure by doing work against a dynamic force.

This energy can be recovered for later use in the fluid power circuit.

ACCUMULATOR TYPES

There are three basic types of accumulators, each classified according

to the means of applying force.to the liquid in tile accumulator. This' may

be-accomplished with a weight - loaded. piston, a spring-loaded piston, ur by

several methods of applying gas pressure.above the liquid surface.

Figure la shows a weight-loaded accumulator and its fluid power, symbol.

Fluid pumped into the cylinder raises a_large weight attached to the piston.

The weight forces the liquid out of the cylinder-at a later time, providing

power. Weight - loaded accumulatUrs are the only type that deliver a constant

fluid-pressure; They are large and kavy and must be mounted in a- vertical

position:

a. Weight-Loaded

SPRING

SYMBOL'

e

b. Spring-Loaded

Figure 1. Types of Accutpuiators.

GAS VALVE

c. Nonseparator Type, -
N

the spring-loaded accumulator in Figure lb uses the compression force
.

of a spring to alliply,a force to the.piston. Most spring-loaded accumIra,tgs

are designed to deliver small fluid flow at relatively low pressures. Large

150
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or, high-pressure models require a heavy spring and are heavy and bulky. These

accumulators are not suited for applications requiring high cycle rates, as

`-this results in spring fatigue and failure. The pressure delivered by spring-

loaded accumulators is not constant but decreases as the spring extends.

Gas-loaded accumulators of several types operate according to theprin-

ciple of Boyle's law, which states that the pressure of 6 gas varies inversely

with volime at a con ktant temperature. The simplest type of 7--
VALVE

gas - loaded accumulator is the nonseparator type.shown in

Figure lc. It consists of a presSureitank with oil in the

bottom and high-pressure-gas in the ttp. Pumping more ail

into the tank compresses the gas and raises the pressue.

There is no physical barrier between the gas and oil, and

this accumulator must be mounted vertically to maintain the

PISTON separation. The major advantage of this accumulator is that

is can store large amounts of oil in a relatively small

space. However, gas is absorbed into the oil at the air-oil ,

surface, which makes the fluid more compressible and results

in spongy operation-of actuators. The absorbed gas can also

result in cavitation in high-speed pumps. VEor these reasons,

OIL PORT nonseparator accumulators are unsuited for Miasystems.
.

The symbol shown in this figure is used for all ;gas-loaded

. Figure 2. , accumula*s.
Piston-Type
Accumulator.

4.4
$... .my

Three types Of separator gas-loaded accumulators-main-

, tain a seal between ti-re oil and gas. Figure 2

.,shows a piston-type accumulator. Piston accumu-

lators are expensive and are limited to small
L,

sizes. The friction of the piston seal may

cause problems in low-pr'essure systems. Leakage

around the seal tends to occur over a long period

of time. These accumulators are used primarily

with high or low temperature fluids or with

fluids whose characteristics are not compatible

'with other gas-loaded accumulators*. Piston seals

can ,be provided for any fluid.

Figure 3 shows a diaphragm-type separator

accumulator. A flexible diaphragm is clamped

Chscougpri
Sum snit',
Snui on ',viten

/
Fi gure 3:. Diaphragm-Type

Accumulator-

Rage 4/FL-06,
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between two shell halves. A shut-off button on the bottom of the diaphragm

closes the inlet port and prevents extrusion of the diaphragm. The diaphragm

can move from the bottom of the ,

tank almost to the top% giving

this accumulator the highest

volume -to- weight ratio of any

separator type. This typelis

\:sed extensively in aviation

ppltcations.

Figure 4 shows a bladder-

type accumulator in which the .

gas is contained in a flexible

synthetic rubber bladder. Its

operation is similar to that of

the diaphragm type. The bladder.

type must be mounted vertically

to prevent oil from trapped

V11.4 guat0

Va14 Cs°

(00441 hernent

Oil vIv
NYI

N

Figure 4. Bladder-Type Accumulator.

by the bladder as' e pands. .The quick response lightweight, bladder

provides the best performance for pressure regulation and p lsation dampening..

ACCUMULATOR APPLICATIONS

,Accumulators are, used as power-saving devices An several waxs. In a .

-system performing intermittent operations, h small pump can be used to con-
.

-tinuously pump oil into an, accumulator. Oil flow from the accumulator oper-

ates the actuators and provides an oil flow rate several times that delivered

by the pump. This allowsthe use of a small pump and improves overall system

efficiency ay providing for more nearly constant pump output. Accumulators

can 6e employed in a similar manner in any system to increase fluid delivery

'rate momentarily and, thus, increase the speed of an actuator. This is often

done in rapid retraction of double-acting cylinders.

An accumulator can also be used to save power when a system, requires high

pressure but a small flow rate. The accumulator provides the pressure while'

the pump is unloaded by an unloading valve (described later in this module).

This allows the pump to operate with the outlet pressure near atmospheric and

requires little input power to the pump drive.

4.
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Another application of accumulators is to provide fluid pressure and

power when the pump is turned off. Many industrial applications reqUire

positive positioning of actuators for long periods of time. Because of small

leakage through components and valves, pressure must be maintained and a

small oil flow Must be provided. An accumulator can achieVe this with the

pump off.

A similar application'is the use of an accumulator as a.back-up power

source for safety purposes. Pressure loss due to pump or component failure

can cause hazards to equipment and personnel. An accumulator inthe circuit

can provide emergency fluidal power until the actuators can be properly

positioned for safe shutdown. N

One of the most important industrial applications of accumulators is

the reduction or elimination of fluid pulsations. Some pulsation is present

in all pump outlets, and it is a morse serious problem with the more common

gear pumps.. These. pulsations can cause a pulsating motion of actuators and

can set up damaging. vibrations in piping. 'The rapid,,losing of a valve can

',produce a high-pressure shock wave as the flowing oil is rapidly decelerated.

The seve'ity of the hydraulic shock (sometimes called Water hammer) is greater

at higher fluid velocities and can rupture fluid conductors or damage compo=

nentsIr A pA)perly chosen accumulator absorbs thee shacks, thereby protecting

the system. Bladder and diaphragm accumulators are used for this purpose

because ortheir quick responses. Weight-loaded and spring-loaded accumula-

tors and piston type gas-loaded models are not suitable for reducing pulsa-

tion shock.

ACCUMULATOR MAINTENANCE

The proper operation of any accumulator depends on the maintenance of

the seals in good condition and the application of the prOper force to the

enclosed oil. In weight-loaded accutnulafors, force is peovIded by the weight

and is present as long as the weight rests on the piston. The reduction of

applied force in spring-loaded types occurs only if the spring is-weakened' .

or broken. Gas-loaded accumulators depend on the prcapegas pressure,,. This

pressure is usually specified and seimith all the oil exhausted from fhq,

accumulator. Gas-loaded 'accumulators should be checked periodically and the..
. .

proper pressure should be maintained. ,
....

. .
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The rupture of a'diaphragm or bladder will eventually result in gas

entering the hydraulic lines. This will cause sluggish motion of actuators

and a reduction of accumulator pressure as more of the ps charge is lost.

Leaks may not be evident unless the oil level of the accumulator drops to

its minimum. Leaks can be detected by allowing all oil to flow from the

accumulator and monitoring the as pressure. If the gas' pressure continues

to drop after the.accumulator is empty of oil, the gas seal.is

PRESSURE INTENSIFIERS

Many hydraulic and pneumatic systems require one pressure or the opera-
.

tion of most of the system and a higher pressure for specific ctuators.

Pressure intensifiers are used to produce the higher pressures needed without

a high-pressure puma. Module FL-04, "Pumps and Compressors," described a

reciprocating pressure intensifier that provides a continuous flow.of high-

pressure oil. The type described here produces a momentary flow only.

Figure 5 is a single-acting hydraulic pressure intensifier. A piston

with a large area is driven by low-pressure Its piston rod, called a

ram, is forced into a smaller diameter

cylinder. Since the forces on each end

of the piston rod are the same, the

ratio of pressures is the ratio of

aeas. In this model, the piston is

.retracted by spring force. Other in-

',tensifiers may use gravity or the

pressure .caused by the load itself

for retraction. Double-acting pres-

sure intensifiers retract the piston

by the application of high-pressure

fluid above the piston. The high- KIND
COVER

BOOSTER
CHAMBER,

RAM

PACKING

TIE ROO

SPRING

PISTON

pressure fluid is always oil, but

either oil or compressed air may be '

used for the low-pressu're fluid.

With the proper valving pressure,

intensifiers can be used as recipr6-

, cating pumps that proyide intermittent

flow.

(

I NUT

SYMBOL

Figure 5, Typical Single-,Acting
Hydraulic Booster.
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FLUID CONDUCTORS AND CONNECTORS

,In fluid power systems, power is transmitted by fluid flow through

conductors and fittings. In hydraulic systems, the conductor system takes

oil from the reservoir to the pump, then to the actuators, and finally back

to the reservoir. The conductors used must be capable of withstanding the

applied pressure and must be large enough to allow fluid flow at velocities

low enough to prevent turbulence. Pump inlet lines are sized to'give fluid

velocities of not more than 4 gt/sec. Higher velocities result in lower

inlet pressures, which may cause pump cavitation. The maximum recommended

velocity for high-pressure lines is 20 ft/sec. Higher velocities result in

turbulent flow, which wastes.power and heats the oil. The velocity values

given are for any average velocity not for the maximum velocity at the

center of the pipe. Example A illustrates the sizing of conductors.

EXAMPLE A: SIZING, HYDRAULIC CONDUCTORS.

Given: A pump delivers oil at a rate of 504m. The Maximum fluid

velocity in the outlet pipe must be limited to 20 ft/sec for

efficient operation.

Find: The minimum acceptable inner diameter of the pipe.

Solution: Flow Rate:
1 min 231 in3)

Q = (50 gal /min)(
60 sec)(

Q = 192.5,,,in3/sec

Fluid Velocity:

v = (20 ft/sec)(
12 inl

1 ftl,'

v = 240 in/sec

,*

Fluid Velocity
Flow Rate

Conductor Area

"v= g.
A

A =

192.5 in3/sec
240 in/sec

A = 0.802 in'

A = ndl
4

A ,

Page 8 /FL -06
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Example A. Continued:

=
147C

4)(0.802 in2)
3.14

=4.02 in2

d = 1.01 in

The inner diameter of the conductor must be greater than 1.01 i

RIGID PIPES

Rigid pipes are fluid conductors that cannot be tent around obstacles.

They are straight pieces of conductor that have male threads and are connected

with pipe fittings. Steel is the

only material that is widely used

for pipes in hydraulic power sys-

tems. Steel pipe is available in

many standard sizes and strengths

and may be manufactured to contain

,any practical fluid pressure. .

Pipe size is specified according

to the size of the threads. Both

inner,and outer diameters of

stanArd pipes vary as the wall'

thickness varies. k

Figure'6 show's flanged con-

nectorS used to connect rigid pipe

to fluid power components. These .

connectors bolt to the-component

and seal by means of an 0-ring.

Pipe can be welded to the_c_onnec-

tor or screwed into female threads

in the connector. Hydraulic pipe

bas tapered, dry-seal threads.

The pipe and connector threads

make a compression seal at the Figure 6. Flanged Connections for

crests and roots of the threads. Large Pipes (Straight-Type).

'SCREW

LOCK WASHER

FLANGE'

O -RING

b, THREADED PIPE CONNECTIONS

FL -06 /Page 9
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Each time a joint is reassembled, the threads must be tightened further to

provide a positive seal. Frequently, this means that some of the pipe in a

rigid system must be replaced with slightly longer pieces when the system is

disassembled. This problem can be overcome to a large degree by using Teflon

tape on the threads.
.

Steel pipe provides the highest pressure service, but, because of the

difficulty of its installation, it is usually limited to those applications.

Rigid pipe is sometimes used for internal connections in a machine driven by

fluid power where mechanical or hydraulic shock make a strong or rigid con-

ductor desirable. Compressed air conductors are usually made of galvapized

-pipe to resist rust formation. Galvanized pipes should never be used for.

hydraulic oils, as the zinc coaTTni;j4ap0-441-1y increases the oxidation rate of

many oils.

SEIRIGID TUBING-

Semirigid tubing is a metal fluid conductor that is not flexible n

operation but maY'be bent during installation. It is the most popular type

of hydraulic conductor because it is easily installed and requires less space

and fewer connectors than pipe. The use of tubing in pneumatic syst'ems is

.usually Limited to short runs near the point of application of the ai.r. Seam-

less steel is the most common type of tubing, but stainless st , aluminum,

and copper tubing are sometimes used. Copper tubing is.not recommended for

hydraulic, oils because the copper acts as a catalyst in breaking down oil

additives and because it can work, harden from vibrations and become brittle.

Tubing is ,available in several wall. ,

thicknesses. Its size is specified by

the outer diameter of the tubing. The

pressure handling of tubing varies with

diameter and wall thickness. Some steel

tubing can operate at pressures above

50001 psi.

CUTTING EDGE

PILOT

FITTING SHOULDER

Figure 7. Flareless Tube Fitting.

Page 10/FL-06

Tubing cannot be threaded but is

-connected with a variety of tubing con-

nectors. Figure ,7 shows a popular type

of flareless connector used with tubing



that cannot be flared. A cutting edge on the inner surface of the sleeve cuts

into the surface of the tubing and prevents it from being forced out of the

connector. The sleeve is compressed along its length

to grip and reinforce the tubing at the connector. This

forms a positive seal without constricting'the tubing.

Figure 8 is a Swagelok tubing connector. It grips

the ttrKing by means of two metal ferrules that are corn-

pressed onto the tubing. The compression forms a tight

seal but does not noticeably constrict the inner diam-

eter. This type of connector can be disassembled and

reassembled many times without leakage. It will also

withstand greater pressure than the tubing itself. This

type of connector has become very popular because of its

reliability and ease of installation.

Fig.ure 9 shows several other common types of gibing',

connectors. The 37° flare fitting is the most widely.

used fitting for tubing that can be flared. The 45' Figure 8. Swagelok
Tube Fitting.

'flare fittings were used for high-pressure applications

before compression fittings were developed, and they are still in use today.

0-ring fittings are also used for high-pressure eals,of Wiping that cannot

be flared.

37° FLARE FITTING ,

STANDARD INVERTED

45° FLARE FITTING

FERRULE COMPRESSION,
FITTING

0-RING COMPRESSION
FITTING

SLEEVE COMPRESSION
FITTING

Figure 9. Threaded Fittings and Connectors Used with Tubing.
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r,-
CORRECT INCORRECT

sir

CORRECT INCOriIRECT

Figure 10. Tubing Installation
in a Fluid System.

_ -

straight tubing sections, which can lead to failure. Tubing connections .

should always contain a bend to allow some flexure. Figure 10 shows correct

and incorrect ways to Make tubing connections.

Several precautions are necessary

in the installation of tubing. Care must

be taken to avoid' mechanical stress.

Longer lengths of tubing should be sup-

ported, and tubing should never be used

to support any componytt All -parts

installed in tubing lines, such as heavy

fittings and valves, should be bolted_ .

down to-prevent-motion-that could lead to

tubing fatigue. Straight line connections,

particularly for short lengths,lithoUld be

avoided. Tubing tends to lengthen and

contract slightly as pressure is applied

and released. This produces stress on

FLEXIBLE HOSES

Flexible hoses are used to connect fluid power components whenever the

component is subjected to movement- These hoses are made of layers of wire

braid and synthetic rubber with an inner conductor that is compatible with

the fluid used. Several styles are available with maximum working pressures

from 250 to 5000 psi. Higher pressure types have several layers of wire

braid that may or may not be alternated with layers of rubber.

Hoses are available with maleand female pipe fittings and with compres-

sion fittings. Fittings may be straight or may have angles of 45°' or.90°.

Permanent fittings are attached to the hose ends during manufacturing and

cannot be removed and reused. Reusable fittings are Compression fittings

designed to grip the hose between a sleeve insIde\the hose and a compression

ring on the outsidql. This type of fitting can be removed from one piece of

hose and installed on another. _

Systems in which components are frequently disconnected may employ quick

disconnect couplings (Figure )1). 'These are available in straight through

models that do not seal either the male or female connector when disconnected

Page 12/FL-05
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' and in models that automatically seal

one or both conductors. 'The connector,

shown in Figure 11 is a two-way shut-

off coupling. ',The plungers are held
AhV

against seals by fluid pressure wh.:,n.
;

the couplers are disconnected. - During ItZE5kl&

operation, the couplers are held to-

gether by ball bearings that catch in . Figure 11. Cross=Sectional View

a groove in the male connector and are -of--Qtri-c-k-Di-sconneetGoupling-.

held in place by the locking sleeve of

the female connector. When the locking sleeve is removed, the ball bearings

may retract, and fluid pressure forces the couplers apart ard'seals the ends.

These connectors should be protected from dust and dirt, 4s these particles

could easily enter and con-

taminate the fluid lines.
.

Under pressure-, a hose

may change in length, becom-

ing either slightly longer

or shorter depending on the

type of hose. Connecting

.hoses should always contain

some s ck to avoid tension.

Hoses should never be twist--

ed in installations, as

pressurizing the hose tends

to straighten it and may

loosen the connector.. All

hose bends should be made

with A radius large enough

to prevent pinching of the

hose, and the motion of

components should not re-

strict or kink the hose.

Figure 12 shows several

correct and incorrect hose

installations.

INCORRECT
iits*-4111==111111if..ii

CORR EC'

...

CORRECT

-5.
, INCORRECT

LZ:litnlo

CORRECT INCORRECT

CORRECT

/

. r

,..

.

INCORRECT

..;:i.

mi.

1«
=

CORRECT

.

' l '' !!

INCORRECT

Figure 12. Hose Installations.
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an. PLASTIC TUBING

Plastic tubing has gained in popularity for low-pressure fluid power

-applications because it is inexpensive and easy to install. It is widely

used in pneumatic systems because the pressuot is usually under 100 psi.

Low-pressure hydraulic systems may also usj. plastic tubing. Fittingsus0

with plastic tubing are_almost identical to those used with steel tubing.

FLUID CONTROL DEVICES

Fluid control deVices consist mainly of valves for controlling the

direction of:fluid flow, fluid pressure, or fluid flow rate. Awide variety

of control components is available. Some of the more common ones are dis-

cussed here.

DIRECTIONAL 'CONTROL VALVES

Directional control valves (DCV} are used to control the direction of

fluid flow in fluid power systems. Figure 13 illustrates'a check valve, the

simplest type of directional control valve. The check allows flow,in

POPPET SPRING.

SYMBOL
spring-loaded poppet valve

FREE FLOW NO FLOW in the fluid flow line.
DIRECTION DIRECTION

Fluid_flow_from one direc- , k

tion pushes the poppet open:,

OUT allowing flow. Pressure

applied from the back side

of the valve acts with spring

tension'io close the valve,

preventing reverse flow. .

Check valves are used in both hydraulic and pneumatiC systems. Some are

pilot operated and can be controlled by flUid pressure from a remote location.

Other types of directional control valves are used to direct fluid flow

to a rom'components. Two-way valves have two ports and can be opened or

closed to control 416w in,a single conductor. Several valve types may be

used for this application. Three-way valves have three ports: .one connected
.

one direction only. This

particular model is a simple`

IN

Figure 13. Operation"of Check Valve.
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to the fluid power source, one to the power component, and the third to the

reservoir in a hydraulic system or exhaust in a pneumatic system. These

valves are used to{ connect a single-acting cylinder to the pump fo extension

or to the drain f4 retraction.. Some have a third position in whi h fluid

flow through the valve is blocked, locking the position of the ac uator.

Four-way control valves have fou'r.00rts and are used tokontrol double-
.

acting cylinders, fluid motors, and other reversible fluid actuators. 'The

four ports are connected to the pump, reservoir, and each port of the actuator.

The most common type offour-way control valve is the spool valve -shtwn sche-

maticallyiin Figure.14. It consists of a valve body containing fluid ports

and passages and a spool

that can be moved from

side to side. The center

port on the bottom of the

diagram is connected to

the fluid power source.

The two outer ports of the
:ze

diagram are actually con-

nected internally within

the valve and to a fluid

conductor leading to the

reservoir of a hydraulic

system or to exhaust in

a pneumatic system: The

TO "0"
"A" TO TANK A B

A

P T

P- T

PRESSURE TO "A"
"B" TO TANK

SYMBOL .

Figure 14. Spool Positions Inside

Four-Wayalve..

,upper ports lead to the ends of a double-acting cylinder or other actuator.

The schematic diagram of this valve shows the two connections possible'with

a two-position valve. One position extends the cylinder and the other re-
,

tracts it.

The seals in spoolyalves are nonpositive seals'and allow a small amount

--of- oil flaw through the space between the spool and the valve body. This

fluid is drained back to the tank through the tank connection. Spool'valve

failure usually occurs because of worn seals, which results in excessive

flbid leakage.

Figure 15 shows a"manually actuated, spring-celered,Ithree-posi-tion,

four-way control valve. In the centerrposition,Tirports of this valve are

162
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T (TANK) PASSAGE

"B" PASSAGE

P (PRESSURE) PASSAGE

"A" PASSAGE

'fir/
Jev

*A" GAUGE PORT

"B" GAUGE PORT

V

4

Figure 15. Manually Actuated, Spring - Centered
Three-Position, Four-Way Valve.

blocked and no flow occurs. Springs on the ends of the spool return this

valve to the center position automatically. All four-way control valves have

the same connections for the two end positions.

Spool valves may also be actuated by fluidal or electrical input signals.

In 4 pilottoperated valve, a fluid cylinder is located at each end of the

spool "With its piston connected to the spool. Applying pressure to one of

these cylinders shifts the valve spool in the direction awarfrom that end of

the valve body. The use oflilot-operatedcontrol valves will be discussed

in Module FL-07, "Fluid CIsrtilits.".. A solenoid-actuated valve is_ope in which

the valve spool is moved by,an electrical solenoid. It allows direct elec-

trical controlof the direction of fluid.flow. Pilot-operated and solenoid-
,

actuated control vabies usually h4e Springsfor centerTng the spool when the

input signal is removed.

Most directional control valves are of.the spool type, but others are

also in use. Figure 16 shows a rotary DCV consisting of a rotor with oil

passages closely fitted inside a body with oil .ports. Rotating the control .

handle moves the rotor to one of the three posittons indicated. The syAol

for this type of valve is the same as that of a spool valve. The symbol in-

dicates the function of the valve not physical construction.

,

Page 16A-06
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TANK

ROTOR TURNS IN
BODY 19
INTEPcoririEct
OR BLOCK PORTS

BODY

PUMP

PRESSURE PORT TO A"

"B" TO TANK

TANK

POMP

CENTERED
(CLOSED CENTER)

ALL PORTS BLOCKED

SYMBOL.

Figure 16. Rotary Four-Way Valve.

TANK

PRESSURE PORT TO '8;

"A" TO TANK

I

Figure 17 shows a shear-flow rotary direction conti2ol. valVe.,,,, The fluid
.

passtages of,,this.valve have the same pattern as the valve in Figure 16r, ,bit
fr-'4/

the,specil seal design allows this valve to act as both a 'directional control

valve and a flow control valve.

HANDL

SHAFT

STATIC
SEAL

THRUST BEARING

HOUSING

1,10TOR,/lo

.sNEAR-.sEAL.RING

-r`
SPRING

MINIMUM TURBULENCE
MINIMUM PRESSURE DROP

Figure 17. Shear-Flow Rotary
Directional Control Valve.

16j.

I

4
7
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Rotary directional oontrol valves;are usually activated manually or

mechanically. Both spool and rotary DCVs are used in 'Dogmatic as well as.

hydrauliC systems.

'SERVO VALVES

Servo valves are directional control spool valves that-can control both

the direction of flow and the flOw,rate. They are similar to the rotary

valve in Figure 17. Servo valves are used with feedback sensing,devices to

°provide very accurate position, Velocity, or acceleration of an actuator:,,

Figure 18 shows the principle 1^

with a mechanical feedback link

used'to position a piston in a

cylinder. The position of°the

valve spool is controlled manu-

ally; the position of the valve

body igiimtrol.led by the me-'

chanical linkage to the piston.

If the spool in the figure is

moved to the right, oil will

flow from the inlet port to

OUTPUT

FEEDBACK
LINK

CYLINDER

TANK INLET 'TANK
.

SLIDING
SLEEVE

INPUT,

Figure 18. Mechanical-Hydraulic
Servo Valve.

port A and from port B to the tank. This causes the piston and the valve

body to move to the right. The speed of the motion decreases as the center

portion of the spool comes into alignment with the inlet port. When the

inlet port is /cOrifpletely blocked, the piston is held in place. This type of

co trol is'used'in powe'r steering in automobiles. The feedback to the servo

v'Ive may also be electrical or fluidal.

PRESSURE CONTROL VALVES

In pneumatic systems, the pressure is controlled by pressure regulatof's

.(described in Module FL-03, "Fluid Storage, Conditioning and Maintenance").

In hydraulic systems, pressure control, is Achieved by a variety of pressure

control val3les. 44*

The most widely used pressure control valve is the pressure relief valve

shown in Figure 19. The inlet from the pump is sealed by a spring-loaded

Page 18 /FL -06
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piston (1). When pressure is4less

- than the valve setting, the vaive

remains closed (2). The valve

closed until it'reaches the crack-

ing pressure. At this pressure,

the valve begins to open, and oil

flows through the valve and back

to the hydraulic reservoir (3).
g

Higher pressures cause the valve

to open. wider until it will carry

the entire pump output if the rest

,SPRING
TENSIONS

J

VT-.. INLET
(FROM PUMP)

(2)
(3)

_

SYMB(JL

Figure 19. Simple Pressure
Relive Valve.

ofsthe system is closed. Almost, every hydraulic pump is protected by a pres-

sure relief valve.

The schematic diagram of the pressure relief valve indicates that it is

a pilot-operated deivce. This is a device in which fluid pressure moves a

piston. In the valve in Figure 19, the pilot pressure is the pressure of the

pump outlet applied directly to the valve piston Other types of pressure

relief valves can be operated by pilot signals from other locations.

,
An unloading valve is similar to a pressure relief valve but is con-

structed to operate due to pressure applied to a pilot port. This valve

remains closed until pressure at the port reaches a preset level. Then the

Valve opens and remains 'open as long as the pressure is applied to the pilot

port. Unloadingvalves,are used to "unload" the pump in hydraulic cjrcuits_ _____

using-accumulators for energy storage. The pilot pressure is applied by the

pressura"of the accumulator. The unloading valve is used to allow the entire

Pump output to drain into the tank at atmospheric pressure. This means that

the pump does not pump liquid against pressure and consumes very little

energy. A pressure relief, valve requires that the pump be fully loaded when

no oil is required' by the system. The maximum pressure must be maintained

to operate the Pressure-relief valve. This causes unnecessary consumption

of pump drive power and converts this power to heating-of the 9j1 inthe

pressure relief'valve. Unloading valies and accumulators improve the energy

efficiency and thermal properties of hyd-raulic systems. ItS,schemptic'symbol

is the same as that 'of a pressure relief valve, but its pilot is connected

to some other component.

166' FL-06/Page 19



A sequence valve operates exactly like a pressure relief valve, and is
. , .

used to control the sequence of,operation of hydraulic actuators. ,A sequence

valve is used to control the operating sequence of two single-acting cylinders.

The valve'is set to remain closed at the pressure required for the operation
(

of one cylinder. When pressure is applied to the circuit, the alve remains

closed and the cylinder extends. When it reaches the 'end of i s travel, the

pressure rises and the sequence valve opens to operate the,other cylinder.

Another type of pressure control valve is the pressure reducing valve.

This,valve does not block.fluid flow but maintains a reduced pressure down-

stream from the valve for the operation of lower pressure componentS. The

pressuce reducing valve allows- a portion of-the oil entering it to flow ba

to the tank from the spring chamber. Only enough oil is allowed to flow wit

the valve outlet to maintain the reduced pressure.

FLUX CCNTRCL,VALVES

Flow control valves control the rate of fluid flow through the valve.

In most pneumatic systems, simple needle valves'are used'for flow control.

_Flow control valves for hydraulic' systems usually incorporate a cheq,,veTve

to prevent re'erse flow.' In the noncompensated flow control valve, the flow

rate varies with pressure.. This type of valve is suitable only for systems
4

in which the Oressure is relatively constant during valve operation. The

pressure-compensated flow control valve adjusts to changes in system pressure

in order to; maintain an almost constant flow at all-pressures.

OTHER CONTROL DEVICES

Several other control and. safety devices are used in fluid power systems:

Figure 20 shows a hydraulic fuse for pump,protection. It is a thin metal.
t

DRMN
TO TANK

INLET
PRESSURE THIN

METAL DISC

disc that ruptures if the pressure

exceeds a certain value. Thessche-
.

matjc diagram shows ,a hydraulic fuse

I-J Used as fail-safe protection for a

SYMBOL
.......... pressure-compensated pump. If the

pump,. pressure control fails, the

hydraulic fuse infects the pump

component's:Figure 20. Hydraulic Fuse.

Page 20/FL-06
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Hydraulic systems often include, temperature- activated electric switches

that shut down the system or sound an alarm if the oil temperature exceeds a

certain value. In pneumatic 'systems, pressure-activated switches are used to

turn the compressor on and off.
.

The fluid distribution system of a fluid power system includes fluid

conductors and valves and may contain-accumulator's and preSsure intensifiers.

Fluid conductors in pn'eumatic stems are usually galvanized pipe with short

runs of hose or metal or plas is tubing for component connections. The most

widely used hydhulicjluid conductor is steel tubing, but steel pipe and-

.flexible hose are also important in hydraulic systems.

Fluid control `valves can be grouped into three basic classes. Direc-

tional control valves control the direction of fluid flow to and from compo-,

nents. The-most common type is the spool valve. Pressure control valves

1.--/ allow fluid flow only _under certain pressure conditions. These include

pressure_ relief valves, unloading valves, sequence- valves,,and:pressure re-

ducing valves. _Fluid flow valves control the rate of fluid flow through the

valve.

Hydraulic fluid-distribution systems may also contain accumulators for

storing energy in fluid under pressure. Bath hydraulic and-pneumatic systems

may use pressure intensifiers to produce high pressures for, the operation of

some components.

EXERCISES

Explain the uses of accumulators in hydraulic' circuits, including two,:

ways -theycae-systems more energy efficient.

Draw a dfagram of a double-acting pressure intensifier in a pneumatic .

circuit. Include the valves necessary for its operation.

3. Ahydr aulic pump delivers fluid at a\flow rate of 150 gpm: Determine,
.

. the minimum acceptable diameters foe the pump.suction4line and the pump
.

outlet line. a,ti

4
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4. Explain the applications of each orthe following types of fluid con-

ductors and the reasons they are chosen for those applications:
. .

a. Rigid

b. Semirigid

c. Flexible
/ .

Draw schematic symbols for each of the following valve types and de-

scribe the function of each:

a. Three-position, four-way DCV

b. Two-position, three-way DCV

c. Pressure relief yalve

d Unloading valve

e. Sequence valve .

f Pressure reducing valve

g Noncompensated flow control valve

h. Pressure-compensated flow control valve

L. Explain, with a diagram, the operation of a servo valve:

7. Explain the difference in energy efficiency of a system using a 'pressure

relief valve and one using an unloading valve.

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Hydraulic power unit

Pressure relief valve

Two double-acting-hydraulic cylinders

Single-acting hydraulic cylinder

Pressure intensifier

Accumulator (spring- loaded'or gas-loaded)

DCV -

Two check valves

Two sequence valves

Two'pressure gauges

Connecting hydraulic hoses

;

Page 22/FL-06
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LABORATORY PROCEDURES

1. Construct the hydraulic.circuit shown in Figure 21. This circuit illus-
.

trates the operation of both accumulators and pr7essure intensifiers.

2.- Fill the high-pressure section of
P
2

the pressure intensifier and the

. hose to the cylinder with oil.

The pistons of both should be

fully retracted. The pressure

intensifier must have sufficient

volume'displacement to fully ex-

tend the cyli.nder. '

3. Turn on the hydraulic power unit:

Operate the DCV to assure proper

circuit operation.

4. Retract the cylinder, measure

andrecord P1 in the Data Table,

and turn off the hydraulic power

unite

5. Operate the circuit. Measure and record both pressures at the full

extension of the piston'. Operate the circuit a total.of four cycles

or'until it will no,longer operate. Record both pressures at the full

extension of the piston on each stroke.

4

Figure 21. , Accumulator-Pressure
Intensifier Circuit.

CYLINDER A CYLINDER B

6. Explain the operation of each compo- ri

nent in the system. Include the A
pressure ratio of the pressure in-

tensifier and the reasons for any
____.

pressure variations betweeh succes-

sive pistom,strokes. L__J

7.- Disassemble the circuit and assemble

the cylinder sequence circuit shown

. in .Figure 22.

8. tBefore operating this circuit; pre-

06-7-4°
dict the. sequence of actuator opera-

0
tion, starting with both pistons

170

L.1

Figure 22., Cylinder Sequence
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fully retracted and continuing for a full cycle of the circuit. Record

this in the Data Table.

9. Operate the circuit. Were your predictions correct?

10. Explain the operation of each component in the circuit.

DATA TABLE t

DATA TABLE.

Accumulator-Pressure Intensifier Circuit

Trial ! PI (psig) 1 P2 (psig)

Initial

1

2

3

ExplaQation:

Cylinder Sequence Circuit

Predicted sequence of operation:

Circuit explanatio'n:

Page 24/FL-06
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.GLOSSARY

Accumulator: A device for storing energy in a nydraulic.system by storing

hydraulic fluid under pressure.

Check valve: A valve that allows flow in one direction only.

Directional control valve: A fluid control valve that controls the direction

of fluid flow to and from componelts,

Flexible hose: A fluid conductor that flexible in use --litually a hose

rT-i-nforced with wire braid.

Noncompensated flow control valve: A valve for controlling the flow of

.hydraulic fluid in which fluid flow rate varies with fluid pressure.

Pressure-compensated flow control valve:- A valve for Controlling the flow

rate of hydraulic fluid in which the flow rate is the same for all

pressures.

Pressure intensifier: A double cylinder and piston device used to produce

higher pressures in pneumatic and hydraulic systems.

Pressure relief valve: A valve that opens when the pressure on its inlet

exceeds a certain value used. for pump protection.

Pressure reducing valve: A valve that maintains 'a lower pressure downstream

from the valve.

Rigid pipe: A'fluid conductor that is connected with pipe fittings and cannot

be bent usually steel pipe.
;

Semirigid tubing: A fluid conductor that is not flexible fn use but.can be

beat for installation usually steel tubing.

I

172
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Sequence valve:. A pressure relief valve used'to dlay the operation of one
. actuator until another has completed its operation.

Servo valve: A directional control valve that has feedback control and can
control fluid flow used for accurate positioning.

. Unloading valve: A pilot-controlled pressure relief valve that allows a pump
to deliver fluid at atmospheric pressure while the system is powered by
an accumulator.

4.

4
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TEST

1. Which of the following accumulators can be used effectively for pulsa-

tion dampening?

a.1 Spring-loaded"type

b. ,Gp-loadki piston type I

c. .Gas-loaded bladder type

d. Weight-loaded type

e. Both b and c

2. Pressbre intensifiers ...

a. may be powered by,eirther compressed air or hydraulic fluid.

b. may use either compressed air or hydraulic fluid as the high-
.

pressure

c. can provide continuous flow at high pressure with the proper

...valving. .\

a.., Both a and b are-'true.

4
e. Both a and 'c are true.

B. The maximum fluid velocity in a pipe carrying 80 gpm is 15 ft/sec.

What is the minimum allowable.diameter of the pipe?

a. 5.3 inches,.

b. 2.2 inches.

c. 1.7 inches

d.. 5.1 inches

e. 4.3 inches

4. Semirigid hydraulic conductors ...

a. are connected with pipe fittings. 7

b. are not widely used because they are too flexible%

c.!!":cannot be used at pressures above 1000 psig.

should'never be used in'straight lengths for short connections.

e. are more difficult to install than rigid types.

51 '.Which of the following should never be used for hydra4lic oil conductors?

vat

a. .Copper tubing

b. Galvanized pipe

c. Plastic tubing
It

d. Both a and b

e. All of the above

174 .2FL-06/Page 27
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6. A three-way directional control valve can be used to control which of

the following components?

a. Single-acting cylinder

b. Double-acting'cyl,inder

c. Constant speed hydraulic motor

d. Reversible4-hydraulic motor

e. Both a and c

7. Which the following is not true of spool-type four-way directional

co ro valves?

a. They always block fluid flOw to and from the actuator while in

the center position.

b. They have nonpositive seals and allow some oil leakage at all

times.

c. They may be designed to return the pump output directlyto the

reservoir while in the center position.

d. They are not as widely used as rotary DVs.

e. Both a and b are true.

f. Both b and c are true.

8. Which of the following pressure, control valves is used to increase the .

energy efficiency of a hydraulic system?

a. Pressure relief valve

b. Pressure reducing valve

c. Sequence valve
Alt

d. Unloading valve

e. Pressure-compensated valve

9. Most pneumatic systems use which of the following for flow rate, control.

a. Pressure regula rs'

b. Pressure-compens ted flow valves

'c. Needle valves

d. Pressure reducing valves

e. -Both a and c

. 10.. Servo valA for position control include which of the following design

st, features?

a. They can control both direction of flow and rate of flow,

b. They have a stationary spool and a manually positioned valve body.

Page 28/FL-06
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41

.0*

c. They connect pump pressure to both sides of the actuator when the

16ad is in the correct position.

d. They require electrical sensing circuits.

e. Both a and b are true.

.a

A

I'

Gla

,

1

.
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INTRODUCTION

lu,. power circuits are always designed around the drircuit actuators'and

should as simple as possible to accomplish the desired results. In pneumatic
9

circuit,s the actuator speed depends oh the rate at which the delivery system

can provide compressed air at the actuator and the resistance to flow in. the

actuator exhaust. In hydraulic sy ms, actuator speed dependntirely on

the flow rate of oil, to the actuator.,;
0--

. This module discusses the basic design features of pneumatic and hydraulic

circuits -and controls. Topics include basic hydraulic vid pneumatic circuits',

speed control, motor control, synchronous operation of actuators, methods of

increasing the speed of hydraulic actuators, and the overall efficiency of hy-

draulic systems, . \
.

In -the laboratory,'t e student will construct.two hydradlic circuits for

operating the same,compone t one using a pressure relief valve and one usjng

)
a pump unloading valve. The efficiency of the twp circuit6ill be measured

and compared.

PREREdUISITE

The student should have completed Module FL-06, "Fluid Distribution and

Control Devices.;// U .

-,,

Upon completion of this module,(the student should be ab, k to:

1. Explain the operation of a. given fluid power,drcUit and identify each

component.
,

.

.

a . ,

2. Explain the basic procedure used to designing simple hydraulic ci .uits. 4

3. Explain. the factors that limit the speed of operation of actuators irprieu-.,,
c>

4. Explain three methods of flow control used in hydraulic circuits, 10 sthte

which method)iS used in pneumatic circuits.

matic and hydraulic circuits.

FL-67/Pag
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'5. Draw,label, and explain circuits for accomplishing synchronous motion

fia

in the following:

a. (Ydraulic cylinders.

(1) by series connection

'(2) using motors as synchronizers

Hydraulic motors
.

,Pneumatic

Explain how each of the following is used to increase actuator speed in

a hydredufTc circuit:

u.v a. Regenerative circuit

t b. Accumulators ' .°

4

7, 'Explain how the speed of a pneumatic cylinder can,be,increased.
. -

:8. Draw and label hydraulic circuits with the following features and explajo

how each saves equipMent cost and .operapng energy:

a. Pump unloading with center position of DCV

b. Pamp unloading with an unloading valve.Pimp

c. Oodble-pump system

d.. Accumulator used as a leakage compensator

e. Acovmulafor in a double pump circuit
.. .

,
.

9. Construct two ,hydraulic circuits for powering the same load .one using a
' 4

pressure relief valve and the other using a pump unloading val've. Deter-
.

, mine the engrgy consumptiOn and efficiency of each circuit during a full
. .

%
.

a , cycle and compare the two. \

.I

glr

.

0
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SUBJECT MATTER

FLUID' POWER SYMBOLS

Several symbols used in fluid power schematic diagrams have been introduced

and used in the previous modules in this course. TSble 1 lists some of the

more common graphical symbols that conform to the gmerican National Standards

Institute (ANSI) specifications. Many of these -symbols will be'used in the

circuit diagrams in this module. Refer to thi5 table as necessary for component

identification.

d

#

TABLE 1. ANSI SYMBOLS OF HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS.

LINES AND LINE FJNCT1ONS.

UNE, wORKING

UNE, PILOT ;L>20w1

LINE, DRAIN (L<Svr)

CONNECTOR

UNE, FLEXIBLE

LINE, JOINING

LINE, PASSING

DIRECTION OF FLOW,,
-4YORAULIC -
PNEUMATIC

UNE rpRESERVOIR
ABOVE FLUID LEVEL
BELOW FLUID LEVEL

LINE TO VENTED MANIFOLD

n.1.1COR PLUGGED
CONNECTION X

RESTRICTION, FIXED

Rf,STRICtION, ;/ARIABLE

PUMPS

PUMP, SINGLE
FIXED DISPLACEMENT

PUMP, SINGLE
VARIABLE DISPLACEMENT

MOTORS AND CYLINDERS o ,

MOTOR, ROTARY,
:1XED DISPLACEMENT

11'

MOTOR, ROTARY
vAWIABLE OISPLACEmENT

MOTOR, OSCILLATING-

CYLINDER, SINGLE-ACTING

CYLINDER, DOUBLE-ACTING

CYLINDER, DIFFERENTIAL
ROO

CYLINDER, OOU
ENO ROO

CYLINDER, CUSHIONS
BOTH ENDS

r.
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TOle 1. Continued.

MISCELLANEOOS JNITS

DIRECTION OF RCTAT;ON. . -
ARROw IN FRONT OF SHAFT)

COMPONENT ENCLOSURE
,

4

RESERVOIR, VENTED

RESERVOIR, PRESSURIZED

PRESSURE GAGE

TEMPERATURE GAGE-.

FLOwmETER ,FLOW RATE)

ELECTRIC MOTOR

ACCUMULATOR, SPRING
LOADED

1

ACCUMULATOR, GAS
CHXRC.,*E0

PiLTER OR STRAINER'

HEATER

COOLER

TEMPERATURE CC,`NTROLLER

INTENSIFIER

, PRESSURE SWITCH
-

"

BASIC VALVE SYMBOLS

tHiCK 'VALVE

MANUAL hIUT OFF
"S..".. VALVE

er BASIC VALVE
ENVELOPE

VALVE,; SINGLE FLOW
PATH, NORMALLY CLOSED

.4

4'

BASIC /,ALvE SYMBOLS CONT.,

VAL'iE, SINGLE FLOW
.PA,TH, NORMALLY OPEN

VALVE, MAXIMUM .
PRESSURE ;RELIEF)

)BASIC VALVE SYMBOL,
, MULTIPLE FLOW PATHS

FLOW 'PATHS BLOCKED
IN CENTER POSITION

- 4

7.7

,mk,17IPLE FLOw PATHS (ARROW
SHOWS FLOW DIRECTION)

VALVE EXAMPLES

,01
'I vij

UNLOADING /AL'/E,
INTERNAL DRAIN,
REMOTELY OPERA 'ED

. DECELERATION ALvE,
NORMALLY OPEN

.

SEQUENCE VALVE,
DIRECTLY OPERATED,
EXTERNALLY DRAINED

PRESSURE REDUCING
VALVE

COUNTE1, BAIIANCE
iAlvE '4FH INTEGRAL

CHECK
S

FmTPERATURE AND-
PRESSURE COMPENSAZEQ
no* CONTROL NMI
INTEGRAL CHECK

?<

.
DIRECTIONAL VA

. TWO - POSITION, THREE-
. CONNECTION

DIRECTIONAL VALVE,
THREE-POSITION, FOUR- .
CONNECTION

VALVE, INFINITE
POSITIONING (INDICATED
3X,HORIZONTAL-BARS)
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Table 1. Conttnued.

a 4'

mE I nODS OF OPERA LION

PRLSSunE %:OmpENsAIOR

WENT a./

MANUAL

MECHANICAL

'PEDAL OR TREADLE `

PUSH BUTTON

mETHOQS OF OPERATION, s

LEVER

PILOT PRESSURE

SOLENOID %r 64

SOLENOID CONTROLLED,
PILOT PRESSURE OPERATED

SPRING

-stoic!)

r

BASIC HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS . .
.t.

-

.

.:
....,

.,-
, .,,

Basic hydraulic-circuits are widely used to power a single actuator.. This
,

discussion centers on the operating principles of simple circuits, which also
. .. ,

go'vern the operation of more complicated circuits. * .:

,,

CYLINDER CIRCUITS .

.

The simplest hydraulic circuit is one usgeto power a single-acting *cylinder.

Such a circuit consists of a.hydraulic power unit; A single-acting cylinder; a

three-way, two-position directional control valie'for direCting'flOw io'andL,

from the cylinder; and adecfuate piping to translOort ble Oil. ;(Such a circuit

was constructed in the Laboratory section of Module FL 1, "Introduction and.

Fundamentals of Fluid Power.")
.

All hydraulic circ re designed around the CircuitiactuatOrs. rn the

simple single-acting cyl r circuit, the cylinder is chosen first based ongthe

load, extension distance, and circuit-pressure.. The pump is chosen for proper

operation in the desired pressure range. The deliver rate of the-pump is chosen

to give the correct opergting speed of7the actuator based on the'volume,offluid

necessary for full extension and the desired extension time. A .pressure 'relief

valve protects the pump and establishes maximum system pressuA. is,

sized to aopmmodate full pumpdelivery.with.an acce$table fluid velocity,

usualliless)_than 20 fps. 'The directiOnal.control valve (07) is selected to

give the proper it flAnctions. Allcomponent§ should haye fluid ports large

.

182
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enough to maintain the fluid velocity at an acceptable value. If the ports

are too small, the flow may be restricted enough to partially open the pressUre

relief valve and the cylinder speed will be less than desired. .Turbulence in

small ports will also consume power and produce heating of the hydraulic oil.

Figure 1 shows- a circuit for operating a dpuble-acing cylinder, which is

slightly more complex. It is controled by a four-way'DCV. If the Weft envelope

of the valve is used, the cylinder in this circuit is.retracted4'if the ,right

envelope'is used the cylinder is extended. At the end of its travel;in either

direction,' the piiton stops and oil flows through the pressure relief valve to

the reservoir. The system pressure is maintained at the Mak'imum by the pressure
ct t

relief valve. A two-position valve has,only two ssible positions and cannot

6e-used to stop the load at an intermediate point. .The three-position valve in

Figure 1 has a tenter blanked position'for stopping the load at any desired

point.

4

N I^

1111.1

g--7/7#7,.4%hfi117/11/7?,

3P/i/deliall//1/1//,

Figure 1. Three-PoOtion,
'Four -Way Directional Control

Valve Used to Control Piston
Movement in the Cylinder.

During the retracting stroke of the

double-acting cylinder, oil enters the 1`

rod end of the cylinder at the pump:deliv-

ery rate. Because the rod occupies some,

of the volume of this end of the cylinder,

the piston velocity is greater than for

the extensiorrsthAe (ihd the force prol-

duced i- s.less). The fhter motion of °.

the piston forces 4,1groilt of the blanked,

end ,of* the cylinder at a rate greater.

than the,pump delivery rate. ^Fluid con- .

*tors, which carry oil from the blanked

end of the cy,linde.r back to the reservoir,,

Must be sized for this higher llow rate
-

or flow restrictions may occur.

MOTOR OIRCUITS . 0 .

,

The.simplesecircuit for controlling a N;draulic-motor,is one for a con-

stant speed motor that rotates in only one direction; fhe circuit' control con-
,

sists of a two-way yalve that turns fluid flow to the 'mot or ON and OFF. The

motor drains, irectly to the reservoir. . -

Page 6/FL-07 .41
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Figure.2.shows the simplest cir-

cuit for operating a reversible hydrau-

lic,motor at a constant speed. The

controls'of this circuit are identical

to those of the cylinder circuit in

Figure 1.Whis circuit is designed--

around the specifications of thefluid

motor chosen.

f SPEED CONTROL

In many circuits, the speed of

operation of actuators must be con-

trolled. This is accomplished with

flow control valves, which can be

applied in three ways. Any of the

three methods discussed can be 'used

to control the speed of'actuators or

motors,

Figure 3 shows metering-out or exhaust flow control. In this circuit, the

a
forward movement of the`, piston is controlled by the adjustable orifice in theme

flow conirol,'which controlsthe volume of oil exhausted from the cylinder on

Figure 2. Closed-Center, Three-
Position, Four-Way DC7 sec to
Control a Hydraulic ,lo:or :cr
Rotation in Either Direction

Its- forward stroke. The extension veloCity

of the piston is set by a? flow control valve

located between the piston exhaust port and

the DCV. This valve limfts tfle,flow from'

the rod end of the piston "and, thus, firrvits

flow 'into the blank end of the pistog)for

extension.

Figdre 4, a similar flow control

..s

valveris-iocated in the-power line be-

tweentween the DCV and the piston and re-

stricts flow into-the. blank end iof,the

oistor.1, thereby limiting the extensioh

speed: This is ca'lled metering-in flow control. In both cases, a cheek valve

isinciuded to allow full flow around the flow cotrol valve during the

a

L

FROM HYDRAUUC Par SOURCE

Figure 3. Metering-Out or
Exhaust Flow Control.

,"
tI
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FROM HYDRAULIC POWER SOURCE

Figure 4. Metering-in
Flow Control.

f

TT

L
I

retraction stroke. When flow is limited in

either of these ways, the excess output of .the

pump is returned to the reservoir by the pres-

sure relief valve. Thd flow va ve in figure 3

is a noncompensated valve an will work properly

only tf the system pressure is maintained near

the maximum value. The vertical arrow in the

valve symbol in Figure 4 indicates that this

valve is prgssure compensated and will control

the flow at any pressure. Such valves are also

available with temperature compens'ation to main-

tain.a constant floW as oil viscosity changes

with temperature.

if

p_,

FROM HYDRAUUC POWER SOLACE

Figure 5. "Bleed -off"

Method of Cdntrolling Piston
Movement in a Cylinder.

Figure 5 illustrates eed-off

flow control in which a por ion of the

pump delivery is passed through a flow

control valve back to the ank. The

cylinder speed is reduce because it

only operates on the portion of the

flow that is not passed by the flow

control valve.

BASIC PNEUMATIC CIRCUITS

Basic.pneumatic circuits are similar to basic.hydraulic circuits but are

somewhat simpler since the working fluid is not returned to the system. All
d

pneumatic circuits employ the basi4c principles presented in the.following para--

.graphs. .

4
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CYLINDER CIRCUITS

The basic circuit design for air cylinder operation is the same as for

hydraulic cylinders except the working fluid is exhausted kist past the DCV rather

than being returned to the system. Figure 6 shows a pneumatic,circuit for double-

acting cylinder operation. Like the
zb

ydraulic circuit shown in Figure 1, this'

circuit allows the load to be stopped at

any.point along its travel. Sines air'

is ,compressible, accurate positioning

.
is not possible and t e piston is likely

\

to move if the load on it varies.

The speed of operation of the air

>,cylinder depends on the rate at which

compressed air can be delivece o e

side of the piston and exhausted m the

other. _Since compressed air is stored in

a tank under pi-essure, the capacity of

the fluid conductors not the compressor.

capacity limits the speed of actu-

ators. Increasing, the diameter of the

pipes will increase the speed of the.

cylinder.

This c4rcuit'also shows the filter-

TANK
FRL

L2
'1i

EXHAUST PORT

"11

MUFFLER

Figure 6: Three-Position, Four-
Way DCV Used to Halt Piston
Movement of the Cylinder at

. ;ntermediate Stops.,

regulgtor-lubricator unit. This component s'houl'd-be located inXie air line

to each pneumatic circuit as close to the actuator as possible. In cases of

a long air line-from a control valve tp an actuator, an additional lubricator

may be required at the actuati. The remaining pneumatic circuit diagrams in

this module do not show the FRI.-unit, but it should aNays be assumed to be

present.

.
MOTOR CIRCUITS

F

The circuits for operating air motors are simiTar to those for hydraulic

motors except that air,motors.Usually exhaustdirecetly to atmosphere.. Figure

7 shows a slighly moreloomplicated control scheme using push-button valves

186
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START

STOP

Figure 7. Push:Button
dp

Control of an
Air Motor.

for pilot control of the DCV'. This

non-reversible air motor could also

be operated with a manual DCV of

similar design. Air motor speed

varies with the load on the motor

but also depends upon the rate at

which air is delivered to the motor.

SPEED CONTROL

- Speed control of pneumatic systems

is accomplished by metering the flow

into or out of the component. Pressure

line metering is usually avoided with

cylinders because it can result in

r7//://-/;,7,7; ph?, erratic cylinder movements. Most pneu-
i?, ,;(atz,v&I -

&//a/Z/ matic flow!bontrols consist of adjust-

' r--
able needle valves on the exhaust side

of the component.

The speed of an actuator can be

2]
varied by the circuit shown in Figure 8.

12
4 The rod end of the,cylinder is connected

FROM
AIR SUPPLY

to a component containing a two-way

valve, a check valve, and a metering

valve. The switch is operatedby a cam

on the piston rod. At'the beginning of
Figure 8. Cam-Operated Speed Control

Used to Provge Two Different the extension stroke, the two-way valve

Pist Speedsl-
is open apd the Or in the rod is vented

atmosphere. This gives the Greatest

piston velocity. en the cam actuates the valve, aid must exit the cylinder

through the flow valve. 'The-check valve allows full flow in the opposite direction

for rapid J'etraction. This control circuit can be used to move a load at two dif!'

ferent.speeds or'to decelerate the piston to reduCe Shocks.

Page 10/FL-07'
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The'speed of air motors cannot be closelx controlled unless the load

constant. The speed is Usually adjusted by a metering valve on the exhaust

'of the air motor.

MULTI- PRESSURE CIRCUITS

Pneumatic systems. often.oper&te at several different preisures.' The Main

air supply usuallylhas a-pressure (*) about-'90 psig. Regulators for ach circuit

are set to reduce the line presstre to that required by the"ci;-cuit: Pilot-

controlled circuits like the one illustrated in Figure'? often use pilot control

pressures of 10 psig.
..

In some cases, 'two different working pressures are required in 'one pneu-

matic circuit: .The ajr-pbwered chuck shown in Figure 9 reqUires a large holding

fbree during deep rough cuts on the. part

being machined an a lighter holding force

during finishing cuts to prevent distor-

tion of the part. The large force is

applied by actuating the right solenoid'

valve. This appliesjuill circuit pressure

to the rod end of the piston. When force
ti-S

reduction is required, the left solenoid
7

; valve is actuated, which channels lower

pressure air from a second regulator to

the blank end of the cylinder. This accom-

plishes 'a specific reducticorh,in holding

force. Pressure reducing valves perform

the same function in hydraulic circuits.

fa.

/7/7; 'y3POWER CHUCK
GiwaXi "91

REGULATOR el--; l

**'- SYNCHRONOUS MOTION

t o'

Figure 90LPneumatic Cir-cuit
Designedlfor4 Two-Pressure

Operation in Conjunction with
Power Chucking/Equipment. .,

,

In many fluid power applications, the motion of, two or more actuators or-

motorl:must be synchronized. Various methods of accomplishingsynchromus ma

tion 61.e discussed in the following paragraphs. ,-
r
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HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS IN SERIES

Figure 10 shows a simple method of synchronizing two hydraulic cylinders.

The cylinders are connected in series so that the oil flows from therod end

of cylinder A to the blank end of cylinder B on the extension stroke. If the

cylinders are the same size, they will both extend at ,fixed rates, but A will.

Figure 10. Cylinders
Connected in Series. I

I I

extend more rapidly and move farther

than B. In order to produce synchro-'

nous.motion, the area of the piston

in cylinder B mist eqiial the differ-

ence in areas of the piston and

rod in cylinder A. The pump must

be capable of delivering a pressure

that will pf7Vide-the total driving

\,-force of both pistons on the piston

in cylinder A. Half this force

will 'be transmitted to the piston

in cylinder. B. These restrictions

make this circuit undesirable for

many applications.

FLUID MOTORS AS SYNCHRONIZERS

Figure 11 shows a simple method of

synchronizing several identical hydraulic

Cylinders. Each cylfnder is connected in

series with a positive-displacement pump.

The puMp shdfts are-connected so that all

pump's rotatelpbgether'. The pump and cyl-

inder combinations are connected in par-

allel. This produces expellent synchro-

nizatlon of any number of-cylinders.

Cylinders of different sizesfcan beAyn- .

. dironized fif the pump displacement.for

/- ,each,q1indels changed accordingly..

The major disadvantige Os-f) this system'iS:

1figure 11. SyrichrontzAlgn
Three Hydraulic Cylinders.

. Page i2/FL-07-:

it1 cost. .-SeverriAl_ortker methods may be

used 'to synchronize bydra.titjc.cylidders.'
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A1R.CYLINDERS

Since air is a compressible fldid, it cannot be used as a

medium. Air cylinders arl,often synchronized by using

tandem, as,shoWn fin Fiugre 12. Each

air-oil cylinder consists of a

double-acting air cylinder and a

double-acting hydraulic cylinder

with a common rod. -Compressed air

is delivered to,all air cylinders,
,----<-

-

in.parallel for actuation together.,

The series hydradulic circuit

causes all pis-tails to mame_together.

This is one of the best synchro-

nous,cirquits and is also used in

hydraulic power systems.
3

HYDRAULIC MOTORS

Fixed-displaceMent hydraulic

motbrs can be synchronized by cOrr-

necting theM i series, as shown

in Figure 13. If the two motors

have the'amedisplacement,

will rotate together. As with

series piston dircuits'; the pump

must be'able to deliver sufficient

,pressure at the first motor in

the circuit tedrive the loads of

both. Air motors:cannot be syn-

-chrohiz4d.

synchronizing

air at-cd oil cylinders in

/ 0 '
- 1

T T X

Figure 12. 1yRchronous Operation
of Three Air-OilCylinders.

:,,, Figure 13, Two Identical Positive-
Displacement Motors Connected in Series.

FL-07/Page 1



ACTUATOR SPEED

4

In some applications, the speed of fluid power actuators must. Se'inceeased

beyond that which is available with the simple circuits discussed earlier. This

section discusses how this may be accomplished in pneumatic and hydraulic cir-

cults.

PNEUMATIC CIR6UIS

(

The speed of a pneumatic actuator can be increased by increasing the air

delivery capability of the high-pressure piping and controls o,r by decreasing

4,

r..

FROM AIR 'SUPPLY

resistanceto airflow in the exhaust
.

line. Figure 14 .shows a qu. R-exhaust

valve used to increase tfh' operating ,

speed of an air hammer kith the valves

in the positi9ri shown,,-airegters the

rod end of the cylinder 'and raises the

, load. When the DCV is moved to the her

position, the air in the pilot chamber

of the eXhauSt valve is exhausted through

the DCV. The spring\return, of the exhaust :

valve pushes its spool` upward, venting,

the rod end of the cylinder directly

Figure-14., Quick- Exhaust Valve to atmosphere at a location near the
Used to Inc-rease Piston Speed

cylinder:
in theoCylinder.

HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS

The speed of h draulic actuators is limited-by the rate at which the pump

can-deliver hydrau ic,fluid: Speed can be increased only if the 'fluid delivery

rate cAn Be increased. Economics and eff0ency often demand that this be

accomplished without increasing puMp capacity. Figure 15 shoWs a simple method

of increasing the extension velocity of a double-acting hydraulic cylinder.

This is called a regenerative circuit because the oil in the-rod,end of the

,cylinder is channeled to the blank end 'during extension. The extra volumb of
,-.

oil' extends the cylinder pore rapidly. Because both ends of the cylinder are

Page 14/FL-07
191c
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f
at equal pressure, during extension, the

effective force.lproducing area his the

area of the piston rod. Thus, the regen-

er'ative'circuit trades maxmium force for

increased speed. Other methods of pro-

%4

.SLACKED

viding the, increased flow rate fop-rapid

actua o movement during part of a cyc'le

are discussed' in the following section.

Figure

-1"

16 shows an accumulatqr

used to tincrease the operating speed of

a hydraulic cylinder in both directions.

When the XV is actuated, the flow from

I ' I

the pump is.supplementled by flow from

the accumulator to increase the flow

rate into the,cyltnder. The increase
1

in speed is dependent upon/

.the capacity of the aCcumii

Tator and the size- o(the,con-

necting pipes. Pipes and

valves between the accumu-0

flitqr and the cylinder should

be enlarged to gccommo

-.*-the -increased flow rate.

pressui-e relief valve in.

this circuit may bd'replaced

by 4 pump unloading, valve,

as-itescribelin.the next

section of this module.

Figure 15, Regenertive

..

Figure 16. Aiscumulator:as) n

Auxiliary Power Source,- ',

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS . 1

Mid power systems have varying ppWerreqUiremerits during different parts ,
. ,

\ ai
of their operating cycle. In pneuthatic syste0s, the compressor stores the work 4.-

..
..1in-fluid under pressure and, when the einrgy is use thelxwer requirements

,, : 'I'.

111/6 little effectd0 systemeffjCien$Y: Hydraulic'RUMp,An the otherhand,);

deliver flUid.atla constant flow rate', milther the system requirkfor bot:-''
. .,. "1 *- .

o.

.1)

.10 es
. a h
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The power required by the pUmp drive increases ct,it1) delivery pressure, as de-
s

scribed in Module FL-04, "Pumps and Compressors.," When a hydraulic system with .

a 4essure relief valve reqUires no oil flow, the pressure relief valve allowS

the pump delivery to flow back to the reservoir while maintaining the maximum

. system pressure. ,This requires the maximum power input on the pump drive. The

input energy is'ouerted to heat in the oil by the pre'SsUre relief-valve.

Thus,whesuch-aesystem does not work, it consumes the maximum amount of energy

and creates the greatest` amount of heating to. hasten the decomposition of the

oil seals. Higher pressures -and temperatures.also promote pump .wear and

failure. The energy efficiency of a hydraulic sy$tem can be increased by re-

.ducing the,aMount of fluid flowing through pressure relief valves. This may

be accomplished in several- ways', depenbing.on system requirements.

PW.T UNLOADIG

Pup unloading in a hydraulic system consists of reducing the pump delivery

pressure:to' near atmosphericin order to reduce its input power requirem'ents to

the minimum value while the pump output is not needed. One simple method of
,

unloading a pump is.to jse a threes-position, four -way DCV with a center con-

; nectionlhai returns the pump output directly to the tank. If a circuit such

as the/one shown -in Figure 1 is used for' holding a load in a' fixed position

r any length-of time, this simple ohange can greatly increase its efficiency

and tihe'life o9 the oil and components.-

Figure 1,7. Simple Pump
Unloading Circuit.

Page 16/FL-07
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Figure 17 shows the use of a pump unloading.

valve. This is'a pilot-operated va.41Ve that

allows the pump output to flow to the reservoir

at atmospheric pressure as long as a preset

pressure exists at thee pilot port. The check

valve permits flOd from the system actuators

to flow thrOugh the &lOading valve and maintains

the pressure in she-system. This valve unloads

the pump any time Nits output is not needed to

move the' piston.



DOUBLE-PUMP HYDRAULICSYSTPS

#0* .

Hydraulic systems for operating presses often require a large flow rate

at low preSsure for extending the piston until contact is made with the work
.

piece and a low flow rate ata much higher pressure for he forming operation.

This can be accomplished with one large, high-pressur pump; however, such piiMps-

are very expensive and have other drawbacks as well. During rapid ex mnsion',

they would. operate at low power. During the pressing operation, most o their

fluid delivery would be forced through a pressure relief valve.

The most economical solution to this problem for most such applications

is the double pump circuit - shown in Figure 18. Both pumps can be driven by

the'the same power source. During

rapid extension of the piston at low

pressures, both pumps deliver fluid

to the system. When the rod en-

counters the work piece, the pres-

sure increases, thereby closing the

check valve above the low-pressure

Ipump and opening the pump unloading

valve. The high-pressure pump pro-,

duces the necessary pressure at'a low

flow rate'. The'excesi flow from this

pump oei through the pressure relief

valve, but this fluid volume is

usually, so smell that there is little Figure 18. Double-Pump
Hydraulic System.

HIGH PRESSURE

LOW
FLOW PUMP LOW PRE,SSURE

HIGH FLOW PUMP

heating effect in the total fluid

volume Of the system;
.)

USE OF ACCUMULATORS TO IMPROVE SYSTEM EFFICIENCY

Figure 19 shows the use of an accumulator to reduce the size of pump nec-

essary for a hydraulic system in order to increase system efficiency. _The

accumulator imcreases.the actuator speed" above the speed available with the

pump alone and acts as an'auxiliary power source for holding, and compensating

for 19akage. pressure-actuated electrical switch turns the pump. off when

it is not needed, reducing the power consumption to zero during extended holding

operations.

4.
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1..

4

PRESSURE
SWITCH

Figure 19. Accumulator as a Leakage Compensator.

C&--0;=ADCUMULATORS IN HIGH-LOW CIRCUITS

Figure 20 ghows'Inet efficient dual power hydraulic circuit using an

accumulator as an.auxiliary power source. The figure shows the circuit with

the valvds positioned for rapid exten-

sioh of the piston. Fluid flow is pro-C

Yided to the cylinder by the high -pres-

sure pump, the low-pressure pump, and

the accuMulator. When the pressure in

the cylinder rises above the pressures

of t e accumulator and low-pressure pump,

the ch ck valves in.the lines from these

components close. This pressurealso

actuates the pilot-controlled DCV direct-

ing the output of the low - pressure. pump

to the actuator to recharge it. The

check valve below the accumulator prevents

HIGH
-7-

any reverse 'tow from the accumulator
PRESSURE

PUMP and allows the use of a pump unloading

LJ valve for the low-pressure pump'. An'

unloading valve is also used with the

E Figure 20. Accumulator as an
high-pressure pump. The check valve

Auxiliary PoWer Source.
above it maintains pressure for holding

operations while the pump is unloaded.

LOW
PRESSURE

PUMP

Page 18/FL-07
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,

_SUMMARY
f

Fluid power circuits are always designed arounkthe cirduit \actuators and

the functions they perform. In pneumatic systems, the speed of an actuator

is determined by theilow rates-in the dir delivery system and the resistance

to flow in the exhaust - ports. In a hydraulic system, the maximbm flow -rate

is the delivery rate of the bunip, unless special circuits or,.components are'sed

to provide auxiliary flow. The piping of hydraulic systems, is sized to present

)ittle resistance to fluid flow. 4.

Speed control is accomplished in hydraulic circuits by the use of flow

control valves in three locations. In pneumatic circuit's, flow control is

4
.

usually applied to the exhaust port-for smoother cylinder operation. Hydraulic

cylinders can1b synchronized by"connecting appropriate cylinders in series

or by using aralleled positive-displaceme'nt pumps as metering devices to supply

each cylinder-with the same flow rate. Compressed air cannot be Used as a syn-

chronizing fluid, but,air cylinders can be synchroni2ed by using air-oil tandem

cylinders with a closed'serieslihydrauliC circuit connecting the oil cylinders.

Fixed-displacement hydraulic motors can be sjacchronized by simply connecting

them in series. The speed of hydraulic cylinders can be increased by using'

I ia regenerative circuit, by using an accumulator as anauxiliary power source

during fast extension, or by using a dual pump sysTem.
/

The key to increasing the energy efficiency of a hydraulicAySteM is to
,,

'reduce the amount of oil that flolks through pressur^e relief valves. This is

usually accomplished by unloading the pump so its:delivery pressure is atmo-

spheric pressure.

\/

EXERCISES

De ribe the operation.Cf the follow,ing circuits, starting with:the cylinders

fully retracted in each case. ,Explain,the,purpose of each component.

4\
*196

0
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A

a.

b.

CYLINDER 1

4

J
2

r- `,-

L_ _ _ _

CYLINDER 2

4

2. Redraw the circuit shown in' Figure 1, 'showing the use of a pump unloadin

valve and an accumulator acting as an uxiliary pump source and leakage

compensator:

'3. Draw a simple flUid circuit showing the synchronous-operation.of three.

double7rod hydraulic cylinders.

4. Consult the library, and draw and describe at least one method of synchro-
,

nizing the' fluid power actuators not diTcussed in this module.

5. Explain three methods of 'speed control iff hydraulic circuits,

6: In the regenerative circuit in Figuee 15; the.rod area is one-half the

piston area. If the .pump delivers fluid at 20 gpm,, what its the flow rate

into the. blanked end of the cylinder during extension? Explain.
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7. Explain how each of the following can increase the efficiency of a fluid

power system:

a. Pump unloading valve .

- I

b. Double-pump system

Accumul.ators,used as auxiliary powersourcess,

LABORATORY MATERIALS

Hydraulic power unit

Four - ;ray, tnree-pasition.2LV with blanked center

Double-acting hydraulic cylinder with friction-type loading device

Check valve

Pressure relief valve

Unloading .valve

Connecting hoses

Electrical wattmeter

'Stopwatch

English scale

LABORATORY PROCEDURES

V. Construct the fluid power circuit shown. in Figure 1 of this module.

'2. Connect the wattmeter to the electrical input of the hydraulic power unit.

3. Operate the, circuit to assure proper operation. Set tension on loading

devfee to produce near the maximum pressure during the retraction stroke.

4. Opei-ate the circuit and measure the quantities listed in the Data Table.

All powers are electrical input power measured in Watts.

5. ' Calculate the total energy consumed by the power unit during a cycle,

4 including a holding time of 20 secon4s. Convert the answer to foot-Pounds.

550 ft.lb.)
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6. Calculate the mechvanical work done by the cylinder during the cycle. This

can be done by first determinillg the force exerted by the piston for ex-

tension and retraction strokes by multiplying the pressure for elac-h stroke

times the effective area for that stroke., Work for each str0eis the
..\.-

product of force and piston stroke. Express the total work for the cycles

in foot-pounds.

7. Calculate the overall efficiency of the cylce based on the electrical in-

. put energy and the mechanital work done.

8. Disassemble.this circuit and construct a similar circuit using a pump un-

loading valve. This is the circuit from Exercise 2 without theaccumula-

tor. This circuit must include a check valve in the pump outlet line.

Have instructor inspect the circuit. Do not change4the tension on the

cylinder loading, device.

9. Perform Steps 4 through 7 using this circuit.

10. Compare-the operation and efficiency 'of the tlio circuits.

Page 22/1L -07
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DATA TABLE

DADA TABLE.*

Circuit litn Pressure ;el:el' /alve:
,-

'ISZ:31 strt.e.
.

Extens'ont7Te:
.

..etraction,tIme i .

:cover curing extension: . I

-Power during retraction:

Power during nolCincl:
4

Pump aeliverypressure during extension: -

,.',;1.0 delivery oress,.re .1L.r'ng retract:0n.

P,= celive,:, pressure ,Purhc no:rng:

:aiz,ja:',src,

J :sec or :Js 7e aitr to :7-g :7re ... ::, sesoncs:

..e:ran.:al .cr. :pre.

; .

C,.r.t.,,it 041:n P.,mo ,nitacrng 4ai,e \
iston sr:roAe- \

Extension : :re:

:etraCt7on .,re: .

:0,4e, J4r"; ectension .

:aer .1,,ri.rg retractiOn.

=%twer ourng lo;c:ng.

P4mp leive,-y oressur'e atiring extens-3n. ,

.

Pumo,aelivery pressure during' tracflon: '

Pumo delivery pressure during nolding: .

.

lik
Calculation:

.

Fred sec 'sr ciee with no7olng t:me of 20 seconcs:

''eonan;ca, .orx cone:
c.,

,:ycie efficienty:, ,
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GLOSSARY

a

4.1

y ,.-
.

Air-oil cylinder: A tandem cylinder.consisting of 4n air cylinder and an oil
cylinder with a common rod, used for synchronizing the operation of pneu-
matic cylinders.

Bleed-off flow control:' Hydraulic flout control -in'which a portion of the pump
delivery is allowed to flow directly to the reservoir.

Double-pump circuit: A hydraulic circuit using a high-volume, low-pressure
pump for rapid cylinder extension and a low-volume, high-pressure pump

,for,exerting large fcIrces'on'a load that is nearly stationary.

Metering-in flow control: Flpw control in which the flow rate of oil entering
a cylinder or motor is *trolled.

Metering-out flow control: Flow control in which the flow of exhaust fluid
from 4 component is controlled.

Pump unloading: A method of increasing system efficiency by delivgring the
full flow of the pump to the reservoir with \atmospheric pressure at the
pump outlet while no fluid flow i,s required by the system.

Regenerative circuit: A hydraulic circuit in which the oil exiting the-rod
end of the cylinder on the extension stroke enters the blanked end to
increase the rate of extension.

-.4.

.
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TEST

1. In'a properly designed basic hydraulic circuit, the speed of an actuator
..t .

de ends on ..,
?

a. the delivery rate of the pump. 2-- .

b. the resistance to fluid ,flow

c.

in the high - pressure fluid conouctors,

,, the resistance to fluid in the exhaust lnes.

d. 'Both a and c are true.

..,e., All of the above
,
are true. 1

2. In a properly.deSigned basic pneumatic circuit, the speed of an actuator

depends upon

a. 'the capacity of the compressor.

b. the resistance to fluid flow in the compressed air delivery lines.'

c. the resistance to fluid flo0 in the exhaust lines.

d.. Bdth.b and,c are true:

e. All of the above are true. .

3. Whichof the following speed control methods is most common, in pneumatic

systems? ,

Metertng,-in flow control . .

b. Metering-out flow control 'VP

c. Bleed-off'flow'contral --

d. Both a and b are used about equally,

e. All are commonly used.

4. The first component selected in the design of bisiehy6aulic systems

is the ..."

a. , pump. --
b. 'control" valve.--

c. cylinder.

d. piping.

e. pressure relief valve.

5. In the most c9mmon type of simple hydraulic system, the pum0-requires the

greatest input powei^ during ...

a. piston extension against a load.

r. b. piston retraction with no load.
,

c. rholding at full extension with no piston load.

d. -holOng at full retraction With no piston load.

e.' Both c and 4 are true.

4, 204.
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.6. Hydraulic cylinders cannot be synchronized by which Of the following means?-
. .

a. Connecting two cylNers in series with the piston area of one equal

tQ the difference in piston and rdd areas of the other

b. Connecting-identital double -rod- cylinders in series

c. Using identical tandem cylinders h the forward cylinders of each

tandem cylinder connected in a cl sed series loop

. O. Using hydraulic pumps with their output shafts connected as metering

devices fbr cylinders ,,
. ,.

--.

e. None
,

of the above are true. (All maybe 'successfully used.)
, .

7. The speed -of a hydraulic actuator cannot be'increased by ...
. .

a. us'ing an accumulator as an auxiliary power 'Source.

b. using a low - pressure, high-volumepump for part of iheextenson-

.cycle.
4 ,

C. . incrdasing the sYze of the fl. uid conductors.
. . 1

d. increasing the maximum pumpdelivery pressure.
*. _

e. Both c and d are true. .: -

8. The most important factor in increasing the energy efficienty pf a hydrau-

lic power system is .... ,:.
.

.
. i

'a. decreasing the amount_of flUid flowing through pressure relief,valves.,
.

._ -,_
...

L,.....2b. decreasing the am t of energy lost because of resistance to flow-in
, .

fluid conductors.

c. usinglower operating pressures.

d: using higher operating pressures.

e: Both a and c are (lually important.
6

Which-of the following circuits does not normally include a check valve?

a. Pump.unloading circuit

'b. Double-pump .circuit

c. Accumulator used as a leakage comfiensator

d. Exhaust.flow control-,circuit

e. None ofthe above are true. (All normally require check 'valves.)
/

-10, Replacing a pressure'relief system with a pump unloading system will

usually i.esult in ..,

.a. lower oil preisures...

b. higher;oil temperatures.

longer oil life.

longer pump Tife.

e. Both c and d are true.
4.

ql -
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INTRODUCTION

TrOUbleshooting fluid circuits is the prOces'orlocating and correcting

malfunctions and failures in fluid power systems. In many cases, this can

be,difficult and frustrating because the cause of many fluid power problems

may not be readily apparent. T 's is part' ularly true of hydraUlic systems

where a variety of probleTs may arise in the components of the hydraulic power

unit. The variety of flukirpower components and the va'riat'ions and complexities

Of fluid power circuits ape descriptions of detailed troubleshooting techniques

for specific circuits and componenfs a task beyond the'icope of this module.

The intent of this module is to 'give gener'il guidelines that can be .app)ied

to troubleshooting in any fluid power system. Topics discus'Sec include the

causes of most fluid power failures, mb,spring instruments used for trouble-
.

shooting, and oommon measurement techniques. A variety failure symptoms

are listed and the possible.causes of eacn system are given. The discussion

also,includes sdfety circuits, precautions, necessary for troubleshooting safety

circuit's, and safety regulations.

.In the laboratory, the studen't will perform trouble^shootin4 procedures'

on fluid power circuits and prepare a.report of the hnditiollof-ttie circuit

and any problems located.

I

PREREQUISITES
dr;

The stu4nt should hdve completed Module FL-07, "Fluid Power Circuits."

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the student should.be.able to

1. Explain the purpdge of troubleshooting in fluid power, systems.' .

:-)12. .List and explain seven causes oifailure in fluid power systems. .Include a.

.
.

.

, the steps that must be.taken to prevent each. - . ,

0 ,

3. , List and explain 10 mistakes that are sometimes made in fluid power inr
... ,

siallatians: . .

f
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4. List-the. thiee quantities usually measured in hydraulic circuit trouble-
.

shooting, anddescribe the instrehents used foe the measurement of each.

5. Draw and label al diagram of a hydraulic 'circuit tester and explain its

operation. .

6. Draw circuits showing:testing of fluid power components and explain what

problems each test will reveal.

,7. Given symptoms of malfunctions'in fluid power, systems, identify possible

< malfunctions that-would result in each symptom.

8. List and explain the Seven steps that should- befollowed in troubleshooting.

procedures.-%

9. Draw and label diagrams of a-hydraulic circuit using an accumulator as

°an emergency power source and a two- handed pneumatic control circuit.

Explain the operation of each circtt.

10.' Perform troubleshooting procedures oft-pniumatic and hydraulic circuits

and prepare.a report on thTcoviition of each dircqt.

* s.
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SUBJECT MATTER

MAINTENANCE AND TaatIBLESHOOTING TN FLUID POWER SYSTEMS

Fluid power maintenance is the routine inspection, repair, and replacement
ti

of components and materials in a fluid power system to ensure the proper and

efficient operation of that system and to prevent unscheduled stoppages. Trouble-

shooting.is the collection of-methods for locating and correcting a problem

that develops in the system., Maintenance and troubleshooting functions tend

' to overlap. For example. a routine maintenance procedure is often to listen

to the pump and noteany unusual noise, as such noise is often the first sign

of developing problems -Noise is also.an important indicator of the location

of' a problem during troubleshooting.

Fluid power systems are easily damaged because of the high working forces

and the ,close tolerances of surfaces moving under high pressure. They require

More maintenance th'en any other power delivery system. Procedures discussed

in this module are primar.ily intended to identify failures in ple system. They

are often a part of maintenance procedures since'many circuit problems are

found during maintenance. The troubleshooting techniques described here are

employed to locate the cause of the problem. Emergency troubleshooting can

be avoided by-implementing a well-planned maintenince program.

CAUSES OF-PA/LURc t--

In a well-designed, installed, and maintained fluid power system, failures

during normal operation are rare, Unfortunately, many systems are subject

to built-in errors and neglect. The followihg discussioh centers on factors

that contribute to malfunction in fluid power systems.

The most common cause of failure of working componentsin fluid power

systems' is contamination of the working fluid with particles that destroy seals

and metal surfaces in sliding contact. Contamination of the working fluid

results in scored pistons, rods, and cylinders, deterioration_ of pump sears,

and worn valve seats. Particles may stick in sma openings and valve compon-

ents And cause malfunctions. If a dirty working fluid is used leaks will

develop quickly and components are likely to seize. The life expectancy of

all components decreaSes as system cleanliness decreases.

2O7
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Heat is not often a problem in pneumatic power systems, as the working

fluid acts as a cooling medium and is exhausted to the atmosphere. In hydrau-

lic power systems, the oil cr-ies the heat away rom components, but the heat%
ecenergy is contained in the recirculating oil and mu t be removed through the .

reservoir walls or by heat exchangers. Heat causes rapid oxidation of hydrauliO

oil and can damage packings and seals apd'cause spool. valves to stick. Opera-
/

tion at higher. temperatures reduces the lubricating properties ofoils and

may result in more -rapid pump wear or seizure in high-pressure, high-speed

pumps:

MaappLization

One comMOn cause of component failure in fluid power systems is misapplica-

tion of cOmponents. Cylinders are often damaged because they are subjected

to strains and shock loads' for whin they.were not designed. The use of cylin-

ders
.

with cast iron covers in applications with high hyc4bilic shocks is sure

to lead to failures. Long piston rods may be bent if Subjecte tdside loads

or if used to develop forces beyond their rated capacity. In sel iting fluid

poWer'actuators, the buyer should provide the supplier with detailed informa-

tion concerning actuator load and use. For most applications, several types

of actuators are available with varying costs and reliabilities. Inadequate

components are alway; less-expensive initialler, bUt are often quite costly

in the long run.
...

Imionopen Ftikipits on Poon Ftuid.Maintenance

A variety of problems can result in a hydraulic system when a fluidjs

used whose properties are not suitable for the system. If the viscosity.is

too low, the pump may wear more quickly and excessive leakage may occur;.if

it is tod high, pump cavitation and sluggish operation may result. If the fluid

is not compatible with seals or other materials in the system, chemical reactions

may destroy components. Oil containing water or that is highly oxidized wild' ,

promote rust and ccfi-osion. In pneumatic systems, component failure often

resulti because of inadequate lubrication.

Page 4/FL-08
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ralt.e.ty* Inztattation

The following problems may result from ipcorrect installation procedures:

('1. Flow controls may be reversed, limiting flow in the wrong direction.

2. ..Directional controls may be connected incorrectly. This is more probable

in,domplicated syster involving numerous pilot connections.-
.

3. Piping may be too small. This is particularly likely when accumulators

are used for rapid piton extension in hydraulic systems. All piping

must be large enough to provide full fluid flowat velocitieS less than

20 fps. Using conductors that are too small in pneumatic systems will

cause the actuator to be sluggish.

4. Actuators may be installed with too much back pressure. Long runs of

exhaust piping.in pneumatic circuits may reduce the actuator speed. In

hydraulic systems, small return lines on the location of an actuator so.

it must return oil to a reservoir located above it will not usually slow

the component but will rob the system of pother because of the pressure

drop along the line.

5. The installation of a hydrauliC power unit in an enclosed area with poor

ventilation is likely, to cause,overheWpg. The reservoir must be ,sur.--

rounded by freely flowing air for proper oil cooling.

6. Failure to make all drain connections to valves and other compeepits May

result in improper operation. Many hydraulic componentsnave nonpositive,

seals that leak a small amount of oil duffing operation. If this oil is

not returned to the tank, the back pressure in the component will increase

alid the compqnent will not operate properly.

7. Actuators may not be firmly anchored. Even a small amounrof..nolay" in
4

the mounrof a Working cylinder can result in serious damage because

the ;.arge forces involved."

8.. Misalignment of piston rods will result in, side thrusts on pistohs apd

rods that may damage seals or cause uneven wear of components: Misalign- '

. ment of rotary shafts lead to the same problems. .

9. Lack of protection for piston rods in diriYTiat.tons may.shorteri the

life of rods and seals.

10. Improper anchoring of pipes, tubing, and hoses can result in undesirable

conductor motion in high-pressure hydraulic systems and can lead to con-

ductor failure. All piping sheould be securely anchored.

FL-08/Page 5
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11. Leaks may occur because of improperlydonnected pipes'and fittings or.be-

cause of improperly installed seals. All system leaks should be repaired

immediately.

Poot Maintenance

Most fluid power failures can be attributed to inadequate maintenance

procedures. A good maintenance progi'-am should locate developing problems before

they become severe and should prevent damage due to fluid contamination. In
. .

pneumatic systems, the most important maintenance procedures are the cleaning

of air filters and the refilling and checking of air-line lubricators. In

hydraulic systems, the most important maintenance item is proper fluid main-

tenance: This includes cleaning or replacing filters and irepfacing oil at

specific intervals. The condition of all fluid power actuators should be checked

regularly., Maintenance, rocedures for each fluid power system are unique toMaintenance,

.that system and are depe dent upon system design, application, and location.

Imptogetiy Duigned Ci.AcuLts

, Occasionally, a fluid power ircuit may be incapable of performing its J

,task bedause of errors in iyt em design.. Problems resulting from desigW errors

include pressures or flow rates that are top low, lack .of speed ContrOl, over-.

heating,-and actuators that are'too smallto deliver the required force.

SYMPTOMS OF FAILURE

Table '1 listt some of the more common symptoms of failures in fluid power

systeths and the malfunctions In the system that could leld to those symptoms.'

Problems that occur only in pneumatic circuits are indicated by the letter. P;

those that occur in hydraulic circuits only are followed by the lettqr 1,1;

and those common to both systems have no designation.

e
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TABLE 1. COMMON FAILURES IN FLUID POWER SYSTEMS
AND THEIR POSSIBLE CAUSES.

Component Problem. Possible Cause

Cylinders Excessive wear on one side Misalignment or side thrust

of pision rod Incorrect mounting style

Bent piston rod Excessive side load on end

of piston rod
Cylinder used above fated
pressure

Asir in system (H)

Fluid viscosity too high (H)
Inufficient 1.ubrica.tion (P)

Wornor damaged pump (H)
Leakage through actuator
seals

Leakage through valves
Faulty or dirty flow con-
trol valves
Faulty check valve
Low fluid level in reservoir
(H)

Defective pressure relief
valve (H)
Lack of lubrication (P)

Slow or erratic motion of
actuator

Cylinder,does not move

t

* Load on the cylinder too
great
System pressure too low
Cylinder cushion seized
Defective cylinder seal
Check valve 4n backwards
Faulty pump (H)
Stuck directional control

valve
Pressure relief valve stuck

open (H)

Solenoid or pilot-operated
directional. control valve

does not operate

Valve actuator received no
input signal

Defective valve actuato?,
Dirt caused valve tostick
Lack of lubrication (P)

Sequence valve does not open
to permit.proper actuator
sequence

211

4.4

Valve pressure setting too
high

Valve spring or seals have
Tailed.

Dirty valve

FL-08/Page 7
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Table . Contihued.

.

Speed control valve does not

f)nction properly

.

Wrong valve setting
Valve reversed in fluid line

- Dirty valve J
Line pressure fluctuates and
valve is not pressure com--
pensated

Hydraulic Power
Unit (Hydradlic
Only)

.

Noisy pump Air in fluid /

°Excessive oil viscosity -

Misalignment of pump and
drive shafts

Clogged or dirty fiifter ,

Damaged pump
Excessive pump speed
Chattering relief valve
Loose or damaged inlet line

No pressure

,

-.

.

3
d 4

Ruptured hydraulic line
Ressu e r lief valve stuck
open ..

Pump turn ng in the wrong
direction
Full pump w returned to
tank through faulty valve
or actuator

Low or erratic pressure Air 'in fluid

Low oil level in reservoir .

Defective or worn pump.
Defective pressure reltr
valve

Defectiv'e actuator I.

,

1

.

Overheating of the hydraulic
o41

,

.

Continuous operation oe pres-
sure'relief valve ,

Insufficient airflow far
cooling reservoir

.Reservoir'too small
Dirty fluid.
Heat exchanger inoperative
Piping sized too small
Incorrect fluid for system

i

TROUBLESHOOT'ING HYDRAULIC CIRCUITS

Troubleshooting hydraulic circuits is often a complicated' and confusing

taskfor several reasons. Many failures have sit411 sand obVtous causes, but

Others may, be difficult to diagnose and explain.8h component often fails

to function-properly because of a hidden fault in another component that was

caused by still another fault in the total system. Hydraulic, system trouble-
,

shooting must be approached in a systematic wa order to locate and correct

Page 8tFL-08
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4.
all problems associated with a system failure. This process usually includes

several possible causes,based on system performance. Suspected components

are then tested separately and the condition of each is determined. Tests

include disassembly and inlpeCtion,of,caMponents and measurements of pre'ssure,

flow rate, and temperature at various points in the system during the operating`,

cycle', Troubleshooting procUures should not be terminated with the location

of a single fault in the system, partitularly if thlf'fault is related to fluid

type, condition, or temperature. If one component fails because of these fac-

tors, others are likely to be affected also.

.

"'".

MEASURING EQUIPMENT

#

The most common measurements in hydraulic system troubleshooting are of

pressure and flow rate. Oil temperature is also measut'ed frequently.

Pressure meaurements.are usually made with Bourdon-type pressure gauges.,

These are available in a wide range of pressure capabilities and some have
%.

) provisions for measuring pressures below atmospheric in the suction line. Pres-
.-

Lsure gauges usually read directickin ps4g for pressUi-e lines-and inches of

vacuum for: suction lines:

Flow measurements can be made -iiith several types of flowmeters. The most

comlon type consists of a metering float contained in a tapered tube. The

floahis actually made of-metafand is.pulled down by gravity. Fluid flow

around the flbat forces, it upwa'rd. The height of the float indicates the flow

rate op a scale on the side of the transparent flow tube. This typelof flow-

eter must.be mounted vertically with_the flow u0wa..ed,in ,order to be effective.

A similar device uses a Ughtweight=piston that is spring-loaded and can be

. used in a hori04416.position: Turbine flowmeters and piston and rotary posit

tive-ditplaeeffent type meters may, also _be used. In many systems, a flowmeter

is permanently
6.

mounted in-the puMP delivery line for flow monitoring. A pres-
.

sure gauge is.often_permanently mounted in the same location. If a flowmeter

is,not,evailable, the flow rate for-sysa tems or components with low flow rates

can be.determlned by catching the return oil in a graddated container for d

measured time and Calculating the volume flow rate. This procedure may be par-

ticularfy useful in checking the drain lines of spool valves for valve leakage.

Temperature can be measured at various points.in the system with any

AenientAermometer. The most common measurement is of oil temperature in the

213
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reservoir. *If hot spots are suspected th the system, temperatures may be mea-

sufed just.downstrearof the-suspeC4d p:Ouble spot. One method that may :be

- successfully used is to bring the sensor of a contact thermometer into ,close con-,

tact with the fluid conductor and wrap the area with a thermal insulating material.

40
A portable hydraulic circuit tester consists Of a flowmeter, pressure

gauge, thermometer and loading valle. It is used to test Pumps in systemS

that do not have built try and for(tests at other points in the, system:

Figure 1 shows a hydraulic circuit ,tester in a circuit. .This device measures

fluid flow rate, pressure; and oil fempevture at the point of connection in
i

.

the circuit., In figure 1, the tester is installed for pump measurements and

may also be 'used to deliver specific pressures and to measure total system
,

A ,

f pressure and flow rate as cop- -

OUTPUT
FLUID LINE

MANUAL
SHUTOFF

VALVE

(CLdSED FOR
TESTS)

SYSTEM PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE OR
UNLOADING VALVE, ,$

FeOWMETER

PRESSURE
GAUGE

t ,

THERMOMETER

Tbnent's are` actuated. e flow

rate of a specific compo ent

can be measured-by cOnn cting -

the tester in series with that

Component
FLOW
CONTROL
VALVE

1

LOADING
I VALVE

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

The performance of the pump

can be eveluatedby using the

circit tester connected 4s shown

The pump test pro-

., cedure is outli'neci in .Module FL-04,

"Pumpi and Compressors.," and con-Figure 1. Hydraulic Circuit Tester.
.&

sists primarily of measuring the

change in4-delivery rate as deliv-

ery pressure is varied from atmospheric to the systdm working pressui4. 'This

data can be used to determine the volumetric efficiency pf the pump. A com-

parison of the result to the pump specitications and past fest results will

indicate the amount and ratof.Wear of the pump.
a .

)

)(,` The pressure,relief valve can be tested with the same circuit connections.

This is accomplished by'blocking thdjlow of oil in the output fluid

All-fluid must then pass through either the pressure relief-valve or the load-
,

_ .

ing valve of the circuit tester. A graph of floW rate versus pressure for .

. 9
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the pressure relief valve can be drawn from the data collected. The operation

of other pressure-actuated valves, such as sequence valves, maybe tested in

a'similar manner by appropriate connections of the circuit tester.

The circuit shown in Figural can also be used to measure total leakage

vlof the circuit during holding operations. gis is accomplished by setting

/ the loading valve to produce a pressure at which the pressure relief valve

allows np flw. Oil passing through the flowmeter during holding then indi-

cates total :leakage. Checking the leakage rate at different points in the

machine cycle will often indicate a particular group of compAents as having

a high leakage, but usually does not pinpoint'the problem. For example, if

the leakage it. high with a cylinder extended but low with the same cylinder

retracted, either'the rod seals of the cylinder or the-seals'of the valves

,

in that, part of the system :are leaking.
.

( Actuators can becheCked for teaks by measuring fluid flow to or from

the 'actuator at full extension and full retraction. Directional control valves

can be checked for leaks by measuring the flow through.their drain lines duringi
operation. Flowrcontrol valves can be checked by measuring flow through them

. during the system cycle. For assurance -of correct measurements for a particular

component, die circuit tester or floketer must be plaCed so it measures fluid

flow to or from that component only.

Inall test procedures, a list Of components to be tested .should be pre-,

pared before testing begins!. Eachcomponent sbould'be tested and the test-

results recorded. .PerManent records should be kept of all test- procedures

and,results. These may prove invaluable in future system tests. Maintenance

procedures should be modified to prevent the recurrence of the problem. If

necessary, the syStem should be modified for more trouble-free operation. The

purpose of the troubleshooting procedure is m5f-only to lace the system back

in'operation but also .to eliminate the need forfuture troubleshooting:

TROUBLESHOOTING PRoCEDURES

Trpubleshooting techniques vary greatly from one hydraulic power system

to another, but some genftral procedures should always be followed. The follow-

ing steps are .e.ssential-wts ofall-troublesbooting_procedures. Experienced

technicians accomplish some of these so automatically that they fail to notice

the signifiCance of the step., Beginner's should Write down and, check their

__'_FL-08/Page 11
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troubleshooting plgn before beginning_to asnre all steps are covered and no

procedural errors are-included.

1. Operate the system and record operating characteristics, Observations

made by the system operator should also bejecorded. Remember that ex-

cessive or unusual .noise is often'an indication of malfunctions.'

2. Define the component'relationships within tht system. Obtain'or draw

a system schematic and trace fluid flow through the system during each

phase of system operation., Allear undeestanding of the purpoie and opera-

tion,of each circuit component is/essential for troublkshootir

3. Determine the pressures and flow rates to be expected at various point(
.

in the system. Note these on-the system schematic and in detailed test

procedures. This will alloW the troubleshooter to spot problems Aediately

during tests..
.

4. Based on the operating characteristics and system schematic, establish

a step -by -step troubleshooting procedure. List-the components to be tested, .

the conditions under,which each is.to be testedthe quantities to be mea-

sured, and the test-method including the location of measuring equipment.

5. Conduct system and component tests according to the established trouble

shooting sequence: In emergency situations requiring the quickes, po Bible
. ,

return of the System to operation, the troubleshooting sequence nay be

terminated when the faulty component is located. If this is done, the

test sequence should be completed as soon as possible 10ocate other

possible faults in the system. If time permits, the troubleshooting

sequence should be completedras plenned even though one trouble ?pot has

been located. This may save another system failure in'theflear future.

6. 'Repair or replace faulty components and operate the system with no applied

load, If no problems are appayent, operate the system with normal load41
and observe its operation. Additional measurements may-be required at

this point.

. Record all test procedures and results in a ootebdok for future reference.
,

If changes are indicated in maintenance procedures or system design, r-,
cord these and initiate'the changes As soon as possible.

?

2
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TRUUBLESHpOTING PNEUMATIC CIRCUITS

Troubleshooting in pneumatic circuits is usually less complicated than in

hydr ulic circuits. All hydraulic system problems associated with the pump,

rese foir, pressure relitf Val%;e, and fluid return are absent. Many of the

problems with actuators and valve'S are the same as wfth the hydraulic systems,

as indicated by Table 1. Pneumatic systems have two major problems that are

Snot psresent in hydraulic systems. The first is lack of lubrication because

of lubricator failure,or_inadequate oil supply. The other is the pres-

ence of contamination in the air deliver'y lines that may be carried to the

componepf through,a defective filter: Air lines typically,cOntain water, dirt

that has come in through the compressor, and pipe scale. Thus, air-line filter's

are required near every branch circuit. The ilure of either-filter or lubri-

cator will cause problems with both valves and actua rs.

Troubleshooting technipes for pneumatic systems'are essentially the same

as for hydraulic systems. .Measurements are made with pressure gauges and flow-

meters. Since filter-regulator-lubricator units often contain pressure gauges,r
pressure tests may be conducted very easily. Problems in, the compressor and

delivery system can be identified quickly by .measuring the available pressure

and flow rates at various, work stations. Since there are rfo fluid return lines

in .compressed air systems, all leakage rates must be measured on thciP high-
_

pressure side. Pneumatic conductors should be inspected,for leaks 'and bad

connectors.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

The safety of personnel must be a'consideration in the design, operation,

and maintenance of any fluid power _system. There can be no compromise in fluid

power circuits where safety is concerned. The high fluid pressUres, large

forces, and high 'speed operations all present serious safety'jlazards, and main-

tenance and troubleshooting procedgres are often far more'hazirdous than ndrmal

system operation.

SAFETY:CIRCUIT& .

Several fluid power circuit features are often included as safety pre-
.,

cautions to protect operating personnel. 'figure 2 shows an accumulator
.

217. AFL -08 /Page 13
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as an emergency power source for'automatically retracting a piston in case
9 r

of power f ilure in the system. The rod end of the cylinder is connected to 41

, the accumulator and maintained at the

maximum wor1king presSLire. A pressure' .4-

relief, valve is included_in this {,art

of the system to return oil to theyeser7:

Noir.during the extension stroke. The

effective area of the cylinder is the

area of the piston minus the area of.,

the rod, since full Pressure is applied

to both sides of the piston. The.solenoid-

. actuated valve operates the circuit and

-4 is also part of the safety system. If

_there is an electrical power failure,

this valve is actuated by spring force

to connect the blank end of the cylinder

Figure 2. AcCumulator as an to the drain.^,The energy in the
Emergency Power Sourde.

accumulator retracts the piston. If

any component in the system fails resulting iri lowered system pressure, the

pressure of the iccumulator,circuit will automatically retract the piston.

During troubleshooting operations, seety:cfrcuits often present spe-
_

ciaA hazards. In this circuit, a failure.that completely shuts the sygtem down'

leaves high-pressure hydraulic oil in the accumulator, resulting in;6 potential ,

iard to the troubleshooter. Testing of this system may require'that the

accumulator be drained.

FRL

,

. Figure 3 shows a two-
.

handed safety control-ciecuit

often 'used for the operation of

-- L:4 pneuma ic prestes: The piston

can b( extended only if bath

. push bifftons are.dep.ressed,`at:

1 the same time:' -If either is
... r

1

... L released, the 'piston automatj-
..,

.cally retracts. The pus1 it

tons ar'e'- located' so that t ey
. .-. .

Figure 3,:.. Two-Handed Safety Control Circuit. : cannot be pushed while any 'part'

Page 14/FL-08'
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- (7-
of the operator's 'body is inOulath of title piston rod.

-Maintenance operations on such a circuit may require that sine of 'the but-

tons be locked in the depressed positiorrduring'some test-procedures. Such
^

procedures should be conducted carefully, and the button should be released

immediately after each test run.
4

, .

SAFETY PROCEDURES AND REGULATIONS

The Occupational Safety and Health AdMinistration (OSHA) has established

safety standards that apply to industry locations -where hydraulic and pneumatic

equipment is operated. Detailed information on OW standards and rAuirements,

may be found in OSHA publication '2072, General Industry, Guide for ApOlyfne

Safetyand Health Standards, 29 CFR 1910. These standards deal with the.follow-

ing categories.

1. Workplace standards. This category includes the safety of floorg, entrance

andexit areas, sanitation, and fire prevention. Hydraulid equipment

must be maintained in a clean and leak-free condition to meet these stan-
.

. dards. /,

2. Machines and equipment standards. Important items in this category include
,

machine guards, inspection and maintenance techniques, safety devices,'
.)

and the mounting,anchoring, and grounding of flUid power equipment.

3. Materials standards. These standards specify the acceptable levels of

.tox ic fumes, explosive dust particles, and atmosPheril contamination.

Ventilation requirements and methods Of handling-solvents used ih cleaning

fluid power systems and components are included.

4.,. Employee standards.- Miese include employee training, personal protection

-equipment, and Medical andfirst aid services.

5. ,Power source standards. Special safety-Standards are applied to all in-
.

dustrial power.sources, including fluid power sources.

6. 'Process standards. Special standards are established for many industrial-.

processes including welding, spraying, dipping, machining, and abrasive

blasting. These standards do not apply directly, to fluid power but in

fluence the design of'fluid power systems used in such applications..

7.' Admfnistrative standardsIndustries are requiredto_post

theof the rights and responsibilities of both employees and the industry

and to keep safety records, on accidents.

4
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SUMMARY

- Maintenance and troubleshootirig operations in fluid power'systems employ

many of the same techniqUes. Troubleshooting techniques are intended tp locate

malfunctions in the system,.to correct them, and to prevent their recurrence

by madiiiCation of the. system or maintenance procedures. Troubleshootinfis
. 4

belt accomplished during scheduled maintenance periods, and better maintenance

programs result in less emergency, troubleshooting to restore system operation

,after breakdowns.

The most common cause of sytem failures in bothpneumatic and hydraulic

systems is dirt in the working fluid. In pneumatic systems,,this is followed

closely by lack of lubrication. Common problems in hydraulic systems include

low oil leyels in the reservoir and poor 'oil condition.

Troubleshooting techniques include` identifying the prq6;ble trouble spots

and checking the operation of each component by pressure, flow rate, and tem-

perature measurements, Future problems may often be avoided by-Checking every

item on the list of.stispected components because more than one compOnent is

likely to be involved in many system problems.

Safety standards and regulatio'ns shoUld be followed during both system
A

operation and maintenance.

EXERCISES
0.

1. List and explain seven causes of failure in-fluid power systems. Include
.

.

the steps to be taken to
,

prevent the recurrence of a failure resulting
:

from each.

2. List and explain,10 common mistakes,influTd pbwer installations.

3. Draw and label a hydraulic circuit tester and explain its operation.

4. Draw, label, and explain-the following safety circuits. Include the pi-

tential hazards for a technician during troubleshooting proceduret.

a. Accumulator:as.an emergency power source ,-*

b. Two-handed safety-control circuit

50 ' Draw-a schematic of a flu id power circuit using a directional control

valve, two sequence calves, and two flow control valves to control the

Page 1.6/FL-08
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operationof two hydraulic cylinders. The speed of eac'h,piston is to

be controlled on the extension stroke but not on the retraction stroke.'

-The'cylinder that extends last also retracts last. Discuss the probable

causes of the folldWing symptoms in this Circuit:

a Actuator's operate in the proper sequence, but both are sluggish

r., during extension and retraction.

b. The actuator that extends first operates properly, but the second

actuator is sluggish on both extension and retraction.'

c. One' actuator extends too rapidly and retracts too slowly.

d. The second actuator extends slowly and erratically but retracts

properly.

e. Both actuators have a tendency to be erratic or jerky in. operation.

This is accompanied, by unusual noises apparently coming from the

actuators and piping.

6. For each set of symptoms listed for the circuit in Problem -5, write a

net of test procedures that will reveal any problems in the system.

7. Draw a Schematic of a hydraulic circuit in which a three-position, spring-

centered directional control valve is used to control a cylinder for posi-

tioning a heavy load on a horizontal rail. A flow control valve is used

to give the same piston velocity for both extension and retraction. Dis-

cuss the probable causes-of the follOWA failure symptoms in this circuit:

a. Piston will extend but will not retract.

b. Piston extends and retracts too slowly.

c. Piston extends too slowly but retracts at the proper speed.

d. Piston retracts too slowly but extends at the proper speed.

e. Piston extends too slowly and retracts too rapidly.

8. For each set of symptoms listed for the c-*Cuit in'Probldm 7, write a

list of test procedures that is most likely to return the system to proper

operation in the shortest time.

9. Redraw the circuit in Problem 7 with an accumulator installed as an auxiliary

. 'power source for moving tihsAilinder in either direction. Explain how

this inclusion changes each of the test procedures in Problem 8.

.221 FL-08/Page 17



LABORATORY MATERIALS

Hydraulic power unit

Hydraulic circuit tester or appropriate flowmeter, preslure gauge, themometer,,

and loading valve

Hydraulic components to include directional control valves, pressure relief

valve, sequence valves, flow control valves, and actuators

Co necting hoses

M chanical load for hydraulic power system

Notebook

LAB,ORATORY OROCEDORES

In this jaboratory, the student will troubleshoot a hydraulic power system.

The system may be assembled by the instructor prior to the lab or may be built

by the student according to directions supplied by the instructor. The system

may contain either design faults or wore or inoperative Components.

1. Assemble:the system as indicated in the instructions, provided by the in-

structor, using thedesjgnated components. Attach the actuator to the

mechanical logd.as specified.

2. Operate the-system according to instruction's and observe spb em operation.

Note any symptoms of failure or problems in -the laboratory notebook.

3. Prepare a schematic diagram of the circuit. List the functions of the

major components and the sequence of control operations in the ci)(cuit.

4. Determini flow'rates,and pressures to be expected at key points in

the circuit throughout the operating cycle based on the schematic and

the pressure and flow'rate,from system design data. The rated delivery ,

of the pump will Usually be given Qfp the pump data plate. The pressure

can be determined:by dividing the mIximum load of the system.,,by the area

ofthe working piston. Record pressures and flow rates on the circuit--

schematic. Identify the conditions necessary for ea5h data point.

5, Establish a step-by-step troubleshooting procedure for this system. List

components tobe.tested, test procedures,Land expected results.

6. Conduct all tests in a safe manner.- Record all test results in the labora-

tory notebook.

Page 18/FL-08
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/7. Identify and explain faults in the system and the conditions that have

caused these faults.

8. Replace faulty components or correct the circuit assembly for proper opera-

tion_ Test the circuit with ndIrload and with its normal working load

to assure proper operation.

9. Record changes necessary for proper operation of the circuit without the

recurrence of this problem. Include circuit and component changes and

-recommended -ma4ntenancesproceduresIhe_cOMPleted notebook shOuld contain

a history of troubleshooting techniques, the results of all tests, evalua-

tion of problems, and all recommendations.concerning the system.

10. Discuss briefly how this system could be made more energy efficient. (See

Module FL-07, "Fluid Circuits.")

4f--
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GLOSSARY

Emergency hydraulic power source: A hydraulic power system using an accumula-

tor for the automatic retraction of a piston in case of dower failurf.

Hydraulic circuit testerz 'A_testing device for hydraulic troubleshooting that

includes a pressure gauge, a flowmeter, a thermometer, and a circuit load-

ing valve.

Troubleshooting: A collection of techniques for locating problems in fluid

power systems, returning the systems to operation, and determining the

cause of the problem so that recurrence may be prevented.

223
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Two-handed control circuit: A saf ty control circuit used in press,applica-
,tions in which the operator mu use both hands to actuate the press while
standing clear of the machine.

1(
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TEST

1. The most common cause of failure of working components in a hydraulic

power system is ...

a. misapplication of the component.

b. dirt in the system.

c. improper circuit design.'

d. overheating of seals.\
e. 'None of the above are true.

2. A major cause of actuator failure in pneumatic systems that is usually

not a problem ih'hydraulic systems is ...

a. lack of lubrication.

b. side loading of piston rods.

c. excessive temperatures.,

d. Both a and c are true.

e. None of the above are true.

3. The two quantities that must be measured for troubleshooting of hydraulic

systems are ... A

a.
I

oil temperature and,flow rate.

b. oil temperature and pressure.

c. oil pressure and flow rate.

d. oil viscosity and pressure.

e. oil viscosity and flow rate.

4. In order to check the operation of a Kessure relief valve ...

a. oil flow to the rest of the system must blocked.

b. a flowmeter must be connected between the pressure relief valve and

the reservoir.

c. a pressure gauge must be connected between the pump outlet and the

pressure relief valve.

d. Bpth a and c are true.

e. All of the above are true.

5. Overheatinb of the hydraulic fluid does not indicate which of the following

Possible problems?

a. Pip,ing sized too small

I?. Pressure relief valve set to maintain a presiUre that is too high

c. .Insuffic-terra-trflow for cooling theresery

'225
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d. Excessive leaks through spool valves

e. Reservoir sized too small

6. In a hydraulic circuit, ,an actuator is operated by a sequence valve, that

directs fluid to it after another part of the cycle is completed. The

piston speed is controlled by a fluid flow-valve in series with the cylinder

for exhaust metering during extension. If the piston will not extend,

which,of the following is not,a possible cause?

a. .Flow valVe is installed backwards.

b. - Pressure setting of sequence valve is too high.

c. Pressure setting of pressure relief valve is too low.

d. Both a and c are true.

7. In emergency troubleshooting to return a system to service when an actuator

is sluggish or erratic, which of the following steps should be taken before

any of the others?

the actuator.

b. eck the pump output and volumetric efficiency.

p% Consult the circuit schematic and identify all components controlling

cylinder operation.

d. Replace directional control valves in the circuit.

'e. Measure the fluid flow rate to the actuator.

8. In a hydraulic power systetn, all 'actuators operate too slowly. Which

of the following could not cause this problem?

a. Pressure relief valve is leaking. .
.

b.' Pressure setting of pressure relief valve is too loW.
.

c. Pump seals have worn;sreducing the volumetric efficiency.

d. Fluid level in the reservoir is too low, al,lowing air to enter the

suction line. ,

,

e. Both b and d are true. N

St 9. Which of the following is true of a hydraulic press circuit using an accum-
4

rfor as an emergency power source for automatically retracting the piston

n case of a power failure?

a. The accumulator must be connected to the rod end of the cylinder

through a check valve. .

b. A check valve must be located directly after the pump output:

c. The pressure relief valve must be replaced with a pump unloading

valve.
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d. At a given maximum SyStem pressure, the maximum force developed by

the piston will be lower than for a similar systeth without an

accumulator.

e: None of the above are

10. Which of the following are not specified by OSHA as safety requirements

for fluid power systems?

a. Cleanup for alil spilled fluids to prevent fires hazards and falls

b. Secure mounting and anchoring of all a'ctUdtbrs

c. equate ventilation during the use of cleaning solvents

d. :Provisions for training operating personnel'and provisiont for first

aid services

e. All of the abov,e

4
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